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Introduction to Volume 57
Volume 57 of Russian Language Journal presents a distinguished set of U.S.
and international research studies and reports reflecting the three major
directions of RLJ: two significant contributions in the area of the description of
contemporary standard Russian; two new works in the area of Russian
language policy (one a corpus study, the other a status report); four new
empirical studies on the acquisition of Russian as a foreign language by adult
English-speaking learners; and two valuable studies ― one American, one
Russian ― on recent changes affecting Russian in the foreign language
classroom environment.
The opening study in the present volume, Arto Mustajoki’s “From
Meaning to Form: An Alternate Model of Functional Syntax,” provides
arguably the clearest presentation of current European work in functional
syntax to date. Mustajoki’s new study, supported by examples from both
English and Russian, is itself a vital new contribution to Functional Syntax
theory and of great potential interest to a wide range of RLJ readers. Andrej
Zajnul’dinov brings new in-field and cross-cultural thinking to the study of
lexical pragmatics, familiar in the works of U.S. scholars (Kecskes, Szolay,
Davidson) as well as Karaulov, Ufimceva, A. N. Leont’ev, and others. On the
language policy side, the over-arching study by Balykhina, presented originally
in October 2007 at the International Forum in Washington, will provide all RLJ
readers with a much-needed update on the changes that have taken place in
contemporary Russian over the past sixteen years, since the fall of the USSR. An
entirely new study of the role and functioning of Russian outside Russia is
presented in Brown’s empirical survey of language utilization (Russian and
Belarusian) in different domains and across different regions of the Republic of
Belarus.
All four studies on the acquisition of Russian bring useful new data and
rigorous analyses to long-standing problem areas in the study and teaching of
Russian at the university level. Beginning with the acquisition of the Cyrillic
alphabet (Bown), and continuing with the interpretation and comprehension of
intertextuality (Vaniushkina), planned-versus-spontaneous spoken discourse
(Mikhailova), and language utilization patterns outside the study abroad
classroom environment (Bain), all four studies present rigorously implemented
research designs to account for differences that emerge in individual student
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performances (and achievement) at different stages along the language learning
continuum. At every level, there are findings to be shared that have significance
not only for the field of adult second language acquisition, but also for the
teaching of Russian generally.
Section three of the present volume addresses new trends in western
language instruction with important implications for the teaching of Russian
today: Comer examines the potential of task-based instruction, providing
valuable examples of the approach based on actual Russian teaching and
curricular planning practice. Moskvin and Remneva, who have designed and
administered the field’s most important and longest-standing professional
development seminar ― the ACTR Summer Language Teachers’ Seminar at
Moscow State University ― share their current observations on best practices
and new directions in the Russian teaching field, as seen from Vorob’jevy gory.
RLJ readers are also directed to a remarkable policy statement on the
concept of “russkiy mir,” as articulated by one of Russia’s most authoritative
political voices, Dr. V. A. Nikonov, who now serves as director of the recently
chartered Russian foundation, “Fond Russkiy Mir.” The Foundation will
support the study and teaching of Russian language and culture within the
Russian Federation, in the nations of the so-called “near abroad,” and around
the world. As important for the field as the creation of a new foundation may
be, Nikonov’s definition of the mission of the foundation and of the “russkiy
mir” will be of great interest to specialists and teachers alike.
Finally, the editors wish to express their gratitude to Bob Channon, Mary
Nicholas, and Bill Rivers for their insightful overview of the Eleventh Congress
of the International Association of Teachers of Russian Language and Literature
(MAPRIAL), held in mid-September in Varna, Bulgaria. The Congress was
attended by more than 1,500 participants from sixty countries; as is the custom
in Russia and Eastern Europe, paper presentations were published in advance
of the Congress and were circulated to all participants onsite. More information
on the Congress can be found on the MAPRIAL website: www.mapryal.org
The September Congress in Varna, the International Forum in
Washington in October, and the official opening of “Fond Russkiy Mir” in
November have provided major international for a for dialog on the study and
teaching of Russian in this the “Year of the Russian Language.” - Editors
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From Meaning to Form:
an Alternative Model of Functional Syntax
Arto Mustajoki
The purpose of this article is to introduce a model for a meaning-based
functional syntax. A full description of the model may be found in our recent
monograph (Mustajoki 2006b). Work on the model has been carried out in the
Department of Slavonic and Baltic Languages and Literature at the University
of Helsinki over the last fifteen years. Given that the above-mentioned book
and various shorter publications (Mustajoki 1997, 1999, 2003a, 2003b, 2004)
have appeared in Russian, it seems appropriate to give a short overview of the
model in English. The only presentation of the model in English thus far is to
be found in (Chesterman 1998); but this monograph was based on an earlier
version of the model (Mustajoki 1993). A number of corrections and
improvements have been made in the most recent version of the model.
Linguists have been dreaming of the creation of a meaning-based
grammar for generations. The first scholar to express the need for such a
linguistic description was apparently Georg von der Gabelentz. He drew a
distinction between a synthetic and an analytic system of a language. He
connected the synthetic system (das synthetische System) with grammatical
synonymy: the speaker who wants to express a thought or a feeling has
different possibilities for doing so. Von der Gabelentz gives the following set
of examples to demonstrate various ways of expressing generalization in
German: Ein Fixstern hat / Jeder Fixstern hat / (Die) Fixsterne haben / Alle
Fixsterne haben / Fixsterne haben insgesammt eigenes Licht.
More or less the same aspiration was later expressed by Otto Jespersen
(1924: 33), S. I. Bernštein (1922: 213) and L. V. Ščerba (1974: 56, 333-338). La
pensée et la langue by Ferdinand Brunot (1922) is usually regarded as the first
implementation of the idea. This massive book (appr. 1,000 pages) is an
original attempt to describe language in a new way, but as a whole Brunot is
rather inconsistent in his attempt to follow the principle of going “from
meaning to form.”
There are several more recent realizations of the “meaning to form”
approach. In the monograph (Mustajoki 2006b), one chapter is devoted to the
comparison of our model with other ones that pursue similar goals and follow
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similar basic principles. Here we can mention only some of the major
similarities and differences. With regard to Alexander Bondarko’s Functional
Syntax (Bondarko 1983, 1984, 2001), a number of shared ideas are evident; the
most relevant of these is the clear aim of basing the linguistic description on
semantic categories. However, Bondarko’s model covers only selected
semantic categories. On some points it also lacks consistency in its use of
terminology, and in how the underlying principles are applied; this is
evidently due to differences in opinion between the co-authors of the
collective works.1
Another prominent Russian functionalist, Galina Zolotova, has
influenced our model in various ways, but we cannot share some of her
opinions concerning the foundations of such an approach (for instance, her
reluctance to differentiate between form and function/meaning). Actually,
Zolotova’s own illustrations in tabular form and the terminology used by her
(Zolotova 1982, 127-129; Zolotova et al. 1998, 102-110) show that it is
reasonable to describe these phenomena at two separate levels. Moreover, in
our model we try to follow the “meaning to form” principle more
systematically than is the case in the works of Zolotova.
Igor Mel’čuk’s “Meaning ↔ Text” model also has much in common
with our model. The differences include, for instance, the depth of the
description: in some cases Mel’čuk (1974/1999) goes “deeper” and sees, e.g.,
causation in situations where we prefer an interpretation closer to the
viewpoint of a naïve speaker. Another important distinction is in the
description techniques used: Mel’čuk tries to formalize the generation of the
surface structures, while we see no reason to show it step by step. Indeed,
although we avoid bringing forward too much psychological evidence for our
interpretations, it is worth mentioning that in a normal speech situation, we
merely see a correspondence between given semantic structures or “embryos
of an utterance” and the linguistic means to express them, without a gradual
process of producing our speech through a set of provisional states.
Some further names within Russian linguistics must be mentioned
here. Works and concepts provided by Premysl Adamec (1973, 1975, 1978),
Maja Vsevolodova (2000) and Istvan Pete (1988) have had an important
influence on our thinking on the functional approach as such, and on our
definitions of particular semantic categories.

Here we have in mind especially the famous series of six collective monographs compiled
under the supervision of Alexander Bondarko, Teorija funkcionalnoj grammatiki.
1

4
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In the Western linguistic tradition, obvious points of comparison
include the systemic or functional grammar of M. A. K. Halliday (e.g. 1994,
2004), and the cognitive approach of Ronald Langacker (e.g. 1987, 1991a,
1991b). However, our model stands closer to the Functional grammar of
Simon Dik (and his followers) (Dik 1978, 1980, 1989, 1997) and the Role and
reference grammar of Robert van Valin (2001), the main ideas of which are
very similar to ours. However, there are a large number of differences in
points of detail, not least when it comes to the interpretation of the level of
role structure description. The following set of examples may serve to
illustrate this (cf. Dik 1997, 125):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Igor teaches maths to the children.
Igor teaches the children maths.
Igor teaches the children with maths.
Igor teaches the children into maths.

Dik considers that the utterances (1–4) reflect different roles of actants. In FS
we adopt as our starting point the “deep” predicates representing the
semantic level, rather than the surface verbs.
It is necessary to point out terminological difficulties we face in our not
very precise research field called linguistics. Let us take a single example.
What we call semantic structure in our model could be named – with no clear
differences in meaning – denotative, conceptual, onomasiological, psychological,
ontological, cognitive, noematic, ideographical, meaning-based, or deep. There is no
space here to justify our terminological choice, but the list of other possible
variants can help the reader to comprehend the very essence of the model. So,
for many basic concepts linguistics offers a variety of terminological solutions.
The reverse is also true: many of the terms that we use have several possible
interpretations (including such important ones as causation and modality). A
degree of caution is therefore needed concerning our use of terminology.
This terminological inaccuracy also concerns the term functional. The
approach we call functional is referred to by some linguists as onomasiological
(e.g. Gak 1977: 17-18, 1985: 12-15; Danilenko 1988, 108; Bacevič & Kosmeda
1997: 23-38) or ideographical (Belošapkova & Miloslavsky 1988: 7). On the other
hand, the functional approach can bе interpreted in a much broader sense as a
contrast to formal, autonomous, structural, or generative linguistics (cf. Dik
1978, 4-5; Itkonen 1983; Foley & Van Valin 1984, 3; Lomov 1994, 11-13; Kibrik
& Plungjan 2002, 276). Functionalism can also be seen as part of the
anthropological orientation in linguistics (Postovalova 1988, 8-9).

5
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Another inevitable problem is the indistinct borderline between
different categories. We face such a situation in any linguistic research, but
especially in research based on semantic categories. We can use linguistic tests
or experiments reflecting the opinions of native speakers to clarify the
relevant features of semantic categories, but one can never reach a
classification with strict and 100 percent reliable borderlines between them.
We therefore have to settle for overlapping categories (cf. Chvany 1996, 63–95;
Apresjan 1995, 140–142).
We now turn to the main part of the paper. We will try to summarize
the basic principles and aims of our functional syntax (henceforth FS).
1. The main goal and tasks of FS
1.1. FS is based on the principle of going “from meaning to form”; to be more
specific, “from semantic categories to linguistic means.”
1.2. FS differs from traditional grammar mainly in how the description of
linguistic phenomena is structured, but less so in the content of the description.
So, the surface structures Ему холодно. ‘He is cold’, У него температура. ‘He
has a temperature’, Он в коме. ‘He is in a coma’ are all dealt with in the same
chapter entitled Physiological state because they have a similar semantic
structure (a Physiogical state with an actant, an Experiencer).
1.3. Our purpose in creating FS is not to replace traditional grammar, but to
provide a complementary way of describing linguistic phenomena.
1.4. In the communicative situation, FS reflects the point of view of the
speaker who is searching for a suitable way to express his/her thoughts.
However, FS does not aim to describe the mental processes taking place in the
speaker’s head.
1.5. The present-day version of FS does not go very far into pragmatics
(features of dialogue and discourse), but such elements can easily be added to
the model.
1.6. The creation of a FS consists of three stages:
•

6

Defining the foundation of the description – semantic structures
and their main elements, semantic categories;
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•

Description of the linguistic means which can be used in expressing
the defined semantic structures and categories in language x or in a
set of languages; and

•

Establishing the possible restrictions in the use of the linguistic
means.

2. The main concepts and terms of FS
Reality

Situation

Filter 1 (speaker outlines and interprets the
situation according to her/his
communicative needs)

☺
Semantic level

State of affairs + speaker’s comments on it
└───────────┬──────────────┘
Semantic structure

Filter 2 (speaker takes into account
restrictions caused by
the language used and
the speech situation)
Linguistic level

Surface structure of the language in question

2.1. The linguistic description in FS is based on semantic structures, which
reflect the state of affairs and the speaker’s comments on it.
2.2. The states of affairs are situations or fragments of reality (the real, virtual,
or inner world) as they are interpreted by the speaker.
2.3. Besides the schematic semantic structures, one can speak about their
realizations through the addition of specific content. For instance, a
Physiological state, one of the nuclear semantic structures, can be realized

7
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with a great number of different contents, e.g., “Igor is in a state of
hunger/coldness/temperature/hangover/cancer, etc.”
2.4. The following notation is used:
•

[StPhl; E] – semantic structure, which consists of a predicate (Physiological
state) and a actant (Experiencer)

•

«Igor is in a state of temperature” – one of the possible contents of the
semantic structure
Ndative + Vбыть + Adv-о – one of the possible surface structures which can be
used to express the semantic structure in Russian

•

•

Мне холодно ‘I am cold’ – a possible linguistic realization of the surface
structure.

2.5. Semantic categories are not based on the smallest possible elements of
meaning (atoms, primitives), but they are supposed to reflect a naïve
speaker’s impressions of the world. For instance, behind the content “Irina
gives Igor a book” stands a nuclear structure which is not split further into
semantic elements, such as “Irina CAUSES: Igor has a book.”
2.6. A semantic structure consists of the following elements:
•

nucleus of the semantic structure = (deep) predicate + actants
An example: a predicate denoting a concrete action + actant1 (Agent) +
actant2 (Object) (”Igor is building a house”).

•

modificator = a metaverb determining the nucleus + actants (in some cases a
metalexeme without an actant). Examples: «ASK», «BEGIN», «CAUSE»,
«POSSIBLE», «END».

•

specificator = a semantic element clarifying an actant, the predicate, or the
semantic structure as a whole. Examples: Time, Aspectuality, Determinacy,
Quantity.

2.7. As to complexity, semantic structures can be divided into two main
categories:
•

8

simple semantic structure = nucleus + obligatory modificators
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•

An example: ASK + predicate denoting a concrete action + actant1 (Agent)
+ actant2 (Object); a possible content: “I ASK: Sergey builds a house”; a
possible linguistic expression: Сергей строит дом? ‘Is Sergey building a
house?’
complex semantic structure = simple semantic structure1 +
metaconjunction + simple semantic structure2.
A possible content: “Sergey builds a house ALTHOUGH Sergey already
has two houses”; a possible linguistic expression: Сергей строит дом
несмотря на то, что у него уже есть два дома. ‘Sergey is building a house
although he already has two houses.’

2.8. A simple semantic structure can be expanded by two ways: adding an
optional modificator or an embedded element:
•

expanded (simple) semantic structure = simple semantic structure +
optional modificator
An example: «BEGIN + a predicate denoting concrete action + actant1
(Agent) + actant2 (Object); a possible content: “Sergey began building a
house”; a possible linguistic expression: Сергей начал строить дом.
‘Sergey started building a house.’

•

embedding = actant of a simple semantic structure with an extra semantic
element.
An example: predicate + actant1 + (Characterization + actant2); a possible
content: «Alex builds (a luxurious house)”; a possible linguistic
expression: Сергей строит роскошный дом. ‘Sergey is building a
luxurious house.’

2.9. If a state of affairs forms part of a semantic structure, it is denoted by the
symbol P, e.g. {[P1] IN ORDER TO [P2]} (Сергей построит себе новый дом,
чтобы осуществить мечту жены. ‘Sergey will build a new house in order to
fulfil his wife’s dream’).
Actants
2.10. Actants are not treated in FS as separate units, but as non-predicative
elements of semantic structures and their modificators.

9
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2.11. Actants that are able – according to the interpretation of the speaker – to
control the action, or to feel emotions or other states, belong to category I
(prototype: “a human being”). Further categories are: concrete inanimate
actants (II, “a chair”), mass actants (III; “water”) and abstract actants (IV; “an
idea”).
2.12. Actants can be divided into the following classes according to their
roles:2
• Agent (A) – an actant which produces and/or controls the action (always
belongs to category I): “Igor writes a letter/opens the window/is running.”
•

Experiencer (E) – an actant which feels an emotion or physiological state
(only category I): “Igor is cold/bored”, “Igor loves Irina.”

•

Neutral (N) – an actant about which something is said (who/how/where
(s)he/it is) (all categories from I to IV): “Fingers/roads/stories are long”,
”Igor is tall/a Russian”, “There is a solution.”

2 The set of actants shows us a typical case of the difficulties in linguistic classifications.
Let us take some examples. Does Igor have the role of Agent in Igor was standing at the door?
Yes: this is not the prototypical Agent, because Igor is not “acting” or producing anything,
but he is controlling the state of affairs. Is the vase an Agent in The vase was standing on the
table as well? No: it has the role of a Neutral, because it is not controlling the situation. Do
we differentiate “resultative” Objects (Igor wrote a book) and “normal” Objects (Igor read a
book)? No. The difference between them can be shown in the semantic structure using
embedding. The former sentence represents the semantic structure [(AcInt); A, (=>Ex, O)]:,
the latter one the structure [(AcInt); A, O)]. Shall we differentiate animate and inanimate
Object in utterances like Sergey hit the thief and Sergey hit the ball? One solution could be to
call the former object Experiencer, because he is feeling something at the same time. Despite
this, we prefer an interpretation where we do not distinguish between animate and
inanimate Object. There are two reasons for this. First, there are a lot of situations where an
animate object does not actually “feel” anything in a real sense of the word (cf. He took Irina /
the computer home; He accidentally touched the guest / the table). Second, from the point of view
of the state of affairs it is not so relevant what the object is feeling (though this may become
the topic of a subsequent state of affairs). One concrete issue to be dealt with in any
classification of semantic roles is the number of different levels of description. Robert van
Valin (2001: 31) has four of them: Verb-specific semantic roles, Thematic relations, Semantic
macroroles and Grammatical relations. In order to keep the model reasonably simple, we
operate only at two levels. The level of grammatical relations is for us the surface structure.
Our semantic structure more or less corresponds to the Thematic level. We use, as a matter
of fact, the idea of Semantic macroroles in defining the actants (we speak about “Subjectroles” which are manifested in the categories of Agent, Experiencer and Neutral). The
concept of Verb-specific semantic roles is not relevant to our purposes, because we operate
at the semantic level of predicates, which do not directly correspond to the verbs of a given
language.

10
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•

Object (O) – an actant towards which a concrete or abstract action is
directed or which appears as a result of such action (all categories from I to
IV): “Igor opens a window/writes a letter/loves Irina/music.”

•

Theme (T) – an actant which the Agent of speech is talking about (all
categories from I to IV): “Igor is talking about football/Irina.”
Recipient (R) – an actant which receives something or benefits from the
action (only category I): “Igor gave Irina a book/sent Nina a letter/told an
anecdote to Pavel.”

•

•

Source (S) – an actant from which something is transferred to the Recipient
(mainly category I): “Irina got a book from Igor/read in the newspaper
about the catastrophe.”

•

Instrument (I) – an actant which is used by the Agent (all categories except
I): “Irina wrote the story with a pencil/on the computer.”
Place (L) – an actant referring to a locative element obligatory for the state
of affairs (apparently all categories from I to IV): “The house is located on
the sea”, “There is nobody in here”, “The goalkeeper has the ball.”

•

Predicates
2.13. The classification of predicates is based on a combination of different
criteria: their semantics, temporal-aspectual features, the set of actants they
have, and the question to which they give an answer. There are the following
primary predicates and their semantic types:
•

Action (Ac): An Agent is doing something and controlling the state of
affairs; possible actants: Object, Instrument, Recipient, Theme. Semantic
types of temporally localized (related to concrete situations) states of
affairs:
Motion (AcLc): “Irina is walking/is carrying a book to school.”
Physical activity (besides motion) (AcPhys): “Igor kicked/killed the
mouse.”
Intellectual activity (AcInt): “Igor was thinking about the kids.”
Speech activity (AcSp): “We talked about Irina’s faith.”

11
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Activity connected with possession (AcPs): “Irina gave the dog a lump
of meat.”
Social activity (AcSoc): “Igor punished Anton.”
Physiological activity (AcPhl): “We were eating soup.”
A type of a temporally non-localized state of affairs –
Characterizing (or identifying) activity (AcCh ) / (AcId): “Igor sings in
a choir.”
•

Relation (Rl): identifies the relationship between an Experincer and Object
or between two Neutrals. Semantic types (all of them refer to temporally
non-localized states of affairs):
Social relation (RlSoc): “Igor is responsible for all the decisions.”
Emotional relation (RlEm): “Irina loves Sergey.”
Intellectual relation (RlInt): “Irina does remember everything.”
Identifying relation (RlId): “Irina is Igor’s wife.”
Characterizing relation (RlCh): “Igor is taller than Vladimir.”

•

Possession (Ps): relation between an Agent-Owner and an Object (“Sergey
has a Mercedes.”)

•

Location (Lc): temporally localized (non-permanent) or temporally nonlocalized (more or less permanent) relation between an Agent or a Neutral
and a Place (“A book lies on the table”, “The house is located by the sea.”)

•

Existence (Ex): information about a temporally non-localized existence of a
Neutral (“There are angels”) or a temporally localized existence of an
Agent or a Neutral in a certain place (“There is a book on the table”,
“There is a house by the sea.”)

•

State (St): typical features: 1) non-processual state of affairs; 2) only one
actant, an Experiencer in Emotional and Physiological states, a Neutral in a
Physical states and a Place in an Environmental state. Examples:
Emotional state (StEm): “Igor is in a state of boredom.”
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Physiological state (StPhl): “Igor is in a state of coldness.”
Physical state (StPhys): “The hands/floors are in a state of dirt.”

•

•

Environmental state (StNat): “This place is in a state of coldness.”
Characterization (Ch): only one actant, Neutral; temporally non-localized
state of affairs, qualitative featuring (“Irina is beautiful/clever”, “The book
is interesting/new.”)
Identification and classification (Id): temporally non-localized state of
affairs, belonging of a Neutral to a certain group: “Igor is a Russian/a
teacher.”

2.14. Besides the primary predicates, there also exist secondary ones (symbol
=>) referring to changes in relations or states. Examples:
(RlInt=>): “Irina remembered her friends.” (Ирина забыла о своих друзьях. ‘Irina
forgot her friends.’)
(RlPs=>): “Sergey has a wallet.” (Сергей потерял свой бумажник . ‘Sergey lost
his wallet.’)
(=>Ex): “There exists (a certain) key.” (Ключ нашелся. ‘A key was found.’)
(=>StPhl): “Igor is in a state of healthiness.” (Игорь выздоравливает. ‘Igor is
getting well.’)
Nuclear semantic structures
2.15. Nuclear semantic structures can be divided into groups according to
their communicative proximity, i.e.. to what extent they can be used in the
same speech situation to express what the speaker wants to say. For instance,
semantic structures with the predicates “buy (a car)” and “have (a car)” are
dealt with in the same chapter, although they represent quite different types
of predicates (one refers to an action, the other to a state of possession). The
communicative semantic spheres are as follows: Physical activity and action,
Motion and location, Social activity and relation, Intellectual activity,
Existence, Possession, Emotion, Physiological state, Physical state,
Environmental state, Characterization, Identification.
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Modificators
2.16. There are obligatory and optional modificators. Obligatory modificators
are included in every semantic structure, optional ones occur only if the
speaker finds it necessary.
2.17. At the semantic level modificators are indicated using metaverbs. In the
schematic presentation of semantic structures, modificators stand before the
nucleus [P], e.g. Causation is indicated by {(Caus; A) [P]} or more exactly
{(Caus = PERSUADE; A) [P]}, where А stands for the Agent of the
modificators (in this particular case Agent-Causator).
2.18. Modificators are often explicitly expressed at the surface level, but there
are many types of utterances in which they are omitted.
2.19. There exists one obligatory modificator – Speech function (Func). It has
the following main classes:
•

•
•

Statement: the most important metaverb is “STATE”, which is normally
not expressed explicitly at the utterance level: Ирорь убирает комнату.
‘Igor is cleaning up the room.’ There are also some other metaverbs, e.g.
“ANSWER”, “AGREE”, “PROMISE”, “SWEAR.”
Question: “ASK” (Убирает ли Игорь комнату? ’Does Igor clean up the
room?’)
Request: the basic metaverb is “ASK FOR” (Убери комнату! ‘Do clean up
the room!’) Further metaverbs: “ADVICE”, “INVITE”, “DEMAND”,
“PROPOSE”, “WARN”, “BEG.”

2.20. Besides the main Speech functions, two more can be noted:
•

Proclamation: “DECLARE” (Объявляю заседание закрытым. ’I declare the
meeting closed.’)

•

Social contact: “COOPERATE” (До свидания! ‘Goodbye’) and
“EMPATHIZE” (Жаль, что так случилось. ‘It’s a pity that it happened.’)

2.21. The whole range of Speech functions is used in direct speech (dialogue).
Indirect speech (story telling) usually consists entirely of Statements.
2.22. There are
Authorization.
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2.23. The Agent of the modificator Stage is always the same as in the nucleus.
The six categories of Stage are:
•

The meaning of Irreal stage (Irr) occurs when the speaker builds up in
his/her mind a hypothetical situation, a fragment of a virtual world (Если бы
я увидел медведя, я бы упал в обморок ‘If I saw a bear, I would faint.’)

•

Preparatory stage (PrePhase) is a possible part of the realization process of
Р referring to a phase where Р has not yet begun to exist, but the potential
Agent takes preparatory (usually mental) action in order to do or begin to
do P. Metaverbs: “PLAN”, “PREPARE”, “DECIDE”, “TRY”, “AVOID”
(Ирина собирается поехать в Монголию ‘Irina is going to travel to
Mongolia.’)

•

In Modal phase (ModPhase) attention is paid to the circumstances that
have a certain influence on the probability of the realization of P. The
Agent (or some kind of Experiencer) does not directly control the Modal
phase, but s/he is the Agent of the potential P. Modal phases are indicated
not by metaverbs, but by other metalexemes: “POSSIBLY”, “IMPOSSIBLE”,
“ALLOWED”, “PROHIBITED”, “NECESSARY”, “UNNECESSARY”,
“DESIRABLE”, “UNDESIRABLE.”
Temporal phase (TempPhase) is expressed by the metaverbs “BEGIN”,
“CONTINUE”, “FINISH” and by the metalexemes (non-agentive variants
of the metaverbs) “BEGINNING”, “CONTINUATION”, “END” (Виктор
начал /продолжал /кончил убирать комнату. //Дождь пошел /продолжался
/прекратился. ‘Igor started/continued/finished cleaning up the room // It
started/continued/ceased to rain.’)

•

•

Change of tempo (Tempo) is expressed by metaverbs “SPEED UP” and
“SLOW DOWN” (Ирина спешила/затягивала подготовку проекта ‘Irina
speeded up/delayed the preparation of the project.’)

•

Final stage (FinPhase) denotes some changes in the speakers’ attitude to
the realization of the final stage of P. Examples of the metaverbs:
“MANAGE”, “DO/ARRIVE IN TIME”, “BE LATE.”

2.24. In Causation (Caus), the activities of an Agent cause P, but the Agent
her/himself is not the Agent (or other “Subject-actant”) of P (cf. Ирина
рассердила Виктора. ‘Irina made Igor angry.’ ≈ “Irina CAUSED (by her
behaviour): Igor got angry.”)
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2.25. The modificator Causation differs from an embedded causation in the
way that in the latter case we are dealing with a direct impact on the Object.
The use of a metaverb does not reflect the nature of such a P in an acceptable
way: [Ac; S, (=>Ch; O)] Игорь укоротил ковер. ‘Igor shortened the carpet’ ≠
“Igor CAUSED: the carpet got shorter.”
2.26. The use of the modificator Causation differs from complex semantic
structures with the metaconjunction ”BECAUSE” in the sense that in the latter
case we are not dealing with real causation, but with a cause-consequence
relationship between two P’s: {(Caus; PCaus) [P]} Сильный дождь вызвал
полегание хлебов. ‘A heavy rain flattened the corn’; {[P] BECAUSE [PCaus]}
Хлеба полегли вследствие сильного дождя. ‘The corn was flattened because of
the heavy rain.’
2.27. There are several semantic categories of Causation:
•

Pure causation (Подарок Сергея порадовал Ирину / Павел пустил мяч по
склону. ‘Sergey’s gift made Irina happy, Pavel let the ball roll down the
slope.’)

•

Factitive causation (Сергей сшил себе в ателье костюм. ‘Sergey had his suit
made by a tailor.’)

•

Deontic causation (Ирина заставила Игоря убрать комнату. ‘Irina forced
Igor to clean up the room.’)

•

Speech causation (Ирина уговорила Игоря убрать комнату. ‘Irina
persuaded Igor to clean up the room.’)

•

Preventative causation (Ирина мешала Игорю убирать комнату. ‘Irina
hindered Igor from cleaning up the room.’)

•

Permissive causation (“ALLOW” ≈ “NOT PREVENT”) (Ирина позволила
Игорю убрать комнату. ‘Irina allowed Igor to clean up the room.’)

•

Prohibitive causation (Ирина запретила Игорю убирать комнату. ‘Irina
forbade Igor to clean up the room.’)

•

Assistive causation (Ирина помогла Игорю убрать комнату. ‘Irina helped
Igor to clean up the room.’)
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•

Introductive Causation (Ирина учила Игоря Виктора убирать комнату.
‘Irina taught Igor to clean up.’)
2.28. The modification Authorization (Aut) gives additional information
about the “owner” of the P or her/his attitudes to it.

•

Author of the opinion {(Aut = REGARD; AAut ) [P]} denotes who stands
behind the information given (Согласно свежим исследованиям /по мнению
некоторых финнов /по-моему, баня (сауна) весьма положительно влияет
на здоровье. ‘According to recent investigations/in the opinion of some
Finns/to my mind sauna has a very positive influence on people’s health.’)

•

Probability (epistemic modality, ModEp): the speaker comments on the scale
of probability (p) of P: HIGH p (Уверен, что он придет. ‘I am sure that he
will come’), NOT-VERY-HIGH p (Думаю, что он придет. ‘I think he will
come’), LOW p (Возможно, что он придет. ‘Maybe he will come.’)

•

Judgment: the speaker determines his/her attitude to P (Хорошо/плохо/
жаль/полезно , что будет дождь. ‘It is nice/bad/a pity/useful that it will
rain.’)

Specificators
2.29. Specificators concretize particular features of an actant or a predicate.
There are primary and secondary specificators.
2.30. Primary specificators give additional information mainly about the
predicate. They therefore play a central role in the semantic structure. There
are the following primary specificators: Negation, Temporality, and
Aspectuality.
2.31. In speech, affirmation is usually not expressed and is considered to be
present by default. It is therefore natural to speak about the specificator of
Negation. It relates either to the predicate – and at the same time to the whole
semantic structure – (Вчера Игорь не читал газеты. ‘Yesterday Igor was not
reading newspapers’) or to a metaverb (Вчера Игорь не хотел читать газеты.
‘Yesterday Igor did not want to read newspapers’), or to one of the actants or
specificators (Вчера вечером Игорь читал не газеты /Игорь читал газеты не
вчера. ‘Yesterday Igor didn’t read newspapers, Igor didn’t read newspapers
yesterday.’)
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2.32. In the field of Temporality the following semantic categories are
considered: Time, Temporal Localization of the P, Repeated time.
•

Time has three main meanings according to the combinations of the
reference point, the time of the event, and the moment of speech: Past,
Present, Future.

•

All states of affairs are divided into two categories: temporally localized
and temporally non-localized (abstract) (TempAbstr). Only the temporally
localized states of affairs can refer to a particular situation, cf.: Вчера Игорь
читал газеты/убирал комнату/играл в теннис/ смотрел телевизор.
‘Yesterday Igor read newspapers/cleaned up the room/played
tennis/watched TV.’ ~ *Вчера Игорь был высоким /русским /любил
мороженое. ‘*Yesterday Igor was tall/a Russian/liked ice-cream.’

•

Repeated time has two types of realization: Frequentativeness (TempFr)
(Игорь был два раза в Одессе. ‘Igor has been to Odessa twice’) and Usuality
(TempUs) (Игорь часто бывает в Хельсинки. ‘Igor often travels to
Helsinki.’)

2.33. The main aspectual meanings are:3
•

Stative (Asp = STAT) (На улице холодно. / У Игоря была температура.
/Ирина сидит в кресле. ’It is cold, Igor had a temperature, Irina is sitting in
the chair.’)

•

Processual (Asp = PROC) (Ирина гуляла в лесу. /Антон что-то бормотал про
себя./Анна играла на гитаре. ‘Irina wandered in the forest, Anton mumbled
something to himself, Anna was playing the guitar.’)
Dynamic (Asp = DYN) (Игорь пишет книгу. // Мы шли к магазину. // Ирина
толкает / вталкивает машину в гараж. ‘Igor writes a book, we were going
to the shop, Irina is pushing the car to the garage.’)

•

•

Terminal (Asp = TERM) (Игорь написал диссертацию. // Мы дошли до
магазина / подошли к магазину. // Ирина втолкала /втолкнула машину в
гараж. ‘Igor wrote a book, we went to the shop, Irina pushed the car to the
garage.’)

Aspectuality seems to be one of the most difficult semantic categories in the sense that it is
hard to differentiate Aspectuality as a semantic category and aspects in Slavonic languages
(cf. Mustajoki 1999, 2005, 2006a ).

3
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•

Momental (Asp = MOM) (Ирина чихнула. / Собака прыгнула. /Что-то
блеснуло. ‘Irina sneezed, the dog jumped up, something flashed.’)

•

Resultative (Asp = RES) (Мы приехали домой в два часа. /Игорь написал
интересную книгу. ‘We arrived home at two o’clock, Igor has written an
interesting book.’)

2.34. The secondary specificators are Determinacy, Quantity, Place and Manner.
2.35. The specificator of Determinacy has three main meanings:
•

Defined (Det = DEF) (Я купил эту машину. ‘I bought that car.’)

•

Specified (Det = SPEC) (Я купил новую машину. ‘I bought a new car.’)

•

Unspecified (Det = INDEF) (Я хотел бы купить новую машину. ‘I would like
to buy a new car.’)

2.36. There is also an additional case of Determinacy: Generalization, which
occurs in temporally non-localized states of affairs (Кошка умнее собаки / Кошки
умнее собак. //Любовь вечна. ‘A cat is cleverer than a dog, cats are cleverer than
dogs, love is eternal.’)
2.37. The specificators of Quantity can be divided into four main classes on the
basis of whether they express exact or inexact quantity on the one hand, and
absolute or relative quantity on the other. Examples: exact absolute (четыре
собаки ‘four dogs’), exact relative (двое из нас ‘two of us’), inexact absolute
(несколько человек ‘some people’), inexact relative (некоторые из нас ‘some of
us’).
2.38. More specific meanings can be expressed by metalexemes. So, inexact
(absolute and relative) quantity is denoted by the metalexemes “A SMALL
AMOUNT” (Слушателей на концерт пришло немного. ‘Few people attended
the concert’), “A NEUTRAL AMOUNT” (Какое-то количество слушателей
пришло на концерт./Часть публики была в пьяном виде. ‘Some people
attended the concert, a part of the audience was drunk’), “A BIG AMOUNT”
(Много людей /большинство из нас ходило на концерт. ‘A lot of people/most
of us attended the concert.’)
2.39. Quantity with an Authorization is expressed by the metalexemes
“ONLY” and “ENOUGH.”
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2.40. The specificator Place (Loc) differs from the other optional specificators
referring to the whole semantic structure. There are several opposite pairs of
place meanings: “IN” – “ON”, “ABOVE” – “UNDER”, “IN FRONT OF” –
“BEHIND.” Some further meanings can be distinguished, e.g. “BETWEEN”,
“OPPOSITE”, “IN THE MIDDLE”, “NEAR”, “ALONG1.”4
2.41. The main meanings of Place are divided into three variants according to
which question they answer: movement TO, movement FROM, or without a
movement, e.g. “IN-TO” (положить в карман ‘to put into the pocket’), “INFROM” (взять из кармана ‘to take from the pocket’), “IN” (находиться в
кармане ‘to be located in the pocket’).
2.42. Obviously, some additional metaprepositions with more abstract place
meanings have to be introduced, e.g. “AT1” (Игорь на конференции /на
собрании. ‘Igor is at a conference/in a meeting’), “AT2” (Игорь у бабушки. ‘Igor
is at his grandmother’s’), “WITHIN” (При университете имеется языковой
центр. ‘There is a language centre within the university’).
2.43. Some metaprepositions can be used only with a movement predicate,
e.g. “THROUGH” ((идти) через лес ‘to go through the forest’), ALONG2
((идти) вдоль набережной ‘to walk along the seaside’), “VORBEI”5 ((идти)
мимо университета ‘to pass the university (building)’).
2.44. The specificator of Manner covers different semantic elements, which
concretize the way the action is carried out. In a prototypical case the
specificator characterizes the predicate (“QUICKLY”, “SLOWLY”). Manner is
often expressed at the surface level using an incorporation of that meaning to
a verb, e.g. бормотать ‘to mumble’ (“speak quietly and indistinctly”).
Complex semantic structures: metaconjunction
2.45. Complex semantic structures consist of two or more simple (or expanded
simple) semantic structures and metaconjunction(s) joining them. They have the
following schematic presentation {[P1] METACONJUCNTION [P2]}. Three
types of relations can be determined: Connective, Taxis, and Logical.

As to the metaprepositions, it is important to bear in mind the obvious fact that they very
often cover only a small part of the whole range of meanings of these polysemantic words.
So “ON” is not the English on, but stands only for a certain meaning of it as the opposite of
“IN”, referring to a concrete location of an actant.
5 The exceptional use of a German lexeme is due to the lack of a suitable English word.
4
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2.46. Connective relations include the following meanings: Coordination
(“AND”, “AS WELL”), Juxtaposition (“WHEREAS”), Division (“OR”),
Identification (“EQUALS”), Comparison (“AS”).
2.47. Taxis relations include the following main meanings: Simultaneous (“AT
THE SAME TIME AS”, Successive: Preceding (“BEFORE”), Successive:
Following (“AFTER”).
2.48. Logical relations include the following basic meanings: Cause
(“BECAUSE”), Consequence (“THEREFORE”), Condition (“IF”), Concession
(“ALTHOUGH”), Goal (“IN ORDER TO”).
3. Relationship between semantic and surface structures
3.1. Although the semantic structure as a whole resembles the surface
structure, there are a great number of cases of asymmetry between them.
3.2. Any semantic structure or part of it can have (and very often has) a
variety of different linguistic expressions. So, Physiological state [StPhl; E] can
be expressed by several surface structures (both in Russian and in English):
Ему холодно. ~ He is cold, У него температура. ~ He has a temperature, Он в
коме. ~ He is in a coma, etc.
3.3. Most surface structures are capable of representing more than one
semantic structure, e.g. У Игоря температура ‘Igor has a temperature’
(Physiological state), У Игоря синие глаза ‘Igor has blue eyes’
(Characterization), У Сергея новая машина ‘Sergey has a new car’ (Possession).
3.4. There are some regular differences between semantic and surface
structures, namely:
•

Incorporation (Ирина отравила мышь. ‘Irina poisoned the mouse’, cf.
“Irina killed the mouse with poison”).

•

Ellipsis (Я приду вовремя. ‘I will come in time’, cf. “I PROMISE: I will come
in time.”)

•

Analytic expression (Хирург сделал Сергею операцию ‘The surgeon
performed an operation on Sergey’, cf. “The surgeon operated on Sergey.”)
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•

Condensation (a whole P is expressed by a single word) (Разочарования
приводят к упадку духа. ‘Disappointment causes depression’, cf. {[P1]
CAUSES [P2]} or “The fact that x is disappointed CAUSES: x falls into
depression”).

3.5. The question concerning the synonymy of linguistic expressions
representing the same semantic structure is settled by regarding them as
having the same denotative (invariative, “deep”) meaning but different
presentative (variative) meanings produced by concrete forms of the surface
structure.
3.6. The denotative and presentative meanings can be considered both at the
schematic level and at the content level. Thus, the semantic structure [StPhl; E]
has different realizations at the surface level (N + Adj, N + Vhave + N, N + Vbe +
in+N etc.). All these surface structures have the same denotative meaning, but
differ from each other in presentative meaning. In a similar way the
utterances I am cold and I am freezing have the same denotative meaning but
different presentative meanings.
3.7. The description of linguistic expressions representing a given semantic
category does not include structurally unstable hints, the interpretation of
which is dependent on a particular speech situation. However, conventional
indirect ways to express different meanings are taken into consideration. The
structure found in the utterance It would be nice if we went to the cinema is
therefore mentioned as a possible way of expressing Request because it
represents a structural means for the indirect expression of this meaning.
3.8. The connection between a semantic structure and its surface equivalents is
not established by means of some kind of generative machinery, but by using
the linguistic intuition of a native speaker. A linguistic expression x is thus an
equivalent for a semantic category or structure y on the condition that x can be
used in expressing y. In proving this connection the researcher has to rely on
the intuition of a native speaker.
3.9. Semantic structures do not reflect a particular language and the categories
grammaticalized in it. They are to a certain extent universal. However, it is
not reasonable to speak about ”complete” universality; in order to justify this,
it would be necessary to have more evidence from languages of different
kinds.
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3.10. The model of FS can be used in a description of a single language, as well
as in a comparison of two or more languages. In the latter case FS serves as a
tertium comparationis for the comparative study.
4. Methodological approaches and solution taken in compiling the FS
4.1. The whole model is consistently based on the principle “from meaning to
form.”
4.2. This principle concerns the presentation of the linguistic data. In
establishing and defining the semantic categories that serve as the starting
point for the model, a variety of methods and techniques can be used. This
includes deriving evidence from the facts of different languages (i.e., the
principle “from form to meaning” can be applied for this purpose).
4.3. FS seeks to provide a full description of a language, and not only some
fragments of it, in the same sense as traditional grammars of different
languages. However, phonetic, derivational, and morphological phenomena
are not described, but are regarded as given. Therefore, for a FS of Russian it
is enough to say that the structure “Ndative + Vбыть + Adv-о” is one of the ways to
express Physiological state; describing the formation of the dative case does
not belong to the tasks of the FS. 6
4.4. The concept of FS is characterized by the aspiration of combining a solid
scientific foundation with a practical and applied orientation. As a
consequence of this approach, the following features of FS can be mentioned:
•

both solid theoretical works and materials intended for language
learning have been used as background literature in the creation of
the model and in the description of particular semantic categories;

•

some classifications of semantic categories are based not only on a
single criterion, but on a selection of different approaches; this
makes the classifications less consistent, but at the same time they

This is one of the reasons why we call our model “Functional syntax” rather than
“Functional grammar”: it covers mainly those linguistic phenomena traditionally described
in syntax. The other reason for the name is the fact that the label “Functional grammar” is
already “reserved” for some other models (including Dik’s and Bondarko’s).
6
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better reflect the intuitive impression of a native speaker (and of a
linguist) about the proximity of semantic units7;
•

in the use of terminology, ultimate strictness and consistency is a
natural goal; however, the full attainment of such exactitude would
entail a much more detailed definition of each particular semantic
category – which, as a contradictory result, would not necessary
increase the number of readers understanding the terms in the way
that the author intended;

•

use of a ”moderate” schematic notation.

4.5. The model of FS is presented at the same time in its (more or less) full
form, covering “all” aspects of a linguistic description. Such an approach
enables the reader to get an all-round picture of the abilities and possibilities
of the concept. This is also essential for understanding the whole idea of FS
because different details of the model acquire their real meaning only in the
context of other ones. However, the aspiration to cover linguistic phenomena
on a large scale makes it impossible, on the other hand, to pay sufficient
attention to all the semantic categories described.
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Эмоционально-оценочный аспект
русской лексики и фразеологии
(опыт прагмалингвистического словаря)
Андрей Зайнульдинов
В рамках огромного многообразия словарей различного типа,
представленных в современной лексикографической практике, автором
предложен тип словаря, посвященный выражению эмоциональной
оценки как разновидности прагматической языковой информации,
«Словарь эмоционально-оценочной русской лексики и фразеологии» (ЭМОС).
Словарь ориентирован, в первую очередь, на иностранных учащихся,
для которых прагматический аспект языкового значения особенно
сложен.
В
настоящем
Словаре
объединяются
лексические
и
фразеологические единицы, выражающие тот или иной вид
эмоциональной оценки. При этом лексические единицы включают
жаргонные слова и значения, что позволяет представить потенциальное
развитие оценочной семантики данного лексического пласта.
Источниками
языкового
материала
послужили
словарные
иллюстрации толковых словарей: Словаря русского языка Ожегова,
Толкового словаря русского языка Ушакова, Словаря современного русского
литературного языка в 17 томах, Словаря русского языка в 4 томах,
Толкового словаря русского языка конца 20 века; фразеологических
словарей: Русские фразеологизмы Фелициной и Мокиенко (РФ),
Фразеологического словарь русского литературного языка конца 18-20 века
Федорова, Словаря русской фразеологии Бирих, Мокиенко, Степановой
(СРФ); Словаря московского арго: материалы 1980-1994 г. Елистратова,
Этимологического словаря русского языка Фасмера, а также цитаты
произведений художественной литературы и публицистики.
Выборка основного корпуса лексических единиц проводилась на
основании
лексикографических
помет,
языковой
интуиции
исследователя как носителя языка, лингвистических критериев
выделения эмоционально-оценочной лексики. Сплошная выборка
составила более 6500 лексем и лексико-семантических вариантов слов,
2500 ФЕ (фразеологических единиц), и более 10000 словоупотреблений.
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Формирование корпуса Словаря оказалось невозможным без
разрешения на теоретическом и практическом уровне ряда проблем,
связанных с трактовкой эмоциональной (эмотивной) оценочности.
Выражение эмоциональной оценочности, положенное в основание
предлагаемого словаря, определило необходимость теоретического
обоснования категории эмоциональной оценки в связи с обилием
разночтений в рамках существующих лингвистических теорий.
Автором выдвигается тезис, что возможно объективировать
языковую интуицию исследователя, используя лингвистические
критерии и лексикографическое описание; другими словами,
эмоциональная оценка может быть определена через ее компоненты,
доступные объективному анализу и компьютерной обработке данных.1
В качестве критерия возникновения эмоциональной оценки на
лексическом уровне предложена значимость внутренней формы
лексических
единиц
(семантическая
и
словообразовательная
мотивированность).
Эмоциональная оценка определяется как отражение эмотивного
мышления при реализации экспрессивной функции языка,
обусловливающей эффект воздействия. Данное теоретическое
положение
позволяет
уточнить
взаимоотношение
категорий
Экспрессивность, Эмоциональность и Эмоциональная оценочность: все
эмоционально-оценочные единицы экспрессивны.
Разграничение понятий Экспрессивности, Эмоциональности и
Оценочности (Эмоциональной оценочности) в значительной степени
конкретизирует терминологический аппарат, тем не менее
определение
категорий
эмоциональной
оценочности
и
экспрессивности невозможно без обращения к проблеме Образности
слова.
Собственно образное значение слова является компонентом
лексического значения, передающим сопутствующие представления.
Данная трактовка восходит к русской филологической традиции
(работам Потебни, Овсяннико-Куликовского и др.), а также
концепциям
Гумбольдта,
Балли,
рассматривающим
понятие
См. замечание Вежбицкой о возможности и необходимости создания модели
универсальных семантических примитивов как инструмента исследования
естественного семантического языка (Вежбицкая 1996:86).
1
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внутренней формы слова как ассоциативно-образный мотив при
выделении психологической данности представления, вызывающего
соответствующий образ на основе его языковой мотивированности:
“внутренняя форма, кроме фактического единства образа, дает еще знание
этого единства; она есть не образ предмета, а образ образа, то есть
представление” (Потебня 1999:125). На особую роль аналогии и
мотивации в языке указывали также ряд зарубежных исследователей:
Lakoff 1987, Pastor 1996:121.
Сущность семантической мотивированности заключается в
уподоблении двух предметов по общему для них признаку, при этом
признак называется опосредованно, через образ-символ, существующий
в языковом сознании носителей данного языка как воплощение этого
признака (метафорический перенос, ассоциативные характеристики).
Существенно замечание о том, что корни языковой образности
находятся не в области логической семантики, а в системе значений
конкретного языка (Вlack 1962; Караулов 1985:18). Возможность
одновременного восприятия старого и нового понятия на основе закона
ассоциации определяет смысловую двуплановость языковых единиц, в
то же время чувственная наглядность признака обусловливает
возникновение
эмоциональной
оценочности
как
частной
разновидности
экспрессивности:
“образ
будит
эмоциональное
переживание” (Телия 1986:14).
Образность представляет собой семантический компонент,
отражающий ассоциации (представления), связанные с определенным
словом, а через него и с конкретным признаком, явлением, называемым
данным словом. Необходимо уточнить, что свойства, закрепленные за
образным значением слова, могут быть предполагаемыми или
переосмысленными. Специфика образности как средства создания
экспрессивности обусловливает наличие коннотативных сем (в том
числе эмоциональной оценочности), наслаивающихся на денотативное
значение и разграничение функций предикации и идентификации, в
связи с чем эмоционально-оценочная образность, определяющая
предикацию, обладает повышенной поражающей силой.
Нельзя не отметить принципиально важный аспект значимости
внутренней формы при создании образности, представленный в работе
Телия (1996). В соответствии с положениями Шмелева предлагается
интерпретировать
особый
тип
отношений,
дополняющих
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синтагматические и парадигматические связи: мотивированность –
словообразовательную или семантическую (Телия 1996:27). Таким
образом, в лингвистический обиход было введено еще одно измерение
– эпидигматическое – измерение, оперирующее ассоциациями,
которые мотивируют вторичные значения слов.
Вежбицкaя утверждает, что при выделении семантических
примитивов (элементарных, неразложимых единиц естественного
языка, с помощью которых могут быть истолкованы значения более
крупных в семантическом отношении слов, выражений) могут быть
определены дополнительные значения прототипического сценария:
“мерзавец – ‘я не хочу быть рядом с этим человеком’; подлец – ‘X не
такой, как другие люди, X может делать плохие вещи, которые другие
люди делать не могут’; негодяй – нельзя думать, что X будет делать
хорошие вещи; можно думать, X будет делать плохие вещи’, которые не
мотивированы этимологически (Вежбицкaя 1996:83). Действительно,
значения сценариев не мотивированы этимологически, но этимология
(внутренняя форма), по нашему мнению, определяет оценочный
характер лексической или фразеологической единицы.
Введение в лингвистический обиход понятия эпидигматического
измерения и осознание важности мотивационного основания
фразеологизмов-идиом определило необходимость исследования
самой образной структуры внутренней формы – ее метафорического
характера, а также роли в ней различного рода символов или
квазисимволов (например, квазисимвольного прочтения слова рука в
идиомах, где этот компонент ассоциируется с идеей власти: держать в
руках, иметь руку), а также эталонов или квазиэталонов (типа дрожать
над каждой копейкой, от горшка два вершка) (Телия 1996:45). Все
вышеизложенное в полной степени относится не только к
фразеологической, но и к лексической образной семантике.
Данное положение близко к идеям ‘упаковки’ знания в форме
акциональных фреймов (минимально необходимой совокупности
признаков (Минский 1979), что позволило ввести в описание понятие
прототипа или гештальт-структуры (Гумбольдт 1984; Филлмор 1983:49).
Под
этими
синонимичными
терминами
подразумевается
представление, т. е. некоторая более конкретная форма отражения, чем
понятие (идеальное образование) – нечто вроде ‘картинки’ с
опущенными
второстепенными
деталями
при
сохранении
существенных. В концепции психологов это представление – стереотип
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(прототип) пересекается с двумя концептами: тем, что психологи
называют типовым образом (стереотипом, эталоном), и тем, что
лингвисты обычно соотносят с денотатом, т.е. выделенным при
номинации ‘представителем класса’ (или множества) объектов.
Этот объект представляет типовые признаки обозначаемых
реалий, основанные на знании о свойствах реалий, входящих в данное
множество, отражающие представление о классе референтов в
языковом сознании и соответствует в национальном языке ‘наивной’ (в
определении
Апресяна)
картине
мира
носителей
данной
лингвокультурной общности.
Существует значительное число наблюдений, указывающих
косвенно на оценочное значение компонентов фразеологических
единиц (см. работы Мокиенко, Мелерович, Фелициной, упомянутые
выше фразеологические словари): “кровь с молоком – Белое лицо и
румянец – красота, свидетельство хорошего здоровья, отсюда –
положительная тональность выражения” (РФ:77); “видеть (все) в розовом
(радужном) свете – Розовый цвет ассоциировался с добрым здоровьем и
благополучием, с благодушием и совершенством” (СРФ:519).
Следовательно, возможно утверждать, что Образность также
является субкомпонентом лексического значения компонента
Эмоциональная оценочность в схеме: Экспрессивность > Эмоциональность
> Эмоциональная оценочность.
Исходя из позиции автора, компонентами Эмоциональной оценки
являются:
-

метафорическая образность: блеск – ‘1. сущ. м. восх. перен.
Великолепие, яркое проявление чего-н., каких-либо достоинств,
способностей; пышность. Блеск славы. Блеск остроумия. Блеск
таланта. Блеск наряда. Первоначально: яркий искрящийся
(сияющий) свет, отсвет. 2. сущ. м. в знач. сказ. (разг.) восх. О чёмн. очень хорошем, впечатляющем, красота. Фильм – блеск!’
“(Андрей:) Ты сегодня – шик, блеск, нарядная!” (Розов. В добрый
путь); ворона – ‘1. сущ. ж. (разг.) неодобр. перен. Зевака, ротозей; о
рассеянном, невнимательном человеке. Первоначально: всеядная
птица семейства вороновых, серая с чёрным или чёрная.’ “–
Ворона! – перебил он вдруг себя, – пропустил почтовый ящик.”
(Куприн. Мирное житие);
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-

интенсивность выражаемого признака: гадостный – ‘прил. (разг.)
презр. Очень плохой, мерзкий; вызывающий отвращение.
Гадостный поступок.’ “Нынче персидский порошок стали продавать
такой гадостный.” (Лесков. Полуночники); отличный – ‘прил.
восх. Очень хороший, превосходный. Отличная игра актёров.
Продукция отличного качества. Первоначально: отличающийся от
другого, иной.’ “– Хороший город (Вязьма)! … Отличный, брат,
город! Пряниками прославился. Пряники классические!” (Чехов.
Актёрская гибель);

-

звуковая образность: тюха – ‘Тюха-матюха (прост.) пренебр.
Простофиля, фофан, пентюх.’ “– Читaл газету за десятoе число?.. Heт. A чтo? – Что, что!
Вот уж тюха-матюха. Земля
перевернётся, а ты и знaть не бyдешь.” (Абрамов. Двe весны и три
лета); симпомпончик – ‘сущ. м. и ж. (разг.) одобр./ласк. О
человеке, приятном на вид, пухленьком, румяном и т.п.’
“(Андрей:) Понравилась тебе Галина? (Алексей:) Красивая. (Андрей:) А
эта, что с тобой приехала, тоже симпомпончик.” (Розов. В добрый
час);

-

словообразовательные аффиксы, обладающие собственным
оценочным значением: папочка – ‘сущ. м. ласк. То же, что отец.’ “–
Прислал бы (сын) в одно прекрасное утро четырёх сопляков с
записочкой: посылаю вам, дорогой папочка, ваших внучат на
попечение.” (Федин. Города и годы); книжонка – ‘сущ. ж. пренебр.
То же, что книга, часто плохого содержания.’

Определены виды положительной Эмоциональной оценки, при
этом
впервые
выделяется
дружелюбное
отношение
как
самостоятельный вид Эмоциональной оценки (см. таблицу 1 Виды
эмоционально-оценочных помет):
-

-
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дружелюбное отношение;
ласковое отношение (разница по сравнению с дружелюбным
отношением в характере эмоционального отношения и
интенсивности);
одобрение;
восхищение (разница по сравнению с одобрением в высокой
степени интенсивности).
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Отрицательная эмоциональная оценка дробится на такие виды,
как
-

неодобрение;
крайнее неодобрение (разница по сравнению с неодобрением в
интенсивности);
пренебрежение (наличествует позиция сверху вниз со стороны
субъекта оценки);
презрение (разница по сравнению с пренебрежением в
интенсивности);
уничижение (дополнительная семантика умаления объекта
оценивания).

Таблица 1. Виды эмоционально-оценочных помет.
Тип и вид
эмоциональной оценки

Примеры из Словаря эмоционально-оценочной русской
лексики и фразеологии» (ЭМОС) с выборочными
иллюстрациями

положительная
дружелюбное ДРУЖИЩЕ – ‘сущ. м. (разг.) друж. Дружелюбное
отношение
обращение к лицу мужского пола. Дружище, дай
закурить!’ “– Послушай-ка, дружище, ты, сказывают,
петь великий мастерище.” (Крылов. Осел и Соловей).
“Книга, дружище, как хороший сад, где всё есть, и
приятное, и полезное.” (Горький. В людях);
КОРЕШ – ‘сущ. м. (разг.) друж. Близкий друг,
приятель. Кореш, помоги! ’ “На Новый год думаю с одним
корешем съездить в Архангельск.” (Абрамов. Две весны и
три лета)
ласковое
ЛАПУШКА – ‘сущ. м. и ж. (разг.) ласк. Ласковое
отношение
обращение (чаще к женщине).’ “(Кочкарев:) Иван
Кузьмич! Лапушка, милочка! Ну хочешь я стану на колени
перед тобой?” (Гоголь. Женитьба);
МАМОЧКА – ‘1. сущ. ж. (прост./разг.) ласк. Мама,
мать. Мамочка, как я рад тебя видеть!’
одобрение
ЖЕЛЕЗНЫЙ (-АЯ, -ОЕ) – ‘прил. одобр. перен.
Сильный, крепкий. Железное здоровье. Железные
мускулы. Железный человек. Первоначально: сделанный
из серебристо-белого металла, главной составной
части чугуна и стали.’ “И хотя его (Мересьева) железный
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восхищение

организм легко перенёс мастерски сделанную ампутацию,
он заметно слабел.” (Полевой. Повесть о настоящем
человеке);
ОГУРЧИК – ‘сущ. м. (разг.) одобр. О ком-л. здоровом,
крепком, свежем на вид. Первоначально: (уменьш.
разг.) огородное растение семейства тыквенных с
продолговатым зелёным плодом.’ “Лошади у него
раздобрели; выхолил он их – такие огурчики стали –
загляденье!” (Тургенев. Старые портреты). “(Шабельский
(целует Бабакину в щеку):) Прелесть! Огурчик!” (Чехов.
Иванов)
ЗАМЕЧАТЕЛЬНЫЙ (-АЯ, -ОЕ) – ‘прил. (разг.) восх.
Исключительный
по
своим
достоинствам,
выдающийся. Замечательный писатель. Замечательное
достижение.
Первоначально:
исключительный,
чрезвычайный.’ “От своих учеников, а особенно учениц,
он был в восторге и говорил, что подрастает теперь
замечательное поколение.” (Чехов. Три года) “(Гак:) За
ваше здоровье, Сергей Антипыч. Мадера – шик! (Мелкин:)
Замечательная мадера!” (Ромашов. Воздушный пирог);
ЖЕМЧУЖИНА – ‘сущ. ж. чего или какая. (высок. и
разг.) восх. перен. Тот, кто (или то, что) выделяется
своими достоинствами среди других, является лучшим
украшением, сокровищем чего-л. Жемчужина русской
поэзии. Архитектурная жемчужина. Первоначально: (ж.)
одно зерно жемчуга.’ “(Граф:) Вам грешно оставаться
здесь. Я не потерплю, чтобы такая жемчужина пропадала
в глуши.” (Тургенев. Провинциалка). “Такие вещи, как,
например, «Листригоны», «Гамбринус», «Ночная смена»,
«Гранатовый браслет», «Олеся», были и навсегда
останутся
подлинными
жемчужинами
русской
художественной литературы.” (Катаев. Куприн)

отрицательная
неодобрение
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ОКРОШКА – ‘сущ. ж. (разг.) неодобр. перен.
Беспорядочная смесь. Окрошка из чужих мыслей.
Первоначально: холодное кушанье из, кваса с разной
зеленью и мелко нарубленным мясом или рыбой.’ “В
сущности, получалась какая-то окрошка из всевозможных
стилей.” (Мамин-Сибиряк. Падающие звёзды). “Я
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крайнее
неодобрение

пренебрежение

столько просмотрел всяких учебников. что в голове у меня
образовалась настоящая окрошка.” (Авдеев. «Зайцем» на
Парнас);
НОЖ – ‘Нож в спину кому. (разг.) неодобр. Коварное
предательство, предательский поступок по отношению
к кому-либо.’ “Прайс спокойно вынул пистолет и
выстрелил (в себя)... Никольсен был возмущен до глубины
души. – Это удар по духу, по дисциплине! Ещё одна,
последняя подлость Прайса! Нож в спину! Зачем? Так
оскорбить всех.” (Задорнов. Война за океан).
ОСЁЛ – ‘сущ. м. (разг. бран.) крайнее неодобр. перен. О
тупом упрямце, глупце. Этому ослу ничего не докажешь.
Первоначально: животное семейства лошадиных,
невысокого роста, с большой мордой и длинными
ушами.’ “– Вот, например, у нас голова – совершенный
осёл!
Тупица
непроходимая!”
(Тургенев.
Новь).
“Посрамление математика Алёша приурочивал к
экзаменам. Вот тогда я и докажу ему, кто из нас осёл!”
(Пермитин. Раннее утро);
АБРАКАДАБРА – ‘сущ. ж. крайнее неодобр.
Бессмысленный,
непонятный
набор
слов.
Первоначально: таинственное персидское слово,
служившее спасительным магическим заклинанием.
Это какая-то явная абракадабра.’ “– Ну, вы уж понесли
какую-то абракадабру, – сказала Вера Никандровна.”
(Федин. Необыкновенное лето)
ПЕНТЮХ – ‘1. сущ. м. (прост./разг. бран.) пренебр.
Неуклюжий человек, увалень. 2. сущ. м. (прост./разг.
бран.)
пренебр.
Медленно
соображающий,
непонятливый человек. Образовано от: укр. ‘пень или
брюхо, внутренности’ (Фасмер).’’ “– А русскую хорошо
пляшешь? Не умеешь? Ах, ты, пентюх!” (МаминСибиряк. Хлеб). “– Какой ты пентюх! Не предупредил
заранее… Мы бы её (девушку) обязательно сюда на
автомобиле доставили.” (Саянов. Небо и земля);
ПЕНЬ – ‘Глухой как пень (прост.) пренебр.
Совершенно глухой.’ “Александр Демьянович не просто
глухой, как пень, старик. Его глаза то и дело вспыхивают
озорно, он вроде бы с самого начала знает, что кто-то
спрятался под кроватью его жены, и хладнокровно
выжидает, чем всё то кончится.” (Деревицкий. Время
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презрение

уничижение

для размышления)
БАБА – ‘2. сущ. ж. (разг.) презр. перен. О робком
слабохарактерном
мужчине,
мальчике.
Первоначально: (прост.) замужняя крестьянка, а также
вообще женщина из простонародья.’ “(Паратов:) Если
мужчина заплачет, так его бабой назовут; а эта кличка
для мужчины хуже всего, что только может изобресть ум
человеческий.”
(А.
Островский.
Бесприданница).
“(Смирнов:) Ни одна каналья не платит! А всё оттого,
что я слишком их избаловал, что я нюня, тряпка, баба!”
(Чехов. Медведь);
АЛЁХА – ‘Алёха сельский (прост.) презр. Безнадёжный
дурак, глупый, невежественный человек.’
МУЖИЧИШКА – ‘2. сущ. м. (прост./разг.) пренебр.
уничиж. Мужчина.’ “(Михаил Кузьмич) был неказистый
с виду мужичишка: низенький, сухонький.” (Крутилин.
За косогором);
НИЧТОЖНЫЙ (-АЯ, -ОЕ) – ‘прил. пренебр. уничиж.
Совершенно незначительный по роли, внутреннему
содержанию; не внушающий к себе уважения, мелкий.
Ничтожная роль. Ничтожная личность. Первоначально:
очень малый, незначительный по количеству.’ “Что-то
в самой глубине души смутно и глухо шептало ей, что она
мелкая, пошлая, дрянная, ничтожная женщина.” (Чехов.
Дуэль). “– Как я мелок, ничтожен, – говорил в раздумье
Александр: нет у меня сердца, я жалок, нищ духом!”
(Гончаров. Обыкновенная история)

Выделены ЛТГ (лексико-тематические группы), определяющие
возникновение вторичной положительно- и отрицательно-оценочной
семантики на основе тематической отнесенности первичной семантики
лексем; определены сквозные семы (‘волшебного’, ‘небесного’, ‘блеска’,
‘сказочного’,
‘сладкого’
и
др.
положительного
спектра),
обусловливающие существование оценочных квазистереотипов (ангел,
чудо, царь, волшебный, малина, конфетка, золото, солнце, звезда и др.);
выявлена зависимость переосмысления первичной семантики
(первичная семантика – переосмысленный признак – вторичное
оценочное значение: железный – ´крепкость´ – железный характер).
Характерной чертой эмотивно-оценочных лексем и идиом
является энантиосемия (Киселёва 1978), возможность их двойственного,
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полярного осмысления как в оценочном, так и в предметно-логическом
плане, при этом данная возможность двойного восприятия обусловлена
амбивалентностью базисного содержания и системно трансформирует
мелиоративную семантику в ироническую либо шутливую: агнец божий
– «(устар. книжн.) одобр. и ирон. Олицетворение кротости,
непорочности», букварь - «(жарг.) шутл. и ирон. Зубрила, старательный
ученик, отличник» и «(жарг.) пренебр. Двоечник, второгодник»,
балерина – «(жарг.) одобр. и ирон. Молодая, красивая женщина или
девушка», тишь да гладь, да божья благодать – «(разг.) одобр./восх. и
неодобр. ирон. О полном благополучии, спокойствии».
Другой типичной особенностью использования эмотивнооценочных единиц (на фразеологическом уровне, в рамках контекста
высказывания) является сенсибилизация: усиление эмоционального
воздействия (см. Киселёва 1978). Так как ФЕ представляют собой минивысказывание (по крайней мере этимологически), следует отметить
случаи усиления оценочности компонента ФЕ, при этом определения
опорных компонентов, чья лексическая семантика уже обладает
определённой эмотивной оценочностью, естественным образом
усиливают иллокутивный эффект воздействия: балбешка стоеросовая –
«(прост. бран.) крайнее неодобр. Глупый, тупой человек.», отставной
козы барабанщик – «(прост./разг.) пренебр. шутл. ирон. О
малозначительном, занимающем низкое положение в обществе
человеке, претендующем на общественное признание.», наговорить
сорок бочек арестантов – «(прост.) неодобр. ирон. Очень много
нарассказать о чем-л. неправдоподобном; наговорить с три короба»,
гнус паршивый – «(прост. бран.) крайнее неодобр. Надоедливый,
противный человек; обычно употребляется как ругательство», бред сивой
кобылы в мутную ночь – «(жарг.) крайнее неодобр. Выражает
неодобрение, недовольство, досаду».
Автором выделяется закономерность развития общеоценочного
значения на базе номинативно-оценочной семантики: адский – «1.
крайнее неодобр. Злобный, коварный» – «2. (разг.) крайнее неодобр.
Такой, как в аду; ужасный, отвратительный», ас – «1. восх. Выдающийся
по летному и боевому мастерству лётчик» – «2. чего и в чем, какой. восх.
Большой мастер, отличный специалист»; баланда – «1. (жарг.) пренебр.
Любая пища невысокого качества (обычно о еде в предприятиях
общепита)», «2. (жарг.) пренебр. перен. Бестолковый текст; неясная,
нечёткая речь», при этом расширяется как круг признаков, по которым
может быть оценен объект/адресат, так и круг объектов оценки:
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калоша – «1. (жарг.) пренебр. Растяпа, дурак», «2. (жарг.) друж. Друг,
приятель», «3. (жарг.) друж. Шутливо-дружеское обращение», «4.
(жарг.) пренебр. Старая машина».
Появляются возможности предикативного использования ФЕ
для характеристики адресата, объекта, признака, ситуации в целом:
восторг – «1. (разг.) восх. Нечто отличное, замечательное», «2. в зн. межд.
(разг.) восх. Выражает положительную эмоцию», вещь – «1. (разг.) восх.
Нечто хорошее», «2. (разг.) восх. Выражает одобрение, восхищение,
восторг», блеск – «1. восх. Великолепие, яркое проявление чего-н.,
каких-либо достоинств, способностей; пышность» – «2. в знач. сказ.
(разг.) восх. О чём-н. очень хорошем, впечатляющем, красота» – «3. в зн.
межд. (сленг) восх. Прекрасно, ну и ну, ай да вещь!».
Эмоциональная
оценка
определяется
также
близким
окружением лексической единицы – словами-актуализаторами:
артист – «(разг.) одобр. Человек, который обладает высоким
мастерством в какой-н. области», артист (из) погорелого театра – «(разг.)
неодобр. ирон. Человек, не оправдавший надежд в каком-либо деле»,
артист в душе – «одобр. Человек, от природы одарённый
способностями к перевоплощению», артист своего дела – «(разг.) одобр.
Человек, выполняющий своё дело с большим искусством и любовью».
Ирония обусловливает системную оценочную транспозицию,
при которой происходит переосмысление первичной мелиоративной
семантики за счет определений (эпитетов): Геракл сушеный –
«Ироническое обращение к человеку, который необоснованно считает
себя физически сильным», герой – штаны с дырой – «ирон. О человеке,
который совершает какие-л. смешные поступки».
Другим примером транспозиции является формирование
положительной эмоционально-оценочной семантики на основе
амбивалентности восприятия первичного образа: бес – «(прост./разг.
бран.) крайнее неодобр. Употребляется как бранное слово», «(разг.)
груб. одобр. перен. О живом, ловком, задорном, умном, находчивом
человеке, реже – животном», «на что-н. в чем-л. по чему-л. либо с
инфинитивом (работать, плясать, хлопотать) (разг.) груб. одобр. перен.
Мастер в чём-либо».
Следует
отметить
сложность
лексикографической
эмоционально-оценочной
маркировки
лексических
единиц,
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относящихся к жаргону, а также фразеологических единиц в связи с
синкретичным характером семантики, в положительном регистре в
таких случаях используется смешанная помета одобр./восх.
Безусловно, детальный анализ терминологического аппарата
предлагаемого «Словаря эмоционально-оценочной русской лексики и
фразеологии» (ЭМОС) выходит за рамки настоящей статьи, тем не менее
изложенное здесь позволило ввести и определить некоторые
семантические различия лексических и фразеологических единиц в
аспекте прагмалингвистики, что может быть использовано в практике
лексикографического описания (одноязычных и двуязычных словарей),
а также при преподавании русской лексикологии и практической
стилистики на продвинутых этапах обучения.
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Русский язык и русская речь: парадоксы современности1
Татьяна Балыхина
Активные тенденции в современном русском языке. Язык и время - одна из
проблем, волнующих исследователей. Язык живет во времени, а время
отражается в языке, точнее оказывает влияние на язык. Возросшие темпы языковых
изменений объясняются прежде всего меняющимся составом и обликом русского
общества,
сменой
социальных,
политических,
экономических, а также
психологических установок.
Раньше источником нормы была художественная литература, в ней черпал свои
ресурсы язык (поэтому он и называется литературным). Сейчас ситуация изменилась.
Русская речь во многом обновляется через язык СМИ, разговорную сферу. Телевидение,
радио становятся законодателями речевой моды, воспитателями языкового вкуса нередко невысокого класса. Однако игнорировать эти процессы нельзя, в них
заложены объективные потребности нового поколения - более технически
образованного, более раскованного, более контактирующего с носителями других
языков.
На языковые процессы, особенно на расширение словаря, влияет развитие
науки, техники. Приведем для сравнения такие цифры: словарь произведений А.С.
Пушкина насчитывает 21 тыс. словоупотреблений, Вильяма Шекспира — 24 тыс., а в
последнее издание словаря С. И. Ожегова включено 72 500 слов и 80 000
фразеологизмов. В то же время развитие электроники, компьютерных технологий
привело к появлению 60 тыс. наименований; в химии, по данным Н. Л. Васильева,
насчитывается около 5 млн. номенклатурно-терминологических наименований. При
этом в развитии русского языка обнаруживаются процессы, стимулированные извне
и внутренними законами языка.
Один из них - закон системности; другой - закон традиций, сдерживающий
инновации; далее - закон аналогии, подрывающий основы закона традиций, а также
действуют законы экономии (наименьших усилий в выражении мысли) и противоречий
(готовящий как бы «взрыв» изнутри).

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the International Forum on the Teaching of
Russian in North America, 17-19 October 2007, at ACTR, Washington, D. C. The forum was
funded by the Russian Ministry of Education and Science in cooperation with the Russian
University of Peoples' Friendship (RUDN).
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Примером закона традиции можно считать сохранение ударения в словах
включить - включит, звонить - звонит.
Закон аналогии, т.е. уподобление одной формы другой, действует, к примеру,
в случае читать - читаю и махать - махаю (разг.) вместо машу.
Закон речевой экономии проявляется в употреблении, особенно в устной речи,
простых форм вместо сложных: гречневая крупа - гречка; Брат сказал, что приедет
отец. - Брат сказал о приезде отца; он проявляется и в аббревиатурах: вуз, РУДН и т. д.
Действие закона противоречий, к примеру, можно увидеть в том, что меняются
наименования родства, вместо деверь - брат жены, вместо шурин - брат мужа; в устной
речи появляются признаки письменной и даже её символика: человек с большой буквы,
доброта в кавычках.
Всё сказанное выше обусловило изменения на разных уровнях (ярусах) языковой
системы, в частности на фонетическом уровне. Один из случаев - усиление буквенного
(графического) произношения. Так, вместо [шн] в подавляющем большинстве слов
произносится [чн] булочная, перечница, кроме слов конечно, скучно, нарочно, яичница и
женских отчеств: Ильинична. Произношение победило написание ё: маневр (вместо
манёвр), блеклый (вместо блёклый). Иногда язык не приходит к окончательному выбору
нормы произношения, образуются варианты типа творог - творог, боржом - боржоми,
бриллиант - брильянт и др. Обнаруживается тенденция к ритмическому равновесию
при постановке ударения. Помните у А.С. Пушкина в «Евгении Онегине»: «Имел он
счастливый талант ...» (сейчас счастливый). Ударение все чаще смещается к середине
слова: сахар - сахаристый (раньше) - сахаристый (сейчас), золото - золотистый и др.
Как известно, в современный русский язык «хлынули» заимствования; при этом
основной принцип заимствования - следование ударению языка-источника: в словах на
-ер, -ор, -инг ударение сохраняется на первом слоге {менеджер, бартер, брифинг), в
словах на -лог, если они обозначают неодушевленные понятия, лог - ударный слог,
(каталог), если - одушевленные, то ударение переносится на предпоследний слог
(филолог, мифолог - раньше лог оставалась всегда ударной). То же наблюдаем в словах
лексикограф, хронометр.
Безусловно, активные процессы наблюдаются в русской лексике и фразеологии.
Словарь стремительно растет, так как, по подсчетам ученых, объем знаний, которыми
располагает человечество, удваивается каждые 10 лет. Кроме того, ориентация СМИ на
непринужденное общение, изменение психологического отношения к языку привело к
тому, что языковые традиции жестко не сковывают человека, ослабла официальность в
формах выражения, расширилась сфера спонтанного, неподготовленного общения.
Официальные лица уже не говорят «по бумажке», отказались от «ритуального
языка».

Вместе с тем речь многих людей, особенно публичных, далека от
совершенства. Это и вызывает опасения по поводу «порчи» языка.
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Перечислим наиболее заметные тенденции в языке:
1) уходят из употребления целые пласты лексики, обозначавшие
советские реалии: колхоз, соцсоревнование;
2) возвращаются в активный словарь историзмы, периферийная
лексика, при этом происходит стилистическая переоценка слов: бизнес,
предприниматель, торги;
3) создается новая фразеология: дикий рынок, отмывание денег,
лицо кавказской национальности, новые русские и др.;
4) создается новый политический словарь: аграрный социализм,
околосоветская группировка, околокоммунистические взгляды, минипутч и
др.;
5) формируется «знаковый» словарь эпохи: крутой (о богатом
бизнесмене), облом (неудача), тусовка (общение), разборка (сведение
счетов, выяснение отношений), беспредел (уголовный жаргон - бунт в
зоне) - при этом многие слова пришли из жаргонов и - в отличие от их
литературных синонимов - подчеркивают степень проявления какоголибо признака;
6) благодаря рекламе возникают новые штампы, клише: рекламная
пауза, сладкая парочка и др.;
7) расширились значения известных слов: диско-клуб, бизнес-клуб,
торговый дом, Торговая палата;
8) происходит деидеологизация и деполитизация лексики:
предприниматель означало раньше капиталист, делец (отрицательная
коннотация) — сейчас имеет значения владелец предприятия, фирмы,
деятель в экономической, финансовой среде (нейтральное и даже
«приподнятое» значение);
9) переосмысливаются значения слов, происходит расширение,
сужение значений, метафоризация: позвоночник - лицо, получившее
должность по звонку, челнок – торговец привезенным товаром, подснежник -
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таксист-частник, захлопывание - хлопать, чтобы заставить замолчать и
др.;
10) возрождается лексика, относящаяся к духовным традициям:
милосердие (раньше — помилование, жалость; сейчас - благотворительность);
11) создаются новомодные слова для привлечения журналистами
внимания массового читателя, зрителя: знаковая, культовая фигура
(важная, особая), приезды (вместо неоднократный приезд);
12) происходит либо стилистическая нейтрализация слов, либо
стилистическое переосмысление. Так, утратили книжность
слова
достояние, деяния, евангелие (политическое евангелие), храм (храм науки),
держава (слаборазвитая держава);
13) наблюдается эвфимизация слов, сокрытие их истинного
смысла, смягчение фоновых знаний об этих словах: компетентные
органы (вместо ЧК, НКВД, КГБ),физическое устранение (вместо
убийство), пойти на крайние меры (ввести войска), зачистка населенного
пункта;
14) повышается метафоричность языковых и речевых средств:
коридоры власти, корабль реформ, острова тоталитаризма;
15) расширяется детерминологизация специальных слов: склероз
(мед. термин) совести, алгебра (матем. термин) идей, вирус (мед.) недоверия,
энергетика мыслей, логика чувств, дипломатическая гигиена;
16) вытесняются английскими заимствованиями не только
русские, но и слова из других языков: сэндвич (вместо бутерброд, немец.),
слоганы (вместо лозунги, немец.), хит (вместо шлягер, немец.), дисплей (вместо
экран, франц.);
17) сформировался специальный язык, компьютерный, из сленга
и техницизмов: байт (единица измерения информации), дисковод
(устройство для чтения информации), курсор (значок на экране монитора),
мышь, клава (клавиатура), Айболит (программа антивируса), квотитъ
(цитировать), клоки (часы) и др.;
18) в бытовой, повседневной речи наблюдается взаимодействие
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разных подсистем языка: Вышла замуж за контингента. В доме живет
лимита;
19) проявляется тенденция к огрублению речи как следствие ее
раскрепощения и как реакция на негативные явления жизни: наехать
(обругать), кинуть (оставить в беде), отстегнуть (дать денег).
Бесспорно, как мы уже указывали, «живой как жизнь» (Н.В.
Гоголь) язык постоянно развивается. Как правило, обычный шаг, в
течение которого накапливаются существенные сдвиги в языке, составляет
от 20 до 40 лет и более. Это так называемый умеренно-динамический тип
языковой эволюции. Существовавшая ранее «крепость» литературных
норм, цензура письменной и публичной речи противостояла любым
ускорениям. Даже в эпоху бурных петровских реформ Петр Великий
упрекал своих послов: «употребляешь ты зело много польские и другие
иностранные слова, за которым самого дела выразуметь невозможно».
Достаточно часто случалось, что слово утверждалось в языке,
фиксировалось в языке, затем по этическим или политическим
соображениям изымалось из обихода. Известно об интересной судьбе
слова хрущ, которое в Словаре русского языка С.И. Ожегова
толковалось как название некоторых жуков и иллюстрировалось
следующим примером: «Хрущ - вредитель сельского хозяйства». В конце
50-х - начале 60-х гг. цензура усмотрела в нем некий ядовитый
политический намек.
Современную эволюцию в языке можно с уверенностью
охарактеризовать как высокодинамическую, что во многом обусловлено
динамикой развития языка бизнеса. Бизнес, как и его язык, «вырвался» на
свободу (ситуацию, существовавшую до этого, на наш взгляд, хорошо
характеризует высказывание Гете: «Самое большое рабство, не обладая
свободой, считать себя свободным»). Что привнесла с собой в языковые
процессы свобода? Не требуется ли сейчас - даже профессионалу лоция, чтобы разобраться в обилии существующих понятий? Каковы
основные черты языка бизнеса, как одного из языков в специальных
целях?
Прежде всего язык, функционирующий в исследуемой сфере
деятельности,
без
сомнения,
литературный
язык,
который
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содержательно редуцирован, насыщен специальными словами и
выражениями, использование которых предполагает необходимый
профессионализм, компетентность. Это язык вербальный с развитой
тенденцией к привлечению авербальных (таблицы, схемы, графики,
рисунки) и паравербальных речевых средств. Это язык с
постоянной тенденцией к интернационализации. Причина последней
не столько в американизации делового языка, сколько следствие того
факта, что профессиональные знания сейчас более не имеют границ.
Новый деловой язык четко выполняет эпистемическую функцию отражение действительности и хранение знаний; когнитивную получение нового знания; коммуникативную - передача специальной
информации.
Язык бизнеса - это полиструктурная система, в которой
наличествует научный язык, профессиональный разговорный язык,
служащий
для
повседневного
общения,
и
так
называемый
«распределяющий» язык - язык рекламы, торговли и т.д.
Поскольку, как и язык в целом, язык бизнеса - «не мертвый часовой
механизм» (Гумбольдт), не язык человека молчащего (Н.И. Жинкин)», в
настоящее время в нем ярко проявились тенденции, в чем-то
разноплановые и даже противоречивые.
Одной из магистральных в последние годы стала тенденция к
гармонизации лексических единиц, терминов, терминированных слов,
основная задача которой - обеспечить сопоставимость терминологии
национального и международного уровней. Так, например, произошла
известная коррекция понятий бизнес, рынок, биржа и др. Раньше
положение указанных слов было, так сказать, «андеграундным».
Достаточно вспомнить, что определение слова биржа в толковом словаре
начиналось пометой: «В буржуазных странах...». Ныне происходит их
освобождение от негативной социально-политической коннотации. Это
своего рода семантико-оценочная ревизия в языке бизнеса, результатом
которой становится приобретение словом нейтральных и даже
положительных качеств (сравним: работодатель, а не наниматель или
хозяин).
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Гармонизация языка бизнеса проявляется и в том, что из «старой
книжности», для которой всегда был характерен высокоторжественный
оттенок, возвращаются слова благотворительность, прошение (заявление),
гильдия и др.
Как сказано выше, проявление тенденции к гармонизации
осуществляется противоречиво. Известно, что в специальном языке,
особенно в терминологии, ощутима элиминация эмоциональноэкспрессивных элементов. Однако при нарастающей гармонизации
обнаруживается
много
недвусмысленно
оценочных
слов,
словообразовательных элементов: беззаконие, беспредел (отмечается
частотность образований с приставкой без-, бес-, недо- и др.). Многие из
популярных слов пришли в бизнес из жаргона, расширяя при этом
свой смысл: беззаконие, беспредел власти, чиновников и др.
Стремление к книжности соперничает с разговорной и
просторечной экспрессией. Частотным в словообразовании стал суффикс
-ок, привносящий в лексическую единицу разговорную раскованность,
граничащую с пренебрежением: В Китае был большой скачок, в России большой хапок.
Специальное
слово
может
оказаться
негармоничным,
содержащим крайне негативную оценку в том случае, если называемые
им реалии чувствительны, даже болезненны для общества. Такими
оказались слова ваучер, приватизация, освоенные тысячами россиян, а не
только бизнесменами, до такой степени, что в речи обывателя встречаются
такие пассажи: «Вчера в метро у меня кто-то приватизировал кошелек».
Еще одна тенденция в языке бизнеса, не менее актуальная и
активная чем первая, - интернационализация. С одной стороны, из
конкурирующих, сосуществующих наименований язык бизнеса
выбирает лексические единицы не по национальному признаку, а из
соображений целесообразности - краткие, емкие, обладающие
хорошими словопроизводными качествами. Вместе с тем глобальная
распространенность английского языка - ее именуют нередко
галопирующей - приводит к вытеснению прижившихся в русском
языке, освоенных из других европейский языков слов: прессконференция (франц.) вытесняется брифингом, авторитет - рейтингом,
реклама - паблисити и др.
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Такого рода повторная (многоразовая) номинация ведет к
избыточности языковых средств. Тогда и требуется лоция, чтобы
разобраться в обилии слов и понятий.
Язык бизнеса, политехнологий способствовал появлению
интержаргона - причудливой смеси иностранных слов и просторечий:
ноу проблем. Наблюдается приспособление английских слов и выражений
к русским грамматическим, фонетическим, словообразовательным
традициям.
Например,
при
общеязыковом
употреблении
множественного числа существительных (участвуют в мелких бизнесах - по
аналогии -делах), из английского языка путем прямого заимствования в
язык бизнеса проникают слова с маркированной служебной морфемой -с
(s): баксы, экономикс. Публицисты даже высказывают опасение по поводу
активизации этой новой грамматической формы среди старых слов:
валенокс, чайникс.
Известно, что специальный язык стремится к системности,
мотивированности, прозрачности. Этими и другими причинами
обусловлено тяготение к усложнению структуры специальной единицы,
чтобы передать наибольшее число признаков того или иного понятия,
объекта. Однако в практике имеет вес и силу закон экономии языковых
средств
за
счет
лексического
сокращения,
сокращения
словообразовательными средствами. С этим связано появление таких
слов, как Внешэкономбанк, а также единиц с разговорно-непринужденной
структурой и окраской (наскок, нал, негатив, напряг и т.д.).
Такие новообразования трудно оценить однозначно. Вместе с
тем важно примирить требования научной точности и практической
краткости.
И конечно,
понимая, что,
с
одной
стороны,
терминологические
инновации
связаны
с
некоторыми
отклонениями от нормы на определенных уровнях языковой системы, а
с другой, что бизнес и его язык - области, которые находятся на
переднем фланге научной и профессиональной деятельности, нужно
стремиться к благозвучности, взвешенности средств анализируемого
языка, к недопустимости такого словесного импорта, смешанного с
бытовым русским, как бизнесменша, шоппер-авоська, крутота, общак,
мухлеж, холуяж.
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Иностранные исследователи утверждают, что в отличие от
русского характера, который, как правило, противится новшествам,
русский язык нередко податлив моде. Не хотелось бы, чтобы в
ближайшем будущем русскому языку предпринимательства, бизнеса
потребовалась чрезвычайная экологическая акция.
Как уже говорилось выше, язык проявляет себя, «свой нрав» в речи.
Для человека из мира предпринимательства правильная речь - знак его
интеллигентности, компетенции.
Среди 6 правил, которые обозначила Джен Ягер в книге «Как
выжить и преуспеть в мире бизнеса», есть требования к внешнему
облику, манерам, одежде делового человека и требования к его речи.
В речи важны не только точность и уместность словоупотребления, но
и экспрессивность, тональная вариативность.
Из классической литературы мы знаем, как тщательно Чичиков в
«Мертвых душах» готовился к деловому разговору. Но есть и реальные
факты. Известно, что, продумывая особо важные выступления, У. Черчиль
делал на полях пометы по поводу пауз, понижения или повышения голоса
и т.д. Не следует думать, что сфера бизнеса требует «засушивать» речь.
Напротив, речь профессионала должна в хорошем смысле удивлять. Язык
своими богатыми ресурсами позволяет сделать это.
Сейчас в профессиональной речи, речи делового человека
получает развитие смеховая культура: намеки, каламбуры, ирония.
Приведем хрестоматийные примеры намека, иронии:
Однажды, когда в британском парламенте шли очередные дебаты, речь
перед своими оппонентами держал Черчиль, высмеивая своих противников. Не
выдержав, пожилая и некрасивая лейбористка крикнула на весь зал: «Черчиль,
вы несносны! Будь я вашей женой, то подлила бы вам в кофе яд!» Реакция
Черчиля, всегда готового парировать, была моментальной и острой, с
намеком: «Если бы вы были моей женой, то я бы с на-слаж-де-ни-ем выпил
этот яд».
На одной из деловых встреч в США космонавту А. Леонову было сказано,
что все исследования в космосе слишком дорого обходятся России. Леонов
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согласился, но обыграл это так: «Наверно, и испанской королеве было жалко
денег на экспедицию Колумба, однако она их дала. Кто знает, когда бы
открыли Америку, если бы королева Испании тогда пожадничала» и т.д.
Бизнесмен, сродни дипломату, должен, если позволяют
обстоятельства, искать умную и остроумную оболочку для выражения
мыслей, для высказываний, исключать из речи агрессивность, цинизм.
Так, активно «эксплуатируется» в разговорной речи предпринимателей
игровой потенциал русской морфологии и семантики: пепсизмкокализм, пепсиний день календаря, цены ниже уровня моря (использована
гипербола для создания нового полюса шкалы оценок), перпетум мебели
(каламбур, построенный на аналогии), ельЦЕНЫ (актуализировано
построение, основанное на совмещении двух смысловых планов фамилии Ельцина и слова цена).
Актуальные
процессы
в
современной
русской
речи
–
исключительная особенность русского литературного языка заключается в
его постоянном совершенствовании путем включения в систему все новых
и новых, поначалу структурно и содержательно чуждых элементов и
определения отношения к ним: заимствовать или исключить. В.В. Колесов
называет это качество русского языка, современной русской речи
«выживаемостью», точнее «силой выживаемости» в новых социальных
условиях, позволяющей гибко откликаться на потребности времени (3, с.
14).
Вместе с тем современный литературный язык и современная
русская речь отличаются от данных феноменов прошлых этапов развития
тем, что а) устная форма речи стала столь же авторитетной и важной, как
и письменная, а это привело, в свою очередь, к функциональному
«столкновению» литературного языка с разговорным; б) обозначилось
противостояние между системой и нормой: отточенная в своем
совершенстве система языка делает в некотором смысле норму
«излишней» (на самом деле данная языковая ситуация объясняется также
тем, что ослаблена кодифицирующая деятельность авторитетных
организаций и лиц: театр – актеры, телевидение – дикторы, справочники,
допускающие колебания и принимающие языковые и речевые варианты, –
языковеды;
современная
русская
литература
характеризуется
многожанровостью, что порождает стилистические колебания и делает
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«целесообразным» их существование); в) изменяется материальная основа
существования литературного языка: образцовым текстом становятся не
только художественный или научный, но и публицистический с его
современными «вольностями»; г) исчезает высокий стиль, его место
постепенно занимает средний, нейтральный, нормативный стиль, на
уровень же последнего выходит разговорный. Научно обосновывая данную
ситуацию, В.В.Колесов с болью признает: «Мы становимся беспамятными
в своем прошлом, потому что сами же разрушаем функционально
взвешенную систему трех стилей, стремясь за веком в сиюминутных его
новшествах. В то время как «итальянцы читают Данте, а французы Расина
как своих современников (глубина залегания их культуры весьма
значительна) – мы не можем читать без перевода ни Слово о полку
Игореве, ни протопопа Аввакума» (3, с. 142).
В.К.Харченко, рассуждая о современной речевой культуре этноса,
обращает внимание на ряд причин «разговорного сверкания языка» (5, с.
8). В любом обществе, по мнению исследователя, именно высшие слои и
их представители выполняли функцию идеалоносителей нации. «В России
постоянно ощущался и продолжает ощущаться дефицит элитарных слоев
населения. Революция, эмиграция, война, раскулачивание, чистка…,
демографический кризис, неуверенность в завтрашнем дне и многое
другое приводили и продолжают приводить к дефициту лучших людей
общества. Проблема дефицита лучших есть проблема дефицита образцов
для подражания. Поэтому, когда говорят о распространении
сквернословия, о безликости научных публикаций, агрессивности русских,
о нетребовательности к форме речи, проявляющейся, например, в утрате
склонений имен числительных, когда все эти наблюдения педалируют,
будем помнить о пережитых Отечеством исторических катаклизмах» (5, с.
9).
В нашей статье хотелось бы тем не менее рассмотреть процессы,
происходящие в русской речи с позитивной точки зрения, поскольку
объективная оценка явления не есть нахождение плохого, спорного.
Маргарет Мид справедливо замечает по этому поводу, что в человеческой
природе есть интересная особенность: с развитием цивилизации людей
начинает больше интересовать плохое, нежели хорошее. Возможно, это
бумерангом возвращается в язык, речь. Исследователи (Ф.А. Литвин)
отмечают, что у слова «хороший» семантическое гнездо в разных языках
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меньше, нежели у слова «плохой», позитивные эмоции в русском языке
номинируют 95 фразеологизмов, нейтральные – 75, тогда как негативные
эмоции передаются 309 фразеологизмами (2, с. 8).
Итак, современная речь – это живая речь в многообразии ее
проявлений,
призванных
регулировать
социализацию
и
индивидуализацию личности и характеризующихся такими признаками,
как сиюминутность, непринужденность, спонтанность, приватность,
эмоциональность, вежливость, гиперболизация, междометность (5, с. 153).
Междометность речи сигнализирует, по мнению В.Д. Девелина, о
творческом отношении к речевому взаимодействию. Это характерная
черта разговорного дискурса, концентрированное, непосредственное
выражение эмоций. Междометность, а конкретнее звукоподражание,
перестало быть «прерогативой» детской речи; более того поражает обилие
и многообразие «междометного материала», так как в разряд речевых
«приставок к чувствам» (так М.К. Мамардашвили назвал междометия)
переходят знаменательные части речи, словосочетания, фразеологизмы
(«Полный Елец!», «Кошмар!», «У неё женского мяу-мяу нет!»).
Хезитация – известный речевой прием заполнения пауз,
сигнализирующий либо о неподготовленности, либо о непринужденности
речи. Российские педагоги, лингвисты сейчас активно протестуют против
засорения речи ну, как бы, значит, короче, типа, это самое и др. Хотя
причины хезитации не в демократизации норм общения, они глубже:
неумение молча подбирать слова – свидетельство небогатых читательских
вкусов, бедной речевой практики, следствие подражания дозволенному.
Опора современной речи на ситуацию, сиюминутность, берущих на
себя передачу части информации (компенсаторная функция ситуации)
развило такое свойство речи, как компрессия, сжатие речевых форм.
Последнее может быть преднамеренным и непреднамеренным
наложением частей слова, частей высказывания. Помните в фильме
«Осенний марафон»: «Твоя Н.Е.» (Нина Евлампиевна). Компрессия способна
выразить эмоции, настроение, отношение, драматизм переживаний.
Контаминация была и остается одной из игровых речевых тактик и
одним из разновидностей компрессии: «ЕльЦЕНЫ», «Не плюй в колодец:
вылетит – не поймаешь». Это примеры преднамеренной контаминации,
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или наложения синтагм и смыслов. Сейчас таким средством языковой
игры «захвачена» публицистика, реклама, причем, на уровне наложения
смыслов (Ср. известное выражение и его историческую интерпретацию
«Казнить нельзя помиловать» и современную рекламу «Копить нельзя
купить»). Хуже, если контаминация – проявление низкой речевой
культуры, а не словотворчества, например, «скрипя сердцем» и т.п.
Еще одним явлением в современном разговорном дискурсе стало
уместное и неуместное использование метонимии. Нередко метонимия,
связанная со спонтанностью, сиюминутностью речи, поддерживается
ситуативной подсказкой: «У меня 3 Китая, 2 Африки и Бельгия. Гремучая
смесь!» (разговор преподавателей об интернациональном составе учебной
группы). Такой «перевод» высказывания в профессиональный код
наблюдается часто: «Это Васильич, гараж!» (т.е. работник гаража). Вместе с
тем высокая информативность, сочетающаяся с экономным обозначением,
порождает нередко коммуникативный сбой. Так, объявление стюардессы
об экстренной посадке самолета «Мы садимся … Надым…» было
воспринято впервые летящими в этом направлении пассажирами, как
посадка в тундре на поле, где специально разожгли костры, спасая
экипаж, людей (речь на самом деле шла о посадке в городе Надыме).
Данный пример демонстрирует проявление еще одного свойства речи –
эллиптичности: «Кошелка, проходите!» (обращение к даме с корзинкой),
«Я привез зелень» (доллары, а не пряности с дачной грядки).
Распространенной в речи «вариацией» компрессии стали
экспрессивы, в особенности грамматические. Механизм их образования
заключен в сочетании грамматического сжатия и отклонения от
грамматической нормы: «Мелочи ищем!» (обращение водителя к
пассажирам в маршрутке), «Ваши плохие самочувствия не в счет»
(администратор служащему).
Содержательная сторона современной речи характеризуется не
только
спонтанностью
и компрессией,
но
и деликатностью:
использованием
литоты,
эвфемизмов,
вокативов,
приставочного
смягчения, цитатного смягчения, избыточности на уровне тавтологии или
плеоназма. Позволим вспомнить по выводу литоты анекдот, когда
носильщик обращается к грузину с предложением довезти до вагона
чемодан и слышит в ответ: «Где ты видишь чемодан? Это кошелек». Литота
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утвердилась в песенном творчестве («Уси-пуси» Кати Лель) и заняла
прочные позиции в речи: «Выпью капелечку кофе», «Выкурю сигареточку». В
ней четко проявляется гендерная – женская – направленность: придать в
неспокойное, жесткое время ласковость, чувственность речи в большей
степени стараются женщины. Цитатное смягчение в сочетании с
наложением смысла также связано со стремлением «облагородить»
дискурс: от «бухгалтер, милый мой бухгалтер», «молодая не вполне молода»,
«приятный во всех отношениях» до «в связях, порочащих его (её), не замечен(а)».
Компрессия речи не вступает в конфликт с речевой избыточностью. В
России всегда умели плести кружева, вышивать витиеватые узоры, в том
числе речевые. Вспомним знаменитую сцену из «Мертвых душ»
Н.В.Гоголя, которая сделала крылатой фразу «Позвольте Вам не позволить».
Своеобразная русификация заимствований породила плеоназмы типа
юный вундеркинд, памятный сувенир. В то же время не стали примером
неуместной тавтологии сочетания: белое белье, петь петухом, криком
кричать. Фольклор, художественная литература отражали в избыточности
стремление к красоте слова, слога. Категория деликатности в союзе с
избыточностью нашла преломление в приставочном смягчении:
«подсобираю», «поднакупили», «принаняла». В русском узусе это явление
имеет долгую историю: «… Сумел я принанять к мадам Розье вторую мать»
(Фамусов Софии в «Горе от ума» А.С. Грибоедова). В приставочном
смягчении отражается, кроме стремления к деликатности выражения,
речевая традиция русских обозначить некоторое снисхождение к адресату,
к себе.
Нельзя не отметить и еще одну очевидную речевую тенденцию –
гиперболизацию обозначаемого и обозначающего: «Без мужа я как без
рук!», «Что-то ты раскочегарилась!»
Известно, что гипербола – преувеличение, однако механизм её
«сотворения» сложен. В её основу может быть положена аллюзия –
высказывание, содержащее скрытый намек, широко известный бытовой,
исторический или литературный факт. Так, в следующих стихах А. Блока:
«Семейство – вздор, семейство – блаж», –
Любили здесь промолвить гневно.
А в глубине души все та ж
«Княгиня Марья Алексеевна!»
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– намек на слова Фамусова из комедии А. Грибоедова «Горе от ума».
Парадокс – фигура речи, представляющая собой сознательно заостренную
формулировку, которая выглядит как противоречивое высказывание: «Кто
отрицает решительно все, тот ничего не отрицает» (Д. Писарев); парадокс
может «поставить» суждение на грань нелепости: торопись медленно; чем
хуже, тем лучше, но это лишь придает ему особую силу. Парадоксы в
современной речи дискредитируют известные заповеди: «Не откладывай на
завтра то, что можно сделать послезавтра». Речевая метонимия, относясь к
числу важнейших и наиболее употребляемых средств придания речи
выразительности, служит и для выражения иронии (Умный нашелся!
вместо глупый), и для выражения легкого порицания (Ах, ты, негодяй
этакий).
Современный разговорный «рисунок» характеризуют эпитеты,
метафоры, сравнения: «точеная талия», «лицо как персик», сливовый,
баклажановый, сливочный наряду с сафари, корридой (в обозначении цвета,
например, автомобиля), танк, покрытый незабудками (о женском
характере), трактор, бульдозер (о настойчивом, напористом человеке),
одуванчик (намек на возраст человека или неприспособленность к жизни);
расширение приставочного глаголообразования (я тебе названиваю, совсем
сегодня укомпьютерилась, сильно же ты поистопталась (изменилась,
постарела); изменяющийся состав речевых клише (Счастливенько! Наше
вам с кисточкой! Поехали! (о начале какой-либо деятельности). Особой
активностью отличается искусство делать комплименты от открытого,
прямого до тонкого, завуалированного (Ты нас всегда спасал, поддерживал,
тащил… волоком; Ты трудишься как муравей… Пожелаем, так сказать,
большому муравью большого плавания; Ваши трехдюймовые глазки…; Ты не
даешь себе ни минуты отдыха, даже когда у тебя не все дома).
Можно ли сейчас, не кривя душой, сказать: «Я люблю тебя, русская
речь!»? В.К. Харченко, сторонник толерантного отношения к новым
проявлениям в современном разговорном дискурсе, предостерегает
исследователей от традиционного сопряжения, противопоставления в
соизучении речи положительного и отрицательного, негативного, полагая,
что системное описание требует изучения комплекса мотивов,
порождающих высказывания (снять напряжение, рассмешить собеседника
и др.), требует создания словарей, включающих «позитивную»
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разговорную речь (сейчас в этом отношении превалируют иные
разработки), требует «каталогизации» речевого материала, носящего пока
в исследованиях «репликовый» характер; требует обращения к
внутреннему миру носителей русского языка и к изучению иерархии
приоритетов русских. Оптимизация представлений о современном
русском языке будет способствовать оптимизации представлений о
национальном менталитете. В этом, на наш взгляд, глубочайший смысл
толерантного анализа современного дискурса. Недаром А.С. Пушкин так
обозначил для современников и потомков свои приоритеты в оценке
русской речи: «Как уст румяных без улыбки, без грамматической ошибки я
русской речи не люблю…».
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Self-Reported Russian and Belarusian Language Utilization in
Key Economic, Political, and Social Domains in Belarus
N. Anthony Brown
The elicitation of language usage in the present study was carried out by means of a
survey. Language utilization was surveyed in the home, in school, at work, and in
government institutions to ascertain whether a functional hierarchy of domains in
Belarusian and/or Russian obtains in Belarus. In addition, the study examines whether
domain-specific language utilization varies according to participants’ sex. Respondents
were asked to evaluate choice of language as “useful” or “necessary” for each domain.
Findings reflect self-reports from 559 students born in Belarus and attending eight
different institutions of higher education, cumulatively. Data were collected in three
cities, namely Minsk, Vitebsk, and Grodno. Preliminary findings suggest that
Belarusian lacks sufficient grassroots support, as evidenced in particular by student
self-reports relative to the “home” domain. Responses to language utilization in the
“school” domain reflect continued government support of the national language in spite
of relatively low utility accorded Belarusian in actual “government institutions.”
Application of a market forces framework when analyzing Belarusian and
Russian usage in the “work” domain underscores the emblematic role that Belarusian
plays versus the ever-expanding functional role that Russian plays both in public and
private life.
INTRODUCTION
The study of language choice within individual speech communities received
scholarly attention in Ferguson’s (1959) seminal work on diglossia in which he
persuasively argued for the differentiation of certain bilingual communities into
discrete linguistic sub-communities that reflect actual functional areas of one or
another language. Each sub-community, according to Ferguson, required the
use of either a high variety of language (meaning a language other than the
regional dialect) or a low variety (the regional dialect). These discrete linguistic
sub-communities, generally referred to as language domains, also received
attention from Schmidt-Rohr (1933) who cited, among other domains, the
family, the playground and street, the school, the church, literature, the press,
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the military, the courts, and the government administration. Fishman (1967)
expanded Ferguson’s concept of diglossia to include the relationship between
diglossia and bilingualism in speech communities. The present research
addresses language utilization within discreet domains in Belarus and seeks to
identify key factors that contribute to the makeup of the country’s
sociolinguistic landscape by examining language utilization in key economic,
political, and social domains. Data presented in this research reflect findings
from a site visit to Belarus in 2001.1
Economic Domain
According to Wurm (1991), when two speech communities experience contact
on the economic level, the speech community possessing the stronger economy
invariably will expand its influence linguistically. Such linguistic expansion
reflects a natural inclination to want to participate in and profit from the
dominant economy. Viewing language from a market forces standpoint, Brecht
and Rivers (2005) discuss the need for policymakers to analyze language
markets similar to the way they analyze financial markets when drafting
legislation and allocating public resources. If viewed from the perspective of
economic theory, centralized government intervention becomes a significant
player in determining a language’s potential maintenance or shift.
Wurm (1991) also points out that a linguistic generation gap often results
when senior members of a speech community continue to speak their native
language while members of the rising generation use the language of the
prevailing economy.
Fishman (2001) cites globalization, particularly
globalization of pan-Western culture as both a “constructive and destructive
phenomenon:” constructive in the sense of bridging nations and economies, but
destructive in the sense of de-emphasizing differences, including language
differences, in an effort to promote a world community. Competing economies
and their respective languages rarely represent a level playing field, thus
confounding the term “colonization” with its euphemistic partner
“globalization.” Accordingly, Fishman asserts that “efforts to safeguard
threatened languages must oppose the very strongest processes and powers
that the world knows today” (ibid.). Yet, the question arises as to whether
Funding for this research was made possible through grants from the American Councils for
International Education: ACTR/ACCELS and Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences.
1
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speakers of minority language necessarily want to make every effort to curb
language shift, and in some instances, reverse it.
In his research addressing language attitudes towards Kazakh, Rivers
(2002) provides compelling data in support of allowing language shift to occur
in the direction of the dominant language, particularly with respect to female
students. Although Fishman (1991) rightly argues that mothers more so than
fathers play a key role in transmitting a minority language from one generation
to the next, he does not address the possibility, as does Rivers (2002), McDonald
(1994), and Constantinidou (1994) that speakers of the minority language,
particularly females, may in fact have definite motives for passing down the
dominant language to successive generations, not the least of which being an
interest in their children’s educational opportunities and material well-being.
Social Domain
In addition to economic influences, social influences – such as the prestige of a
language – have a significant impact on individual speech communities.2
Ferguson (1959) points out that prejudices against the low language in a
diglossic speech community can run so deep that its members may only
acknowledge the high language. He further states that even where such
prejudices do not exist, there remains an underlying belief that the high
language is “somehow more beautiful, more logical, better able to express
important thoughts, and the like.” Dorian (1998) points out that when a lowprestige language acquires a negative reputation and image, potential speakers
avoid using the language so as not to be associated with its unappealing image.
Citing Grillo’s writing on European polities, Dorian states that speech
communities that possess a prestigious language oftentimes seek to elevate
their status by distancing themselves from dialects considered inferior and
insignificant. Members of the prestige-language speech community often view
native dialects as inadequate and incapable of properly organizing and
governing the affairs of the world. Perhaps unsurprisingly, members of the

The term “prestige,” as it is used in this study, has both fiscal and pragmatic implications.
Indeed, as Grin (1990) points out, throwing money at minority languages will have short-lived
results unless people themselves view activities associated with minority languages as
prestigious. In this vein, Dorian (1987) suggests that the success of Irish stems largely from
there being ample opportunity to engage in it if members of the Irish community are so
inclined.
2
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minority language community often adopt a hypersensitive attitude toward
their language in response to negative attitudes of dominant-language speakers
(Dorian 1987).
Related to the issue of language prestige is the linguistic phenomenon of
mixed speech, which in the case of Belarus involves a mixture of Belarusian and
Russian, Belarusian and Polish, Belarusian and Ukrainian, or all of these
combinations. Nationally oriented intellectuals in Belarus pejoratively refer to
such mixed forms of speech as “trasianka” (literally a mixture of hay and
straw), while some scholars, Nina B. Mechkovskaya in particular, view
trasianka as nothing more than the product of ongoing linguistic evolution and
one that does not necessarily conflict with defining one’s national identity.
Mechkovskaya (2003) matter-of-factly characterizes the phenomenon of
trasianka as “a multitude of Belarusian idiolects that have been spontaneously
russified to various degrees.” Although dismissed by Belarusian scholars for
many years as a topic unworthy of serious academic consideration, trasianka
has become an increasingly important field of research among scholars
interested in describing the current sociolinguistic landscape in Belarus.3
Domain specific usage of trasianka in contemporary Belarusian society
represents a body of research by itself and exceeds the scope of the research
under consideration, given that the focus of the present research represents a
first step in ascertaining the utility of Belarusian and/or Russian4
Political Domain
Mechkovskaia (2000) describes how a nation’s government can foster as well as
impede the use of certain languages spoken by its citizens. She claims that
governmental support of a language generally falls somewhere in between two
polar extremes: an open, democratic and liberal society or a closed, totalitarian
and authoritarian society.
According to Mechkovskaia, democratic
governments seek out ways to create harmony between interethnic groups and
their native languages. As such, they encourage pluralism and secure equal
At the 5th International Conference “Language—Literature—Culture” in Honor of Professor
L.M. Shakun held at Belarus State University in Minsk, Belarus on November 16-17, 2006, three
papers specifically addressing the phenomenon of trasianka in Belarus were presented and
subsequently published in the form of conference proceedings (see Brown (2007a), Hentschel
and Tesh (2007) and Mechkovskaia (2007)).
4 For additional discussion of trasianka in Belarus, see Brown (2005). With kind permission of
Springer Science and Business Media.
3
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rights for their members, whereas closed totalitarian governments typically
impose their will on the people and favor centralization and consolidation.
Alpatov (2003) argues instead that the degree of democratization within
a country does not necessarily correspond proportionally to the degree of
language tolerance and pluralism. Citing the United States as an example of a
nation founded on democratic principles, Alpatov claims that relatively little
has been done on the federal level to protect and encourage language pluralism.
Only in recent years have states addressed the issue, largely in response to the
rapid spread of Spanish. As a counter-example, Alpatov cites the AustroHungarian Empire, which compared with other regions of Europe, exercised
greater authoritarian than democratic power and influence, yet exhibited
considerable tolerance and support of languages other than German.
Rather than using language policies as a yardstick by which to measure
the degree of democratization in a country, Faingold (2004) asserts that a
“’hands off’ approach to constitutional implementation of language legislation
may be appropriate for some nations, while a ‘hands on’ approach is a better fit
for others, given geographical and immigration differences.” Drawing from
language legislation specific to 187 constitutions from around the world,
Faingold makes a strong case for a “best-fit” approach to constitutional
implementation of language legislation that seeks to account for the individual
circumstances and needs of a country, including its people, history, and culture.
Language Politics in Belarus
The Belarusian language has and continues to struggle in terms of
distinguishing itself from Russian and neighboring Polish and Ukrainian, in
particular. Belarusian or prosta mova once occupied a prestigious governmental
and societal function as the chancery language of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
during its union with Poland. Subsequent to Russia establishing the Vilna
Educational District in 1803, Belarusian quickly became a symbol of Polish and
Belarusian nationalistic thought. In an effort to crush the efforts of nationalist
groups, the Russian government acted swiftly in 1823 by exiling leaders and
sympathizers of the groups, and implementing a Russian only language policy
in the university. Restrictions on Belarusian by the Russian government
continued unabated until by 1839, the Russian government prohibited the use
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of Belarusian altogether, a language that, according to Mechskovskaia (2003),
officials deemed as merely a Polish dialect.
Belarusian flourished briefly following the 1905 revolution when Tsar
Nicholas II lifted a ban directed against printing in non-Russian languages.
Additionally, the early years of Soviet rule sanctioned a policy of korenizatsiia,
or indigenization, which had both an affirmative action objective in the form of
promoting national elites and a linguistic objective in terms of promoting local
national languages in the non-Russian speaking territories (Martin 2001).
However, early ambitions mapped out for national languages ultimately
succumbed to the All-Union demands of Stalin’s five-year plans that valued
function over form.
By the 1960s, Belarus found itself lacking a substantial cadre of
nationalist-minded individuals capable of steering the country toward
increased national and cultural autonomy. Soviet language laws during this
period indirectly limited the use of national languages, including Belarusian, by
offering incentives to speakers of Russian. In fact, parents could choose
whether to have their children instructed in their native language or in a
different union language. Considering, however, the economic, social, and
political advantages associated with speaking Russian, parents typically
encouraged the use of Belarusian at home and elsewhere.
Gorbachev’s liberal policies of “perestroika” and “glasnost” during the
second half of the 1980s revived language policy discussions throughout the
Soviet Union. Indeed, as a group of 28 intellectuals from Belarus wrote in a
letter to then-General Secretary Gorbachev: “Language is the soul of a nation,
the supreme manifestation of its cultural identity, the foundation of its true
spiritual life. A nation lives and flourishes in history while its language lives.
With the decline of the language, culture withers and atrophies, the nation
ceases to exist as a historical organism” (Letters to Gorbachev, 1987). Such
nationalistic sentiment culminated in the adoption of the “Law About
Languages” on January 26, 1990 by the Supreme Council of the Belarusian
Soviet Socialist Republic. According to the 1990 law, Belarusian represented the
only official language in the country.
Yet the very movement that led to the adoption of the Belarusian-only
language policy and, ultimately, independence for Belarus in 1991, likewise
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contributed to the decline in Belarusian nation-building. As Marples (1999)
observed, “once the support from the ‘center’ ended, i.e., the USSR collapsed,
there was no longer any significant support for the national awakening.” One
finds evidence of a shift away from nation-building in Belarus in responses to a
referendum, sponsored by President Aleksandr Lukashenka in 1995, which
included the following question: “Do you agree with granting the Russian
language equal status with Belarusian?” According to government published
results of the referendum, 83 percent of voters in Belarus supported granting
Belarusian and Russian equal status.5
Demographics
Data from the 1999 census in Belarus shed light on the current demographics of
the country, including reported utilization of Belarusian versus Russian in the
functional domain of the home. According to census data, the population totals
10,045,000 persons. Of that number, 6,961,000 persons (69 percent) live in urban
centers, whereas 3,084,000 persons (31 percent) live in rural regions. Of the 69
percent of urban dwellers, 67 percent live in 15 cities with populations that
exceed 100,000 persons (Narodnaia gazeta 1999). The census reports that more
than 130 nationalities reside in Belarus: 81 percent of the population selfidentifies as Belarusian, 11 percent as Russian, ~4 percent as Polish, 2 percent as
Ukrainian, and 0.3 percent as Jewish. In addition to questions of native
language and nationality, census takers reported the language(s) they usually
speak at home. Census figures indicate that 3,683,000 persons (37 percent)
reported to speak Belarusian at home, of which 3,373,000 persons (92 percent)
are of Belarusian nationality. Interestingly, 6,308,000 persons reported to speak
Russian at home (63 percent), of which 4,783,000 (76 percent) are of Belarusian
nationality (Natsional’naia ekonomicheskaia gazeta 2000).6
NULL HYPOTHESES
•

A functional hierarchy of domains for Belarusian and/or Russian does not
obtain in Belarus.

Official results of the May 1995 referendum raise a number of concerns with respect to
reliability owing to the manipulative wording of the question.
6 See Brown (2005).
5
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•

Choice of language, i.e., Belarusian versus Russian, does not differ
significantly between sexes.
METHOD

Data used in this research were collected in three urban centers in Belarus,
namely Minsk, Grodno, and Vitebsk using a questionnaire modeled after those
employed by Camelot Marshall (2000) in Ukraine and William Rivers (2002) in
Kazakhstan (see Appendices 1-3). In an effort to avoid possibly biasing
participants’ responses, the researcher arranged for three local university
students from Minsk to administer the questionnaire under the auspices of
European Humanities University rather than personally administer it. The
fieldworkers administered questionnaires to students congregated in halls near
classrooms during the week of final exams. They also asked students entering
and exiting campus buildings to respond to the questionnaire. This article
reflects self-reports from 559 students born in Belarus who cumulatively
represent eight different institutions of higher education.
Participants had the choice of responding to the questionnaire in
Belarusian or Russian. The frequency of responses in each city represented
approximately equal distribution between sexes. However, the frequency of
selection of Belarusian versus Russian language questionnaires to which
students responded differed significantly: 73 (13.1 percent = Belarusian) versus
486 (86.9 percent = Russian). Respondents’ ages ranged mainly from 18-21. The
sample thus represents the generation that received the bulk of its education
since Belarus declared independence in 1991.
In an effort to elicit information about the relative language utility of
Belarusian and Russian, those administering the questionnaire asked
respondents to describe each language as “useful” or “necessary” in select
domains (in Russian: “Какой язык Вам полезен, а какой—необходим в каких
ситуациях?”; in Belarusian: “Якая мова карысная Вам, а якая—неабходная ў
якіх сітуацыях?”; and in English “Which language is helpful and which is
necessary for you and in which situations?”) This method of classifying a
language allowed the researcher to approximate the degree to which
individuals claimed to use Belarusian and/or Russian. A response of “useful”
suggests that the participant values knowing Belarusian and/or Russian in a
specific domain but that he/she could also function normally without it.
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Conversely, a response of “necessary” implies that a participant considers a
language indispensable in a certain domain and that functioning without the
language would be impossible. The design of the survey question afforded
participants eight possible ways of describing their usage of Belarusian and
Russian in the prescribed domains: (1) Belarusian useful, (2) Belarusian
necessary, (3) Russian useful, (4) Russian necessary, (5) Belarusian
useful/Russian useful, (6) Belarusian useful/Russian necessary, (7) Belarusian
necessary/Russian useful, and (8) Belarusian necessary/Russian necessary. A
response of Russian “necessary” versus Belarusian “useful”/Russian
“necessary” suggests primacy of Russian over Belarusian in a particular
domain due to the former response lacking a statement whatsoever relative to
the utility of Belarusian.
RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
At Home
The home represents a pivotal domain in terms of language maintenance,
particularly when the language spoken at home does not reflect the lingua
franca of the region in question. Maintaining, and in some instances, reversing
language shift in such a linguistic environment often requires what Kibrik
(1991) refers to as “extraordinary circumstances.” One finds an analogous
linguistic environment in contemporary Belarusian culture, in which Russian
serves as the lingua franca, whereas Belarusian acts as a formal language of
government and academia and occasionally as a language of hearth and home,
particularly in homes with family members who have moved to urban centers
from the countryside. Table 1 presents respondents’ answers to the question of
language spoken at home. The category of Russian necessary with no statement
of Belarusian received the highest number of responses (181 or 33.1 percent)
followed by the category of Belarusian useful and Russian necessary, which
received 159 responses (29.1 percent). Of the 547 participants who responded
to the “home” domain, only 24 (4.4 percent) considered Belarusian necessary
and Russian necessary.
Entire generations have grown up in Belarus speaking Russian almost
exclusively, owing in part to an intense Russification policy begun under the
tsars subsequent to the partitioning of Poland in 1796. Indigenous languages
experienced a brief reprieve under Lenin, who instituted a policy that
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encouraged and even mandated the use of indigenous languages both from
within and without the government. Such efforts aimed at empowering
speakers of languages other than Russian fell victim to Stalin’s nationalities
policies, which eventually favored assimilation over diversity in all spheres of
culture (Grenoble 2003). So prolonged and penetrating were russification
policies leading up to and during the Soviet era, particularly in Belarus, that
individuals from there felt that Russian and Belarusian culture represented a
“monoculture,” similar to what occurred in Friesland among members of the
Frisian and Dutch communities (Fishman 1991).
Table 1: Frequency Distribution of Language Spoken at Home
Frequency Percent
Valid

Missing
Total

Russian necessary

181

32.4

Valid
Percent
33.1

Cum.
Percent
33.1

Belarusian useful/
Russian necessary
Belarusian useful/
Russian useful
Russian useful
Belarusian necessary/
Russian useful
Belarusian useful
Belarusian necessary/
Russian necessary
Belarusian necessary

159

28.4

29.1

62.2

68

12.2

12.4

74.6

39
33

7.0
5.9

7.1
6.0

81.7
87.8

25
24

4.5
4.3

4.6
4.4

92.3
96.7

18

3.2

3.3

100.0

Total

547

97.9

100.0

System

12

2.1

559

100.0

Many Belarusians learned their native language as a foreign language in
school, and did not speak it at home. According to the above data, Russian
currently functions as the primary language of the home. The fact that
respondents most often indicated the language utilization category of Russian
necessary with no statement of Belarusian suggests a general disregard of
Belarusian altogether in this domain. Such a finding bodes ill for Belarusian in
the near and distant future. Indeed, as Huss (2000) observed in relation to her
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efforts at facilitating a bilingual Swedish and Finish environment in the home,
“a prerequisite for language maintenance and revitalization is the
intergenerational transmission of the minority language in families.”
And yet, parents rightfully feel obligated to pass along to their children a
language that offers maximal opportunities and prestige in life. For some, the
conscious decision to raise children in the dominant language of the country
requires moving to the capital from the countryside (Dalby 2003), while for
others already living in urban centers, such a decision could involve sending a
child to a school that offers classes exclusively in the dominant language.
Rivers (2003) further observed that females in Kazakhstan prefer to raise their
children speaking Russian owing to its economic advantages in terms of
upward mobility.
In school
Universities and other institutions of higher education often attract the
attention of political leaders anxious to shape the mindset of young people.
Naturally, matters of language usage in education have intrinsic importance
when conveying political rhetoric and establishing a national ideology. Table 2
presents respondents’ answers to the question of language utilization in the
sphere of education.
The “education” domain yields the highest response rate of any of the
domains discussed here, relative to the language utilization category of
Belarusian necessary and Russian necessary (206 or 37.5 percent). Responses to
the category of Belarusian useful and Russian necessary received the second
highest number of responses (116 or 21.1 percent), while the language category
of Russian necessary with no statement of Belarusian received only 58
responses (10.6 percent).
Findings from this domain reflect the present language law in Belarus
that requires students in institutions of higher education to fulfill a Belarusian
language requirement in order to graduate. Evidence of this language
requirement stems from data suggesting that participants from each of the cities
cited Belarusian necessary and Russian necessary more frequently than
Belarusian useful and Russian necessary. The unusually low percentage of
participants finding Russian necessary with no statement of Belarusian,
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otherwise one of the most frequently responded to domains in this study,
suggests that students may consider Russian necessary only in their chosen
field of study, but not overall.
Table 2: Frequency Distribution of Language Spoken in School

Valid

Missing
Total

Belarusian necessary/
Russian necessary
Belarusian useful/
Russian necessary
Belarusian necessary/
Russian useful
Russian necessary
Belarusian useful/
Russian useful
Belarusian necessary
Belarusian useful
Russian useful
Total
System

Frequency

Percent
36.9

Valid
Percent
37.5

Cum.
Percent
37.5

206
116

20.8

21.1

58.7

70

12.5

12.8

71.4

58
32

10.4
5.7

10.6
5.8

82.0
87.8

31
18
18
549
10

5.5
3.2
3.2
98.2
1.8

5.6
3.3
3.3
100.0

93.4
96.7
100.0

559

100.0

Some academicians would like to expand the role of Belarusian in
schools by creating an institution of higher education in which all courses
would be taught in Belarusian. In 2000, an initiative group gathered
approximately thirty thousand signatures from people interested in
establishing Belarus National University—an institution devoted to instruction
solely in Belarusian; however, the Minister of Education rejected the proposal
citing a lack of sufficient resources as his reason.
The Presidential
Administration likewise rejected the proposal stating that such an initiative
reflected a “political action, which has no serious organizational, material and
creative developments” (Belarus Helsinki Committee 2000).
Ironically, two years prior to rejecting a grassroots initiative aimed at
educating Belarusian youth in their native language, Lukashenka and other
government officials assured interested groups on several occasions that the
Belarusian language and culture would continue to thrive in a “democratic”
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atmosphere of choice. According to Vasilii Strazhev, former Minister of
Education in Belarus and current president of Belarus State University, the
dual-language policy will “give equal status to both languages in all spheres of
life, and provide people with the right to choose which of the two languages
they should use for their education” (Belapan 1998). In addition, Strazhev
stated that in 1998, approximately 500,000 students received instruction in
Belarusian whereas one million students received instruction in Russian (Ibid.).
Table 3: Cross-Tabulation of Sex versus Language Spoken in School
Language Spoken in Sphere of Education

Gender
Male

Belarusian necessary/
Russian necessary
Belarusian necessary/ Russian
useful
Belarusian useful/
Russian necessary

Total

Female

Count

82

124

206

Expected

103.6

102.4

206.0

Count

38

32

70

Expected

35.2

34.8

70.0

Count

73

43

116

Expected

58.3

57.7

116.0

Belarusian useful/
Russian useful

Count

15

17

32

Expected

16.1

15.9

32.0

Russian necessary

Count

27

31

58

Expected

29.2

28.8

58.0

Count

11

7

18

Expected

9.0

9.0

18.0

Count

16

15

31

Expected

15.6

15.4

31.0

Count

14

4

18

Expected

9.0

9.0

18.0

Count

276

273

549

Expected

276.0

273.0

549.0

Russian useful
Belarusian necessary
Belarusian useful
Total

Chi-Squared: χ² = 23.698; df = 7; α (2-tailed) = .001
In addition to examining language(s) spoken in the “education” domain,
the study cross-tabulates sex versus language spoken in school in an effort to
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determine whether choice of language differs significantly between sexes, as
shown in Table 3.
The data reveal that of the 116 respondents who considered Belarusian
useful and Russian necessary, 43 were females and 73 were males. However,
cross-tabulated data indicate that of the 206 respondents who indicated
Belarusian necessary and Russian necessary, 124 were females leaving only 91
males. Both figures differ substantially from the expected count (Chi-Squared =
.001).
The question arises as to why such a high frequency of females
considered both languages necessary. In an effort to discover a possible
explanation, the research selects for the above 206 respondents and crosstabulates their respective major fields of study by sex.
Table 4: Cross-Tabulation of Sex versus Major Field of Study as Selected for
Belarusian Necessary and Russian Necessary Responses
Major Field of Study

Social Sciences

Count
Expected

Sciences

Count
Expected

Humanities

Count
Expected

Total

Count
Expected

Gender

Total

Male

Female

22

43

65

25.3

39.7

65.0

30

13

43

16.8

26.3

43.0

15

49

64

24.9

39.1

64.0

67

105

172

67.0

105.0

172.0

Chi-Squared: χ² = 24.362; df = 2; α (2-tailed) = .000
Data from Table 4 indicate that the humanities and social sciences attract
more females than males; the inverse relationship applies to the sciences, which
attract more males than females. Comparatively speaking, undergraduate
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research and study in the social sciences and humanities requires a background
in both Belarusian and Russian, whereas research and study in the sciences
primarily requires proficiency in Russian, perhaps in part explaining the
disparity in male and female responses relative to the “education” domain
(Chi-Squared = .000).
At work
The following analysis of language utilization in the work place seeks to
ascertain the degree to which Belarusian and/or Russian play(s) a
useful/necessary role in respondents’ stated professions. Table 5 presents a
frequency distribution of respondents’ answers to the survey question of
language at work.
Table 5: Frequency Distribution of Respondents’ Language Utilization at
Work
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

Percent

Belarusian useful/
Russian necessary
Russian necessary

242

43.3

Valid
Percent
43.8

Cum.
Percent
43.8

133

23.8

24.1

67.8

Belarusian necessary/
Russian necessary
Belarusian useful/
Russian useful
Belarusian necessary/
Russian useful
Russian useful
Belarusian useful
Belarusian necessary
Total
System

45

8.1

8.1

75.9

44

7.9

8.0

83.9

36

6.4

6.5

90.4

19
17
17
553
6

3.4
3.0
3.0
98.9
1.1

3.4
3.1
3.1
100.0

93.9
96.9
100.0

559

100.0

Of the 553 participants who responded to the question of language
utilization at work, 242 (43.8 percent) indicated that they considered Belarusian
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useful and Russian necessary. A substantial number of participants (133 or 24.1
percent) indicated that they considered Russian necessary with no statement of
Belarusian. The frequency of responses drops substantially thereafter with
Belarusian necessary and Russian necessary receiving the third highest number
of responses (45 or 8.1 percent). Compared to the large number of participants
who considered Russian necessary with no statement of Belarusian, only 17
participants (3.1 percent) indicated that they considered Belarusian necessary
with no statement of Russian.
In order to examine possible differences in language utilization
according to occupation, the questionnaire asked participants to specify their
“profession.” Professions cited by respondents totaled 46, far exceeding that of
a manageable data set for statistical purposes. Many responses reflect a subset
of the same sphere of occupation and therefore appear in the re-coded data
under a general category such as “medicine” or “business.” The re-coded data
include eight categories, one of which entitled “other,” comprises responses
that lie outside the broad categories specified.
Table 6: Frequency Distribution of Respondents’ Professions
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

Student

Percent

Valid Percent

Cum. Percent

332

59.4

67.9

67.9

Education

68

12.2

13.9

81.8

Math and
Sciences
Humanities

26

4.7

5.3

87.1

20

3.6

4.1

91.2

Medicine

13

2.3

2.7

93.9

Other

12

2.1

2.5

96.3

Law

9

1.6

1.8

98.2

Business

9

1.6

1.8

100.0

Total

489

87.5

100.0

System

70

12.5

559

100.0

Of the 489 respondents who answered the question, an entire 332 (67.9
percent) indicated the profession of “student.” “Education” (including
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responses such as “teacher”) received the second highest number of responses
with 68 participants (13.9 percent) and “math and sciences” with 26 participants
(5.3 percent). Respondents who indicated “humanities” as their profession, a
field that for participants included such responses as “artist” and “musician,”
totaled 20 (4.1 percent). Interestingly, only nine respondents (1.8 percent)
indicated “business” as their profession, a somewhat surprising figure in light
of the explosion of business activity in countries of the former Soviet Union.
Table 6 presents a frequency distribution of participants’ responses to the
question of profession.
Table 7: Cross-Tabulation of Respondents’ Specified Profession versus
Language Spoken at Work
Language Spoken at Work

Profession

Total

Count

Law
1

Medicine
2

Humanities
2

Math & Sciences
1

Business
0

Education
8

Other
0

Student
25

39

Expect
Count

0.7
0

1.0
0

1.5
0

2.1
1

0.7
0

5.5
13

1.0
1

26.5
18

39.0
33

Expect
Count

0.6
4

0.9
3

1.3
8

1.8
12

0.6
3

4.6
18

0.8
3

22.4
158

33.0
209

Expect
Count

3.9
3

5.6
2

8.2
1

11.2
3

3.9
0

29.2
6

5.2
2

141.9
24

209.0
41

Rus nec

Expect
Count

0.8
0

1.1
5

1.6
6

2.2
3

0.8
6

5.7
15

1.0
4

27.8
78

41.0
117

Rus use

Expect
Count

2.2
1

3.1
1

4.6
0

6.3
3

2.2
0

16.4
2

2.9
1

79.4
10

117.0
18

Bel nec

Expect
Count

0.3
0

0.5
0

0.7
0

1.0
1

0.3
0

2.5
4

0.4
0

12.2
11

18.0
16

Bel use

Expect
Count

0.3
0

0.4
0

0.6
2

0.9
2

0.3
0

2.2
2

0.4
1

10.9
6

16.0
13

Total

Expect
Count

0.2
9

0.3
13

0.5
19

0.7
26

0.2
9

1.8
68

0.3
12

8.8
330

13.0
486

Expect

9.0

13.0

19.0

26.0

9.0

68.0

12.
0

330.0

486.0

Bel nec/
Rus nec
Bel nec/
Rus use
Bel use/
Rus nec
Bel use/
Rus use

Chi-Squared: χ² = 77.853; df = 49; α (2-tailed) = .005
Gloss of abbreviations: Bel = Belarusian, Rus = Russian, nec = necessary, use = useful
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In an effort to ascertain respondents’ language utilization within each of
the above-mentioned professions, the study cross-tabulates language spoken at
work versus profession, as shown in Table 7.
Of the 330 respondents who indicated the profession of “student,” 158
considered Belarusian useful and Russian necessary. Responses of Russian
necessary with no statement of Belarusian received the second highest number
of responses (78). According to responses from those who indicated “business”
as their profession, Belarusian plays an insignificant role, its presence in
participants’ responses appearing in the categories of Belarusian useful and
Russian necessary (3) and in Russian necessary with no statement of Belarusian
(6). Similar to “business,” responses to “medicine” relative to the language
utilization category of Russian necessary with no statement of Belarusian
exceed that of Belarusian useful and Russian necessary (five versus three
respectively). “Humanities,” “math and sciences,” “education,” and “student”
represent the only professions that received the rare response of Belarusian
necessary with no statement of Russian.
One finds in Belarus a practical example of how market forces influence
language utilization, as illustrated by the dominant participant response of
Belarusian useful and Russian necessary, followed by Russian necessary with
no statement of Belarusian. Belarusian plays a “useful” role while Russian a
“necessary” one for participants self-reporting “student” as their professions;
however in business, where functional communication across nationalities often
determines profit margins, national languages such as Belarusian simply cannot
compete on a level playing field with Russian.
Applying a market forces framework developed by Brecht and Rivers
(2005) to the language situation in Belarus, need for Russian in business
significantly exceeds that of Belarusian in terms of social and profit margins,
which in turn creates real demand in the form of marketing and carrying out
negotiations and transactions in the language of demand. Such factors directly
influence the supply of beneficial services available in the dominant language,
while the supply itself reflects a governing polity’s capacity to provide needed
linguistic services.
Urban centers, of necessity, gravitate toward a lingua franca in order to
bridge an array of languages and dialects. Such is the case in Belarus, where
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Russian links individuals from rural regions and from neighboring countries
with individuals from key urban financial institutions and businesses.
Instances in which one’s work involves interaction with members of a local
speech community, such as a farming community, to the exclusion of
interaction with individuals living in cities, represent an exception. More often
than not, minority speakers from the countryside more so than their
counterparts from major cities find that they must become bilingual or
multilingual in order to compete effectively in urban markets (Dalby 2003).
In Government Institutions
With Russian acquiring the same status as Belarusian in 1995, many Belarusian
nationalists feared the demise of Belarusian. Although ostensibly equal in
status, the two languages garner varying degrees of popularity among
government officials. In effect, the change in language policy gave unfettered
freedom to government officials to use Russian, since Belarusian no longer
functioned as the sole official language. As Kelman (1971) writes regarding coofficial languages, “A major source of complication is that two languages that
are equally official do not necessarily occupy the same status within the society.
One of the languages may well be dominant, partly because it is spoken by a
larger proportion of the population but more importantly, because of
differences in the level of economic development of the two groups.”
Compounding the problem for threatened languages, as Fishman (2001) points
out, is the absence of “outside support of any operational significance to fall
back upon. Even if there are promises of assistance from outside the ranks of
their own community of speakers and activists, these promises necessarily
come at a price.”7 Table 8 presents respondents’ answers to the language(s)
they speak in government institutions.
Relative to previous domains analyzed, the “government” domain elicits
a high number of responses to the language utilization category of Belarusian
necessary and Russian necessary (74 or 13.4 percent). A substantial number of

Brecht and Rivers (2005) discuss support of minority languages from the perspective of
governmental compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. For a US government
agency or organization funded by the federal government to provide unequal access to public
services, e.g. translation services, is tantamount to violating fundamental tenants of social
justice, which guarantee fair and equal access to public services regardless of minority language
and/or national origin.
7
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respondents (149 or 27.0 percent) considered Russian necessary with no
statement of Belarusian, slightly more than double the number who considered
Belarusian necessary and Russian necessary, while the category of Belarusian
useful and Russian necessary received the highest frequency of responses (175
or 31.7 percent).
Table 8: Frequency Distribution of Language Spoken in Government
Institutions

Valid

Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent
31.3

Valid
Percent
31.7

Cum.
Percent
31.7

Belarusian useful/
Russian necessary
Russian necessary

175
149

26.7

27.0

58.7

Belarusian necessary/
Russian necessary
Belarusian necessary/
Russian useful
Belarusian useful/
Russian useful
Belarusian useful
Russian useful
Belarusian necessary
Total
System

74

13.2

13.4

72.1

57

10.2

10.3

82.4

33

5.9

6.0

88.4

26
26
12
552
7

4.7
4.7
2.1
98.7
1.3

4.7
4.7
2.2
100.0

93.1
97.8
100.0

559

100.0

Some political leaders in Belarus have experienced three different official
language policies first-hand: Russian only, Belarusian only, and most recently,
Belarusian and Russian equally. Policy changes, however, have done little in
the way of changing actual day-to-day communication, at least in private
conversation within the confines of one’s office. Public speeches and legislative
debate occasionally take place in Belarusian but generally occur in Russian, in
part due to politicians’ limited knowledge of Belarusian. Although Belarusian
appears to play a prominent role in society, suggested by its usage on signs at
official and non-official sites, its presence does not reflect a trend toward
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communication in Belarusian in these domains.8 Rather, Belarusian plays the
role of a political pawn—subject to ongoing manipulation and victim to the
individual interests of those in power. Similarly, while political leaders have
dutifully substituted the traditional red-and-white striped Belarusian flag for
the newly adopted national flag in their offices, language utilization has
changed very little in government correspondence since the Soviet era. Even
during the Shushkevich administration when Belarusian served as the only
official language, government officials often spoke in Russian behind closed
doors. Thus, one could argue that the Russian language receiving “official”
status in 1995 did little more than justify an extant language situation.
Government officials received official license to use Russian rather than
Belarusian in public and private capacities following the passing of an
amendment to the law about languages in 1998, which specifically employed
the conjunctions “and/or” with regard to utilization of Belarusian and Russian
(Goujon 1999). Overall, responses to language usage in government institutions
indicate a narrowing gap between those who consider Belarusian useful and
Russian necessary, versus those who consider Russian necessary with no
mention of the utility of Belarusian.
CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This research has sought to ascertain the degree to which Belarusian and
Russian coexist in contemporary Belarus as reflected in student self-reports of
language utilization. Overall, responses to the specified domains in this study
suggest that Belarusian faces the strong likelihood of becoming a relic in
functional domains such as “work,” or “government institutions,” whereas it
will continue to serve a traditional symbolic function in the “education”
domain. The chance of broad rehabilitation of Belarusian likely will decrease
proportionally to the length of time that it remains excluded from use in
functional domains, particularly in the “home,” since language maintenance
generally requires constant, everyday interaction. Limited usage of Belarusian
in government, education, and work spheres certainly does not ensure
perpetuity of Belarusian in the homes of future generations.

8

See Brown (2007b).
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This study focuses on three geographically and culturally distinct urban
centers in Belarus: Minsk, Grodno, and Vitebsk. The target population
consisted of university-age students, who often share similar views and
opinions with members of Belarus’ intelligentsia. The choice to target such
members of society stemmed from the idea that they stand a greater likelihood
of pursuing positions of political, economic and social influence capable of
impacting the direction of future language policies than individuals from rural
regions of the country and/or lacking rigorous academic training. However,
research investigating rural language utilization employing similar empirical
and survey-based methodological instruments used in this study remains at
large and, hence, an untapped source of potentially valuable data capable of
contributing to an understanding of language usage and the attendant effects of
language policies and planning in Belarus.
APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE IN RUSSIAN
Европейский гуманитарный университет
(г. Минск, Беларусь)
проводит опрос
с целью изучения употреблений белорусского и русского языков
в Республике Беларусь.
Пожалуйста, ответьте на предлагаемые ниже вопросы. Ваше
участие в этом опросе поможет выявить реальную картину развития
языковой ситуации в Беларуси.
Анкета носит анонимный характер. Вся полученная информация
будет использована только для нужд вышеуказанного опроса. Собранные
данные в обобщенном виде будут использованы исключительно в научных
целях.
Заранее Вам благодарны!
1

Какой язык Вам полезен, а какой—необходим в каких ситуациях?
(Отметьте птичкой выбранные ответы)
Белорусский язык полезен необходим Р у с с к и й я з ы к полезен
на работе
дома
в госучреждениях
в сфере
образования
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2.

Ваш пол: м. _________

ж. _________

3.

Возраст _________

4.

а) Профессия _________________________________________________
б) Специальность по образованию ______________________________

5.

Страна Вашего рождения (укажите республику) _________________

6.

Страна рождения Вашего отца (укажите республику) _____________

7.

Страна рождения Вашей матери (укажите республику) ___________

8.

Страна Вашего проживания _____________________________________
Благодарим за заполнение анкеты!

APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONNAIRE IN BELARUSIAN
Еўрапейскі гуманітарны універсітэт
(г. Мінск, Беларусь)
праводзіць апытанне
з мэтай вывучэння выкарыстання беларускай і рускай моваў
у Рэспубліцы Беларусь.
Калі ласка, адкажыце на прапанаваныя Вам ніжэй пытанні. Ваш
удзел у гэтым апытанні дапаможа выявіць рэальную карціну развіцця
моўнай сітуацыі на Беларусі.
Анкета мае ананімны характар. Уся атрыманая інфармацыя будзе
выкарастаная толькі дзеля патрэбаў вышэйназванага апытання. Сабраныя
дадзеныя ў абагульненым выглядзе будуць выкарастаныя выключна ў
навуковых мэтах.
Наперад Вам удзячныя!
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1

Якая мова карысная Вам, а якая—неабходная ў якіх сітуацыях? (Пазначце галачкай
выбраныя адказы)
Беларуская мова ка рысна я неабходная Руская мова карысная н е а б х о д н а я
на працы
на працы
Дома
дома
у дзяржустановах
у дзяржустановах
у сферы адукацыі
у сферы
адукацыі

2.

Ваш пол: м. _________

ж. _________

3.

Узрост _________

4.

а) Прафесія ____________________________________________________
б) Спецыяльнасць, па якой Вы атрымалі адукацыю _______________

5.

Краіна Вашага нараджэння (назавіце рэспубліку)__________________

6.

Краіна нараджэння Вашага бацькі (назавіце рэспубліку) ___________

7.

Краіна нараджэння Вашай маці (назавіце эспубліку)_______________

8.

Краіна Вашага пражывання _____________________________________
Дзякуем за запаўненне анкеты!
APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH

European Humanities University
(Minsk, Belarus)
is conducting a survey
with the goal of studying the usage of Belarusian and Russian languages
in the Republic of Belarus.
Please answer the proposed questions below. Your participation in this survey
will help clarify the developing language situation in Belarus.
Questionnaire data will remain anonymous. All information received will be
used strictly for the needs of the aforementioned survey. Gathered data will be
used exclusively for research purposes.
Thank you in advance!
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1 Which language is useful to you and which necessary and in which situations?
(Indicate your response by using a check mark)
B e l a r u s i a n u s e f u l n e c e s s a r y R u s s i a n u s e f u l necessary
at home
at school
at work
in government
institutions

at home
at school
at work
in government
institutions

2.

Sex: male _________

female _________

3.

Age _________

4.

а) Profession ___________________________________________________
b) Major field of study __________________________________________

5.

Birth Country (indicate republic) _________________________________

6.

Birth country of your father (indicate republic) _____________________

7.

Birth country of your mother (indicate republic) ____________________

8.

Country where you currently live _________________________________
Thank you for filling out the questionnaire!
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Abstract
The study was designed to compare the effects of inductive verse deductive
teaching methods on acquisition of the Russian alphabet. Inductive instruction
refers to methods in which learners are first exposed to examples and then
asked to extrapolate a rule from the example, whereas deductive instruction
refers to methods in which learners are presented with a rule from the start.
Eighty participants were randomly divided into two instructional groups, one
receiving deductive instruction and the other receiving inductive instruction.
Participants were given a pretest on Russian words and given instruction on the
Cyrillic alphabet based on an inductive or a deductive lesson plan. A post-test
was then administered. The results indicated the inductive group performed
significantly higher than those in the deductive group on Cyrillic alphabet
acquisition. Pedagogical implications are discussed.
Now I Know My АБВ’s: A Comparison of Inductive and Deductive Methods
of Teaching on the Acquisition of the Cyrillic Alphabet
Learning the Cyrillic alphabet is among the first orders of business in any
beginning Russian language class. A significant amount of instruction in the first
weeks of elementary courses centers on learning to recognize, write, and
pronounce the letters of the Russian alphabet. Each of the four currently
available introductory Russian textbooks (Golosa, Nachalo, Live from Moscow, and
Troikai) begins with an introduction to the alphabet, offering numerous exercises
to help learners make appropriate sound-symbol correspondences. While each
Russkij jazyk dlja vsekh is excluded from this discussion, as it is no longer in print.
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textbook varies slightly in the sequence in which letters are presented, the basic
approach to alphabet instruction is essentially the same: letters are introduced
individually before learners attempt to decipher wordsii. This approach is
essentially deductive, a teaching method in which the instructor explains a rule at
the beginning of instruction and only then gives students an opportunity to
practice with the rule (Norris and Ortega 2000). However, results from the
present study suggest that inductiveiii methods, in which learners are first
exposed to instances of language use and then required to derive the rules from
those examples (DeCoo 1996; Gollin 1998; Norris and Ortega 2000), may lead to
quicker and more accurate acquisition of the Cyrillic alphabet.
The terms “deduction” and “induction” are used differently when
applied to learning of an alphabetic system. Deduction generally involves
presentation of a single rule followed by examples of that rule, whereas
induction involves extrapolation of a single underlying rule from a number of
examples. However, an orthographic system does not have a single underlying
principle; it is composed of individual graphemes. Therefore, we will apply the
term “induction” to describe an approach in which learners first see letters in
context and are then guided on their own to discover the sound-symbol
correspondences. “Deduction” will refer to an approach in which learners
arefirst taught the sounds of individual symbols and then apply them to
deciphering whole words.
Relevant Literature
The teaching and learning of the Russian alphabet is an area that has been
largely ignored in the research literature. A small number of articles were

The structure of Nachalo allows for an inductive presentation of the alphabet. It opens with
illustrated dialogues of informal greetings. The dialogues are recorded on the accompanying
audio CD so that students can listen to the tapes, read the dialogues, and independently
decipher the sound-symbol correspondences. The instructor’s manual, however, recommends a
deductive approach to teaching the alphabet. Golosa also includes an optional inductive
presentation of the alphabet on its supplementary website.
iii The term “induction” has many uses in the literature, ranging from situations in which the
instructor verbalizes the rule at the end of discussion to more implicit methods of instruction in
which the rule is never verbalized by instructor or student, nor do students receive instruction to
look for a rule. For purposes of this discussion we will consider induction to be an explicit
approach to language teaching, in which learners are guided to discover a rule with the help of
an instructor, who does verbalize the rule at the end of the instructional session.
ii
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published on the topic between 1967 and 1990. With the exception of Crother
and Suppe’s (1967) study on the effectiveness of including phonemic
transcriptions in alphabet instructioniv, there has been no empirical research
comparing different teaching methods. A few articles, (eg., Leaver 1984; Arant
1978; Guzdik 1990) present approaches to teaching the Cyrillic alphabet (which
are essentially deductive), but do not empirically examine the effectiveness of
the particular method. While there is a large literature on the teaching of literacy
skills to Russian children (see for example Goretskii, Kiriusin, & Fedosova 2003;
Betenkova 2005), it is primarily composed of methodological notes for teachers.
There is a similar dearth of research on the teaching of other foreign
alphabets. Numerous studies investigate the learning of syllabary and
ideographic alphabets, examining such questions as the role of metalinguistic
awareness and linguistic knowledge in the processing of orthographic meaning
(Li, Anderson, Nagy, and Zhang 2002; Xu, and Potter 1999) or the effects of the
L1 orthographic system on L2 reading (Wang, Koda, and Perfetti 2002; Koda
2007). However, only a very few have investigated methods of teaching the
alphabetic system. One study (Werdelin 1968) examined the effects of induction
and deduction on the acquisition of the Arabic alphabet. Werdelin’s experiments
involved three groups of learners:
one receiving deductive instruction
(e.g.,“instruction in principle before application to examples”), a second
receiving inductive instruction (“examples followed by principle clarification
and supplemented by further examples”), and a third receiving no explicit
instruction (e.g., “examples only”). The study found that learners in the
deductive group performed significantly better on a test requiring them to
transcribe from Arabic to English immediately following instruction. However,
learners in the deductive group did not perform as well on tests that required
slightly different skills (transcribing from English to Arabic), and their
performance significantly decreased when similar tests were administered two
weeks later. On the other hand, the group that received no instruction (e.g., they
saw only examples with no verbalization of the rules) was superior in the areas
of retention and transfer. This study, together with Crother and Suppes’
research (1967) are the only available empirical studies investigating the
effectiveness of particular methods of teaching foreign alphabets.

Crothers and Suppes found that phonemic transcriptions interfered with learning the
sound equivalents for Cyrillic letters.
iv
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This gap in the research is of particular concern in light of a recent study
by Comer and Murphy-Lee (2004), which draws attention to the importance of
learning the sound representations of Cyrillic letters. Their study found that the
earlier students acquire letter-sound knowledge, the better they perform in
introductory Russian courses. Similar results have been found in studies of first
language literacy, where letter sound-knowledge is considered one of the best
predictors of preschool children’s reading acquisition (see Foy and Mann 2006
for an overview).
While there is very little data specific to learning the Cyrillic alphabet, or
to the learning of foreign orthographic systems in general, there is some
literature on the efficacy of inductive and deductive approaches to language
teaching that can inform the present study. However, many of the studies on the
effectiveness of deductive and inductive approaches to grammar instruction
have been inconclusive, at best. Several studies (e.g., Robinson 1996; Seliger
1975) have found an advantage for deductive approaches to teaching of
particular grammatical features, while others (e.g., Herron and Tomasello 1992)
have found inductive approaches to be more effective. Yet other studies (e.g.,
Rosa & O'Neill 1999 and Shaffer 1989) have found no significant differences for
either approach. Erlam’s (2003) study of the acquisition of French direct objects
found that learners who received deductive instruction performed better on
most measures of explicit learning. However, learners who received inductive
instruction performed better on measures assessing morphological, rather than
syntactical features. Combined methods (e.g., Hsiao, 1999) produced only
marginally better scores than exclusively inductive or deductive designs.
In 1975, Hammerly posited that inductive instruction may be more
effective for teaching simple grammatical constructions. Subsequent research
findings, however, have been contradictory. Shaffer (1989), DeKeyser (1995),
and Sprang (2003) found that an inductive approach produced better results
among subjects learning complex grammatical concepts. Sun and Wang (2003),
on the other hand, found that deductive instruction is more appropriate for
difficult concepts, whereas an inductive approach produces higher test scores
when simpler concepts are presented.
Another important question in the literature concerns the
appropriateness of deductive or inductive instruction for particular audiences.
Rivers (1975) asserts that deductive approaches may be more appropriate for
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mature, well-motivated students, whereas inductive instruction may be more
appropriate for younger language learners. Ausubel (1963) and Carroll (1964)
have asserted that an inductive approach is unsuitable for weaker students, who
will not be able to puzzle out the underlying patterns. They offer no empirical
evidence to support this claim, however. In fact, Shaffer’s (1989) study
contradicted this claim; she found that an inductive approach is particularly
beneficial for weaker students.
This brief overview of the literature on induction and deduction
demonstrates that the issues surrounding the methods are far from resolved.
Norris and Ortega (2000, 2006) suggest further research and recommend short
instructional interventions that may “yield greater observed effects than do
longer interventions” (p. 501). They also encourage the use of simpler research
designs with fewer variables, asserting that investigation of too many variables
in comparison studies results in a weak test of the features of interest. The
present study follows Norris and Ortega’s suggestions. It compares the effects of
deductive and inductive teaching methods on the acquisition of a single, simple
linguistic feature of the Russian language. It uses a very short instructional
intervention (less than twenty minutes), and focuses on only one variable—
method of instruction. This simple, practical study may provide more clearly
defined results than those presented in the existing research. The results of the
present study may also shed some light on the much-debated question
regarding which approach is more effective when teaching simple linguistic
elements, and it may also be directly applicable to the design of alphabet
instruction in entry-level Russian courses.
Research Design
Participants
This study used a convenience sample drawn primarily from
undergraduate students at Brigham Young University. It is important to note
that the research participants were not studying Russian; rather they were
recruited in undergraduate psychology courses. The total number of
participants was eighty. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two
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groupsv—one received an inductive treatment of the alphabet, while the other
received deductive treatment. Thirty-eight participants were in the deductive
group, with forty-two in the inductive group. Because this study used a
convenience sample, participants could not be matched on such variables as
gender, age, or previous language learning background. Instead, we randomly
assigned students to the treatment groups to compensate for any effects such
variables may have had on the outcomes.
Procedures
The experiment was conducted on three separate occasions in Fall 2006. In order
to control for any effects of live instruction and interaction, the instructional
sessions were recorded on audio CD with accompanying handouts and
PowerPoint slide shows. A pre-test was administered before instruction began
and a post-test was administered immediately after. The purpose of the pre-test
was to control for any effects of guessing. Logistical constraints prevented
administration of a post-test with time delay, so there was no way to measure
long-term retention of the alphabet. Six participants who scored 100 percent on
the pre-test were eliminated from the study.
Pre-Test and Post-Test. A pre-test (Appendix A) was administered
immediately before instruction, and a post-test (Appendix B) was administered
directly after. Both tests consisted of ten randomly named geographical
locations. With one exception, the words on both tests were different (one word,
Даллас was repeated on the post-test). Students heard the locations read aloud
on a CD, and noted the order in which the words were read.
Our choice of aural recognition rather than oral production for evaluation
was dictated by practical concerns. Requiring students to produce the sounds
would have involved more time and technological resources than were readily
available. Aural recognition is an important component in the learning of an
orthographic system, and such recognition exercises proliferate in first-year
Russian textbooks.

To ensure randomization, participants were assigned an entry from a table of uniform
random numbers. Students who were assigned an even number were taught the alphabet
inductively; students who were assigned an odd number were taught deductively.
v
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Deductive procedures. Participants in the deductive group saw letters of the
Russian alphabet on a PowerPoint screen as the letter was pronounced on the
accompanying CD. Letters were divided into four groups: 1) letters that look
and sound like their English counterparts, 2) letters that look like English letters
but have different sounds, 3) letters derived from the Greek alphabet, and 4)
miscellaneous letters. After each group of letters, learners were instructed to
sound out a series of words on their handouts. After a pause of approximately
three seconds, the words were read aloud on the audio CD to allow learners to
check their recognition. Students in this group read a total of thirty-three words.
The entire deductive procedure took just over five minutes, not counting the
administration of pre- and post-tests. All materials used in the deductive group
are available in Appendix C.
Inductive procedures. The materials for the inductive presentation were
adapted from “The Story of Эрик” (Robin et. al 2006)vi available on Golosa’s
supplemental website. This is an English story about a college Russian student,
in which Russian cognates or other Russian words easily recognized from
context are embedded. The story was adapted to include the name of the
students’ own university and the city and state in which it is located. This
particular method was chosen for time efficiency over another inductive method
such as that in Nachalo, where students could read along with several dialogues
of greeting on CD. Our choice meant that students did not have to decipher the
meanings of unfamiliar words. Instead they heard cognates of familiar words in
context, and thus all of their attention could be directed to learning the letters of
the alphabet. (See Appendix D for all materials used in the inductive group.)
After following along with the story, learners had a chance to review each
word individually. The words were written out on their handouts and then read
aloud on CD, with pauses in between to allow students to sound out the words.
Following this presentation, learners were instructed to find the letter that made
a given sound. After a short pause of three seconds, the correct letter was
flashed on a slide to allow learners to discover whether or not they had guessed
accurately. Participants were then given a chance to sound out individual words
that they had not yet seen or heard. As with the deductive instruction, learners
were given two to three seconds to decipher the word before they heard the

The Story of Эрик appeared in the first edition textbook of Golosa. It is not included in
subsequent editions.
vi
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word on the CD. The participants in the inductive group heard a total of fortyfour words in Russian, some of them repeated more than once.
The inductive instruction took approximately 20 percent longer (seven
minutes as opposed to five minutes) than the deductive instruction. While we
could have controlled for this in the research design, it was our choice to
approximate as closely as possible an actual lesson. We also included a
verbalization of the sound-symbol correspondences, which is an option in
inductive language teaching (see Erlam 2003). In this case, we wanted learners
not only to draw hypotheses about sound-symbol correspondences, but to have
the opportunity to learn whether or not their assumptions were correct. A
chance to test their hypotheses was of particular importance for learning soundsymbol correspondences, as vowel reduction and devoicing alter the
pronunciation of letters within the context of whole words.
Statistical Analysis. We first calculated the mean scores for each group on
the pre-test and the post-test. Next, we calculated the difference between each
group on the two tests. Finally, we measured the statistical significance of the
difference by means of an independent two-sample t-test.
Findings
The mean pre-test scores were 3.76 out of 10 for the deductive group, and 3.4 for
the inductive group. Mean post-test scores were 6.97 (out of 10) for the
deductive group and 7.76 for the inductive group. The deductive group had a
mean difference between the pre-test and post-test scores of 3.21 (on a 10-point
scale) with a standard deviation of 2.83. For the inductive group, the mean
difference was 4.36 with a standard deviation of 2.69. The effect size was d=.70,
indicating a strong effect. In testing for one-way significance, a t-value of 1.86
was compared to the critical value of t at 1.67 with 78 degrees of freedom. The p–
value of .03 indicates a significant difference. A repeated measures t-test was not
used, as a simple t-test yielded a low p-value; a repeated measures test would
have only shown more statistical significance. Table 1 displays the mean scores
on the pre- and post-tests for each group, and Table 2 shows the difference
between the pre- and post-tests for both groups.
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Table 1

Pre-Test Mean
Post-Test Mean
Improvement
Mean

Deductive
Group
3.76
6.97
3.21

Inductive
Group
3.40
7.76
4.36

Difference between
Deductive and Inductive
-0.36
0.79
1.15

Difference Scores

Table 2

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

4.36

3.21

Deductive

Inductive

Discussion
The data indicate a significant positive effect for inductive instruction on the
acquisition of the Cyrillic alphabet. This finding is substantial, in light of the fact
that most first-year textbooks employ a deductive approach to teaching the
alphabet. These findings also suggest that inductive approaches are particularly
useful for teaching very simple target language concepts. Certainly the findings
of this study are significant enough to suggest that the question of methods of
teaching the Cyrillic alphabet merits further investigation.
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A number of factors may have influenced the outcome of this study. One
of the reasons why participants in the inductive group may have performed
better on the post-test is that they spent 20 percent more time on the task than
did the deductive group. This possibility, however, does not undermine the
findings of the present study, as it is generally accepted that inductive teaching
methods are more time-consuming than deductive teaching methods. If it is
time on task that is the best predictor of success, then inductive methods may be
preferred, precisely because of the additional time such methods imply.
Another factor that may have affected the results of this study is the fact
that learners in the inductive group were exposed to forty-four Russian words,
while the learners in the deductive group saw only thirty-three, or 25 percent
fewer words. To control for these effects, further studies should include more
words in the deductive treatment group. It is worth bearing in mind, however,
that inductive approaches to language instruction naturally utilize numerous
examples of the target lexical or grammatical feature in order to allow learners
to induce the rule on their own, whereas deductive instruction requires few—if
any—examples. Using more examples in a deductive approach may lead to
greater learning precisely because it allows learners to draw their own
conclusions about the feature at hand.
Another potential concern with the study is the question of the pre- and
post-tests. The instruments used to measure learning in this study may have
been too easy. Thirty-nine of the participants (48.8 percent) scored 100 percent
on the post-test. This suggests a flaw in the design of the instrument, which
might be remedied in future investigations. In spite of the ceiling effects, the
data in this study yielded a high degree of statistical significance in favor of the
inductive group.
Context, too, may have played a role in the better performance of learners
in the inductive group. Learners heard a series of words in the context of a
narrative. The words were also of particular relevance to their lives as students,
since the name of their university and its city and state were given in the target
language. The language teaching profession has long recognized the importance
of context in teaching languages (e.g., Omaggio Hadley 2001). Context has been
found to enhance comprehension of written or spoken language, as well as to
enhance acquisition of grammar (see Omaggio Hadley 2001 for an overview of
research).
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Next Steps. This study has demonstrated significant effects for some
aspects of inductive instruction for teaching a simple linguistic feature, in this
case the Russian orthographic system. In order to verify the results of this
investigation, we suggest that further studies are warranted. A longer study
involving actual students of Russian with appropriately-spaced follow-up
testing will help elucidate the effects of inductive versus deductive instruction
for long-term retention of the Cyrillic alphabet.
This study used a simple statistical design, and therefore did not control
for potentially confounding factors such as gender, age, aptitude, prior foreign
language experience, and learning style. Future investigations should examine
the interactions of these factors with inductive and deductive instruction and
acquisition of linguistic features. However, Norris and Ortega (2000)
recommend against using multiple variables in a single experiment. Instead they
suggest that “interactions of variables should be investigated systematically
across multiple experiments” (p. 497).
Pedagogical implications. We approach the pedagogical implications for
this study with caution, aware that teachers rarely introduce the alphabet in
isolation, whether the textbook does or not. In Russian language courses,
teachers provide learners with aural, visual, and textual materials from the very
first day, materials which provide context and enrich the learning experience.
Our findings suggest introducing letters within words and words within a
narrative or dialogic framework may be more effective than introducing letters
individually. Using words that have personal relevance to the particular
population of students (such as the name of the university and the town and
state in which it is located) may also influence learning. Additionally, more time
on task and more exposure to the graphemes in the context of words appear to
lead to greater immediate retention of the alphabet. Increasing time on task and
the number of total words to which learners are exposed during the initial
learning stage may help students to learn the sound-symbol correspondences
more quickly. Since Comer and Lee’s (2004) investigation suggests that early
mastery of sound-symbol correspondences predicts success in beginning
Russian courses, methods that lead to more rapid and accurate learning of the
alphabet should be seriously considered.
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Conclusions
The findings of this study suggest a significant positive effect for inductive
instruction on acquisition of the Cyrillic alphabet, which may have been
enhanced by the use of words in a narrative context and exposure to a larger
number of words. While we do not wish to purport that teachers should use
only inductive methods for teaching the alphabet—or any other linguistic
feature, for that matter—we suggest that incorporating some aspects of
inductive instruction, particularly using words in context, may lead to more
rapid acquisition of the alphabet. We also assert that the question of how to
teach foreign alphabets should be given more serious consideration by both
researchers and educators alike.

Appendix A: Pre-Test
You will hear a list of geographic locations. Number each location in the order it
is read. You will hear the list twice.
____Голландия
____Вермонт
____Португалия
____Бостон
____Филадельфия

____Венгрия
____Орегон
____Даллас
____Бразилия
____Норвегия
Appendix B: Post Test

You will hear a list of geographic locations. Number the locations in the order they
are read. You will hear the list twice.
___Замбия
___Бразилия
___Виктория
___Германия
___Эквадор
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___Даллас
___Венеcуэла
___Дания
___Голландия
___Зимбабве
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Appendix C: Deductive Presentation
Several letters of the Russian alphabet look and sound very similar to their
English counterparts:
Аа
Кк
Мм
Оо
Тт
Сс
Try reading the following words:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

мама
кот
атака
маска
такт

Other letters are what we call “false friends.” They look like English letters, but
represent different sounds:
Вв
Ее
Нн
Уy
Рр
Try to sound out the following words, which you will probably recognize:
1.
2.
3.
4.

камера
момент
ветеран
Москва

5.
6.
7.
8.

контракт
трактор
нос
Вермонт

Still other letters come from the Greek alphabet. You may recognize some of
these letters from mathematical or scientific terminology, or if you’ve ever been
around fraternity houses:
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Пп
Гг
Дд
Лл
Фф
Now try to read the following cognates:
1.
2.
3.
4.

папа
Даллас
лампа
донор

5.
6.
7.
8.

Флорида
кенгуру
телеграмма
панорама

And, of course, there are a number of letters in Russian that are unlike any other
letters you’ve seen. Some of these are:
З з
Б б
Э э
И и
Юю
Я я
Try reading the following words to yourself:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

аппетит
философия
Япония
Россия
бизнес
Юпитер

7. экватор
8. гитара
9. зебра
10. Америка
11. юмор
12. дипломат

Appendix C: Inductive Presentation Materials
The Story of Eric
Эрик is from the город of Сан Диего in the штат of Калифорния. His мама,
Лара, is a профессор of история at the local университет. His папа, Виктор,
is a бизнесмен at a local фирма. Эрик has an older сестра, Анна, who studies
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биология and зоология at the университет of Висконсин in Мадисон. She
volunteers at a nearby зоопарк, and especially enjoys working with the the
тигр and the зебра.
Эрик is attending the Университет of Бригам Янг in the город of Прово, in the
штат of Юта. Эрик studies русский язык and русская литература. He
especially likes the work of Гоголь, because he has a unique sense of юмор.
Эрик decided to go on study abroad to improve his русский язык. Now he
lives in Москва, the capital of Россия. He lives with his host mother, Наталья.
He thinks that Москва is a great город, but he looks forward to returning to
Прово, Юта to finish his studies.
Now let’s review some of the words from the story. Try reading them to
yourself first:
1. Эрик
2. город
3. Сан Диего
4. штат
5. Калифорния
6. мама
7. Лара
8. профессор
9. история
10. университет
11. папа

12. Виктор
13. бизнесмен
14. фирма
15. сестра
16. Анна
17. биология
18. зоология
19. Висконсин
20. Мадисон
21. зоопарк
22. тигр

23. зебра
24. XXX
25. XXX
26. XXX
27. русский язык
28. русская литература
29. Гоголь
30. юмор
31. Москва
32. Россия
33. Наталья

Go back and try to found the letters that make the sounds you will hear.
Try to sound out the following words:
1.
2.
3.
4.

суп
момент
пропаганда
физика

5. футбол
6. панорама
7. Япония
8. Юпитер

9. баскетбол
10. Гватемала
11. ветеран
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Proverbial Language and its Role in Acquiring a Second
Language and Culture
The Case of Russian
Natalya Vanyushkina
1.

Introduction

Researchers in the domain of Russian as a foreign and a second language have
paid relatively little attention to proverbs as units of linguistic and cultural
expression. Due to this neglect and the overall scarcity of statistical data on
current Russian proverbial language, many Russian textbooks and dictionaries
offer at best some outdated proverbs that have fallen into disuse in
contemporary Russia and at worst, disregard proverbial language altogether.
However, this expressive language deserves much more serious consideration
from both researchers and teachers of Russian. Russian native speakers take it
for granted that their interlocutors share the assumptions behind proverbs,
which constitute an important part of their cultural heritage. Moreover,
proverbs constitute a functional component of spoken Russian. Native
speakers use proverbs or allude to them to share certain subtleties of
expression, such as humor, irony, erudition, etc. Thus, without understanding
the underlying figurative meanings and cultural connotations of this expressive
speech component, American students of Russian may experience certain
linguistic and cultural misunderstandings that will impede their interactions
with Russians.
However, those who study and teach Russian may not want to invest
time learning and teaching proverbs if they do not know whether native
speakers use these sayings in their daily speech, and if so, which of them are
most common in Russia. Therefore, this research attempts to determine the
necessity for American students of Russian to learn Russian proverbs. In order
to make such a determination, the research seeks to ascertain whether Russian
proverbs satisfy the criteria of currency and frequency in both conversational
and written speech of native speakers. Furthermore, it investigates American
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students’ level of comprehension of the most common Russian proverbs in
order to determine whether they should consider studying these proverbs and
thus improve their level of comprehension of Russian speech. The study goes
on to explore the use of the most common proverbs in Russian-language
textbooks and proverbial dictionaries. As a result of this exploration, the
research offers a new type of proverbial classification based on cultural
attitudes and a proposed methodology of introducing proverbs to American
students. Discussion of how proverbs can be incorporated into the Russian
language curriculum at different levels of instruction remains beyond the scope
of the present article. See my dissertation “Proverbial Language and Its Role in
Acquiring a Second Language and Culture” for some teaching rationales and
suggestions (pp. 32-43, 103-118).
2.

Definition of the Proverb

The universally recognized definition of a proverb remains a problem for many
contemporary researchers in the domain of proverb study. Wolfgang Mieder,
who did extensive research in contemporary paremiology, presents a proverb
as a “very complex verbal form of folklore that almost escapes definition”
(Proverbs 13).
Since the definition of a proverb proves such a difficult task, this study
will consider only the most consistent definitional criteria for a proverb:
complete sentence status, generalization, fixedness, didacticism, oral circulation,
currency (proverbial recognition, acceptance and usage by contemporary
Russians), and pithiness.
Another category that often affiliates with a proverb is a proverbial
aphorism. The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language defines the
aphorism as a “tersely phrased statement of a truth or opinion” (Morris 60). In
this sense, aphorisms are akin to proverbs in their function, although they are
different from proverbs in that their origin is not folkloristic. Their sources
include mostly literature and quotes of famous people; however, their users
may forget their authorship with time. In Russia, proverbial aphorisms are
called “крылатые слова” (“words with wings”), and they are so widely known
that it is common to unite them with proverbs. For example, Lomonosov’s
aphorism “Науки юношей питают” became so popular with time that another
variant developed – “Надежды юношей питают”, which acquired an
independent life as a proverb. Likewise, many Russian movies had such a big
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share in creating that aphoristic fund that there was a need for a separate
dictionary (Kozhevnikov 31-795).
This study includes both proverbs and proverbial aphorisms since they both
express attitudes, perceptions, or morals and use rhetorical strategies in order
to complete that function. For convenience, the study will refer to proverbs and
proverbial aphorisms as a single category, a proverb.
3.

Brief Review of Russian Paremiological Research

A review of literature in the domain of proverbs demonstrates that most of the
time, proverbs simply circulate from one collection to another, devoid of
contexts. Many Russian compilers include proverbs from Dal’s famous
collections into their lists without updating their currency.
In the domain of Russian demographic research, both diachronic
research, emphasizing traditionality and currency of proverbs, and synchronic
research, concentrating on frequency of individual proverbs at a certain time,
are still scarce. Grigory Permiakov’s pioneering work on a paremiological
minimum has made a significant contribution to the field. Permiakov carried
out the first ever paremiological statistical survey among 250 Muscovites and
compiled a paremiological minimum of 300 sayings that received the highest
recognition in his study. Since then, very little has been done to supplement his
demographic research.
Classification remains one of the biggest stumbling blocks in Russian
paremiology, and a sound theoretical framework for such a classification is still
missing in the field. Russian proverbs have been classified in two principal
ways: alphabetically (according to the first word or the most important word)
and according to subject matter. Basing classifications on the main words of
proverbs does not make a lot of sense – paremiological research does not have
universally recognized criteria for choosing the pivotal words. The same
proverb may be classified with different key words, depending on the
intentions of the speaker/writer or the interpretation of the listener/reader or
researcher. Some Russian researchers try to solve the problem by ignoring
main words in favor of formal characteristics of proverbs. One of the
supporters of this type of classification, Levin, makes an attempt to classify
Russian proverbs from Dal’s corpus “not on the basis of subject matter but
according to formal considerations” (180), specifically, according to phonetic,
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grammatical, and formulaic repetitions of proverbs. In general, structural
classifications ignore the most important aspect of proverbs: meaning.
In the field of anthropology, some Russian paremiologists do not attach
much importance to cultural contexts of proverbs, while emphasizing their
structural similarities across cultures. Exploring new ways of co-teaching
language and culture, Kostomarov argues that proverbs carry programmed
“national knowledge” [natsional’noe znanie] and serve as a link between
language and culture in realistic and tangible ways (83).
The present research aims at filling the gaps in these domains at least
partially by compiling a collection of proverbs in current use in Russia,
exploring their currency, and attempting to classify the most common proverbs
according to cultural attitudes, thus offering some additional insight into
proverbs as carriers of cultural and social perceptions of today’s Russia.
4.

Rationale for Studying and Teaching Proverbs

Investigating classroom applications of proverbial research has been the most
neglected area in paremiology, and most existing studies on teaching proverbs
to foreigners cannot boast of great depth. Students should study Russian
proverbs even for the simple reason that they continue to have an active
existence in the contemporary language as full-fledged linguistic units or
speech acts. Because the figurative meanings of proverbs do not equal the sum
of their individual word meanings, students may take proverbs as literal
statements and thus misunderstand their message. As Pasamanick stresses,
“the metaphoric proverb seldom wears its meaning on its sleeve” (5). Russians
quite often make allusions to the most common proverbs, using incomplete
forms that may be incomprehensible to learners. Hence, students should not
rely much on discovery learning in this field. Studying the metaphorical
meaning of proverbs prior to their experience in Russia will facilitate students’
comprehension of native speakers’ speech, mass media, and literature.
As “intensifiers of conversation” and persuasive, self-sufficient
arguments, proverbs flavor conversation and decorate speech (Abrahams 119).
As rhetorical devices, they attract attention and arouse emotional interest. They
act as a means of amusement, “injecting spice into ordinary conversation”
(Bascom 69). As such, proverbs can facilitate the development of listening and
conversational skills of American students.
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Proverbs provide effective material for teaching Russian grammar and
vocabulary. They may serve as vivid examples of imperative, negative, degrees
of comparison, the passive voice, and many other aspects of Russian grammar.
Their rhythm, figuration, and rhyme make proverbs memorizable.
Aside from local semantic contexts, proverbs live in global, cultural
contexts. For example, the American proverb “Necessity is the mother of
invention” and the Russian proverb “Голь на выдумки хитра” have basically
the same meaning. However, if we compare the choice of words in them
(“necessity” and “invention” versus “голь’” (“the naked ones”) and “выдумки”
(“ingenious and resourceful creations”), we may see the images of two different
cultures: one with a pragmatic attitude to fixing things, and the other with a
creative go-around attitude of making something out of nothing. As “the core
components of national psychology” [sterzhnevye komponenty natsional’noi
psikhologii] (Vereshchiagin and Kostomarov 1976), proverbs provide fascinating
insights into Russian traditional values. They may prove a more objective and
persuasive way of introducing foreign beliefs than their explicit presentation in
the form of stereotypes. Since Russian people express themselves in their
proverbs “livelier and stronger than all descriptions of outside observers”
[zhivee i sil’nee, nezheli vse opisaniia postoronnikh nabliudatelei] (Snegirev 225),
proverbs can help American students avoid sweeping generalizations and
misconceptions. Although in a somewhat exaggerated way, proverbs also
reflect societal norms. Rozhdestvenskii defines the field of paremiology as a
folkloristic domain of behavior models [fol’klornaia oblast’ modelei povedeniia]
(230). Studying social uses of proverbs ensures smoother interaction with
native speakers.
5.

Research on the Currency of Russian Proverbs in Oral Speech

However, none of the above justifications for learning proverbs will be valid if
we do not consider such an important factor as their currency. Vereshchiagin
and Kostomarov affirm that it is mass reproduction [massovaia vosproizvodimost’]
that proves the linguistic character of aphorisms which are “represented in the
contemporary linguistic mentality of Russians” [aktual’no predstavlennye v
sovremennom iazykovom soznanii russkikh] (185). Since Russian paremiological
research has paid very little attention to exploring proverbial currency, this
research attempts to partly fill this gap.
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In order to address the primary goal of this study, that is, to determine
whether it is necessary for American students to study Russian proverbs, I
attempted to answer the following research question: Do Russians use many
proverbs in their oral speech, movies, and popular songs?
5.1

Exploring Proverbial Currency in Speech

In 1994, I started to collect Russian proverbs from naturally occurring
conversations in Russia, from mass media (radio, TV, songs, and movies), and
informal interviews with native speakers. Simultaneously, I was collecting
proverbs from written speech (newspapers, magazines, and literature), and
such items of popular interest as greeting cards, pins, souvenirs, etc. In the
domain of written speech, I collected proverbs from 752 newspapers, thirty
immigrant newspapers, forty-four magazines, eighteen books, 125 greeting
cards, etc. All the proverbs both from oral and written speech sources were
recorded in two lists. Then the two proverbial lists were combined into a single
list, which contained 2,000 Russian proverbs.
In order to investigate the currency of the collected proverbs, I offered
the compiled list to 280 Russian participants, who were residents of fifteen
Russian cities, towns, and villages. The participants represented both sexes,
ages varying from fourteen to ninety, and various places of residence,
occupations and levels of education. The same proverbial list was offered to
forty-five Russian immigrants, representing both sexes, ages varying from
seventeen to seventy-six, and various places of residence, occupations and
levels of education. The respondents specified which proverbs they used or
might potentially use in their speech, which ones they knew but did not use
themselves, and which ones they did not recognize at all. They used “+” for the
proverbs in their active use, “-“for the proverbs in their passive use, and “?” for
the proverbs they did not know at all.
The descriptive analysis revealed that, on average, a resident of Russia
uses seventy-four percent out of the listed proverbs in everyday speech, knows
passively an additional nineteen percent, and does not recognize seven percent
of them. A Russian immigrant residing in the U.S. uses on average fifty percent
out of the listed proverbs, knows passively thirty-five percent, and does not
recognize fifteen percent of them. Thus, these results show persuasive evidence
for Russian proverbs’ continued existence in oral speech of Russians and
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Russian immigrants. However, an average native Russian outperforms an
average Russian immigrant from the U.S. in proverbial usage (see Chart 1).
Chart 1. Comparison of self-reported proverbial usage among Russians
residing in Russia and immigrant Russians

100%
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9

NOT KNOW
KNOWS

80%

USES

70%

35

60%
50%
40%

74

30%
50

20%
10%
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RUSSIAN

5.2

IMMIGRANT

Proverbial Use in Oral Mass Media (Films and Songs)

I also looked for proverbs in 139 Russian films (137 feature films and two
documentary films) and five recorded comedic programs. I separated them
into three categories: early Soviet (Eisenstein through the 1960s), late Soviet
(1970-1988), and post-Soviet (1988-present). Tables 1-3 display the results of the
survey. The list of the surveyed films and programs is given in my dissertation
“Proverbial Language and Its Role in Acquiring a Second Language and
Culture” -+(Appendix 3).
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Table 1. Occurrences of proverbs in films

Total number of
proverbs
Total number of
proverbs in the
current proverbial list
Average number of
proverbs per film

All Films
(n = 139)

Early Soviet
Films
(n = 34)

Late Soviet
Films
(n = 65)

Post Soviet
Films
(n = 40)

792

212

402

188

627
(79.2%)

149 (77.4%)

326 (81.1%)

152
(80.9)

5.70
(4.26)

5.94
(5.16)

6.18
(4.28)

4.70
(3.18)

Table 2. Comparisons of occurrences of all proverbs per film
Categories
Early Soviet
Late Soviet
Post Soviet

Mean

Variance
26.66
18.28
10.11

5.94
6.18
4.7

Source of Variation
SS
Df MS
Between Categories
57.242 2
28.62
Within Categories
2444.1
136
17.97
Note: “ns” is an abbreviation for “not significant”

F

P
0.2072
ns

1.593

Fcritical
3.0627

Table 3. Comparisons of occurrences of current proverbs per film
Categories
Early Soviet
Late Soviet
Post Soviet
Source of Variation
Between Categories
Within Categories

SS
37.320
1761.4

Df
2
136

Mean
4.38
5.02
3.80

Variance
18.79
13.02
7.91

MS
18.66
12.95

P
0.240
ns

F
1.441

Fcritical
3.063

The results of two Single-Factor ANOVA tests show no significant
differences in the amount of proverb use among the films of the three periods,
which indicates that the propensity to use Russian proverbs has not changed
much during the past century. They also demonstrate no significant difference
among the three periods in terms of currency of the proverbs.
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Sixty-two songs represent another domain of oral mass media. Out of
those sixty-two songs, thirty-four have proverbs, within the range of 0-3
sayings per song. The total number of the proverbs found in the songs is fortytwo.
The overall results of the research on the currency of Russian proverbs in
oral speech support my hypothesis about an extensive proverbial use in Russia
and give a positive answer to the research question.
6.

Research on the Currency of Russian Proverbs in Written Speech

In order to determine whether it is necessary for American students to study
Russian proverbs and to supplement the results of the oral speech study to that
effect, I attempted to answer the following research question: Do native and
immigrant Russians use many proverbs in their written speech?
6.1

Proverbial Currency in Newspapers and Magazines

To answer the above research question, I first surveyed proverbs in 752 Russian
newspapers and forty-four magazines published in Russia, and twenty-eight
Russian immigrant newspapers. Then I separated a working random sample of
207 Russian newspapers1, all the twenty-eight immigrant newspapers, and
eleven random Russian magazines and counted all the proverbs in them. A
descriptive analysis of the data from the survey supports the results gleaned
from all the oral speech surveys and answers the first research question –
Russians use many proverbs in their daily lives. Every single surveyed
newspaper and magazine had proverbs in it. The total number of proverbs
found in 207 Russian newspapers is 3,772; in twenty-eight Russian immigrant
newspapers, 519; and in eleven Russian magazines, 268.
As we see from Table 4, the grand means of proverb use per page and
per issue in the newspapers from Russia are significantly different from those of
the Russian immigrant newspapers from the U.S. in favor of the native Russian
1

In order to check if that sample was representative, I separated it into three categories: 19911999, 2000, and 2001-2005, and ran a single-factor ANOVA, which indicated that those
categories were not significantly different from each other. The surveyed newspapers
included 58 different titles. See my dissertation “Proverbial Language and Its Role in
Acquiring a Second Language and Culture” for more details on the newspaper samples
(Table 6, pp. 67-68).
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newspapers. Also, the native newspapers contain significantly more proverbs
in headlines and captions than the immigrant newspapers. Thus, the
comparison suggests that although Russian immigrants residing in the U.S.
consistently use proverbs in their written speech, Russians residing in Russia
outperform their immigrant counterparts in proverbial use (see Chart 2). These
results support those of the oral survey.
Table 4. Comparison of the grand means of proverbs, headlines, and captions
in Russian newspapers and magazines

Mean
number of
proverbs
per page
Mean
number of
proverbs
per issue
Mean
number of
headlines
per page
Mean
number of
headlines
per issue
Mean
number of
captions
per page
Mean
number of
captions
per issue
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T-Test
comparing
Russian and
Immigrant
newspapers

T-Test
comparing
Russian
newspapers
and
magazines

0.71
(0.353)

P<0.005

P<0.0001

18.64
(14.3)

24.4
(14.36)

ns

P = 0.010

0.60 (0.40)

0.31 (0.19)

0.153
(0.095)

P=0.002

P<0.0001

5.55 (3.64)

4.29 (3.76)

6.0 (5.50)

P<0.05

ns

0.08 (0.15)

0.002 (0.01)

0.0025
(0.013)

P=0.003

ns

0.74 (1.26)

0.036 (0.19)

0.364
(0.013)

P=0.002

ns

Newspapers
from Russia
(n = 181)

Russian
Immigrant
Newspapers
(n = 28)

1.92 (0.84)

1.49 (0.86)

18.57 (11.21)

Russian
Magazines
(n = 11)
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Chart 2. Comparison of proverbial use in native Russian versus Russian
immigrant newspapers

2.00
1.80
1.60
PROVERBS/PAGE

headlines
captions

1.40

text
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

Russian

Immigrant

Table 5 presents the results of a single-factor ANOVA comparing
proverb density of newspapers in three temporal categories.
Table 5. Comparison of temporal categories (1991-1999; 2000; 2001-2005) with
regard to proverbs per page
Categories
2001-2005
2000
1991-1999
Source of Variation
Between Categories
Within Categories

SS
0.44
140.3

df
2
202

Mean
1.9
1.97
1.9

Variance
0.90
0.59
0.37

MS
0.22
0.70

P
0.729
ns

F
0.32

Fcritical
3.04

Chart 3 illustrates the extensive use of headlines and captions in native
Russian newspapers. Out of the total number of the proverbs collected, thirtyfive percent were headlines and six percent captions.
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Chart 3. The relative occurrences of proverbs in headlines and captions in
relation to the text in Russian newspapers

total captions
total headlines

6%

proverbs in text

35%
59%

The test shows no significant difference between the newspapers with
regard to proverb density. It indicates that Russian newspapers consistently
used about the same number of proverbs per page within the period of fifteen
years (1991-2005). It also supports the choice of this random newspaper sample
as a valid representative sample for statistical tests.
Although newspapers function as samples of written speech in the
current research, they also give samples of oral speech in such categories of
articles as interviews, which appear in newspapers quite often. Therefore,
newspapers provide an effective resource for studying proverb use. The ability
to study proverbs in modern contexts, including ironic and humorous ones,
makes this resource even more valuable. The random newspaper sample
included both “serious,” quality newspapers, such as Izvestiia, Kul’tura, etc., and
“gossipy” newspapers for the mass reader, such as Speed-Info, Karavan Ross, etc.
Despite quite a big difference in function and presentation of material, all the
newspapers included a substantial number of proverbs. It is interesting to note
that the most intellectual newspapers, Literaturnaia gazeta and Kul’tura, which
target people with higher education, had the largest number of proverbs.
Russian newspapers feature a significant number of headlines and captions,
which present even a bigger challenge to foreign students due to their tendency
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to be abbreviated or used as references. For example, such proverbial headlines
as “Не дожидаясь грома” and “Мы слишком долго запрягали” from two
issues of Izvestiia (2000) have undergone noticeable transformations both in
form and content. Since they are used as abbreviated and modified variants out
of immediate context and they do not have any further mention in the articles,
the students may understand the headlines literally (“гром” as something to do
with weather and “запрягать’ as something to do with horses) and thus
misinterpret their meanings. The functions of these two headlines are to attract
the readers’ attention by metaphorical images and to alert the readers to the
dangers of procrastination. The readers are supposed to know the proverbs
“Пока гром не грянет, мужик не перекрестится” and “Русские долго
запрягают, да быстро едут” in order to figure out the meanings of the
headlines.
6.2

Proverbial Currency in Literature

To explore proverbial currency in literature, I analyzed thirty-three Russian
books and five immigrant Russian books for proverbial use: ten books written
by Russian classical authors, eleven books written by authors of the Soviet
period, and four books written by modern authors after the collapse of the
Soviet Union. Eight books of contemporary non-fiction and six books by
immigrant writers were also included in the analysis of literature. All the books
were grouped into four categories: classical (before 1917), Soviet (1917-1988),
post-Soviet (1988-present), and immigrant. See my dissertation “Proverbial
Language and Its Role in Acquiring a Second Language and Culture” for the
complete list of the surveyed books (Table 13, pp.76-78). The grand mean for all
thirty-eight titles is forty-four proverbs per book. Several authors used
proverbs as chapter titles.
The ANOVA test (Table 6) did not show significant differences between
the four categories of Russian literature. However, the sample size of postSoviet literature was smaller than that of the other categories. In order to
expand the sample, eight more sources from contemporary nonfiction were
added to the Post-Soviet sample. A T-test compared the individual literature
categories against one another (see Table 7).
The probabilities generated by this T-test support the results of the
ANOVA tests – none of the literature categories are significantly different with
regard to the number of proverbs per page.
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Table 6. Comparisons of occurrences of proverbs per book (a) and proverbs
per page by single-factor ANOVA
a. Proverbs per book
Categories
Classical
Soviet
Post Soviet
Immigrant

Mean
35.4
49.8
47.7
40.8

Source of Variation
Between Categories
Within Categories
Table 14. continued
b. Proverbs per page
Categories
Classical
Soviet
Post Soviet
Immigrant

SS
1303.0
33083.8

Source of Variation
Between Categories
Within Categories

SS
0.0077
0.4036

df
3
34

df
3
34

MS
434.34
973.05

Variance
572.93
1556.76
839.36
781.70
F
0.446

P
0.721
ns

Fcritical
2.883

Mean
0.1382
0.1317
0.1637
0.1290

Variance
0.0053
0.0042
0.0275
0.0027

MS
F
0.0026
0.217
0.0119

P
0.884
ns

Fcritical
2.883

Table 7. Comparisons between literature categories relative to proverbs per
page

Classical
Soviet
Post-Soviet
Post-Soviet
nonfiction
Immigrant
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Classical Soviet PostSoviet
0.8322 0.1097
0.1153
+

Post-Soviet
nonfiction
0.6576
0.5566

+ Immigrant
0.7763
0.8998
0.1070
0.6447
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Chart 4 provides a graphic representation of variation among the
categories of Russian literature.
Chart 4. Comparison of variations in proverb use among the categories of
Russian literature

0.45
0.4
proverbs/pagege

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
CLASSICAL

SOVIET

POST-SOVIET POST-SOVIET
FICTION
NON-FICTION

IMMIGRANT

As seen from Chart 4, contemporary nonfiction shows the greatest
variance among the literature categories and the highest mean number of
proverbs per page. Other comparisons between Russian fiction and nonfiction
relative to proverbial use showed that the average number of proverbs per page
was higher in nonfiction than in the pooled results for Russian fiction. A T-test
comparing the two means yielded a probability of 0.051 despite the range in
variance of the post-Soviet nonfiction.
The results of the comparison of proverbial use in Russian fiction and
contemporary nonfiction are quite intriguing. The fact that the average number
of proverbs per page was almost twice as high in nonfiction as in the pooled
results of Russian fiction demonstrates that proverbs can serve as effective tools
for making and supporting arguments. Despite the fact that nonfiction does not
usually use dialogs, which appear to be the main sources of proverb use,
authors use succinct, expressive aphoristic language in support of their
opinions. The literature research allowed for the comparison of proverbial
usage over time. In that respect, the results are quite astounding – many
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proverbs have shown an amazing staying power from the 19th century to the
present.
Some of the traditional proverbs have undergone certain
transformations to adjust to the existing conditions, and others have kept their
integrity intact.
Aside from the proverbs in the surveyed newspapers and books, I found
commonly used proverbs on 125 greeting cards, out of which fifty-five proverbs
are traditional common proverbs; seven – their incomplete versions, forty-six –
their variants with modern alterations, and seventeen modern, newly created
proverbs. I also found twenty-four pins with proverbs so far: eight pins with
traditional proverbs and sixteen pins with modernized versions of traditional
proverbs, reflecting some recent developments. I also found sixty-six Russian
items (eighteen mugs, two wine-holders, two trays, four plaques, three cutting
boards, two table cloths, a collection of twelve match boxes, seven hats, seven
toys, and nine birch-bark containers) which have common Russian proverbs on
them. Items of popular interest also illustrate the longevity of traditional
proverbs. The other examples of proverbial use include cookbooks, coloring
books, children’s books, calendars, bookmarks, etc. A book containing sheet
music for singing 230 proverbs (a separate tune for each proverb!) deserves a
separate mention. Proverbs can be also seen as advertisements on the walls of
Russian stores, banks, and other public buildings, and even in menus and food
labels.
The overall results of the written speech research provide an affirmative
answer to the first research question: Russians consistently use proverbs in
newspapers, magazines, literature, and various items of popular interest.
The research points to a significant difference between the levels of
proverb use among Russians residing in Russia and immigrant Russians both in
oral and written speech (with the exception of literature). The fact that Russians
residing in Russia tend to use more proverbs may be explained by immigrants’
restricted communication within their Russian communities of bilingual people.
In such restricted surroundings, immigrants may lack the scope and versatility
of exposure to proverbs in Russia, where people encounter them in most
spheres of their lives on a daily basis. Proverb creation in Russia seems to be an
ongoing, nonstop process, whereas Russian immigrants tend to be more
conservative in their use of proverbs.
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7.

Research on American Students’ Knowledge of Russian Proverbs

To assess American students’ knowledge of Russian proverbs and thus
determine the necessity for more advanced students of Russian to study them, I
attempted to answer the following research question: Do American students
know common Russian proverbs? If more advanced American students do not
know common Russian proverbs and they want to achieve a more effective
communication with native speakers, they should consider investing more time
into studying Russian proverbial language.
After the Russian survey of self-reported proverbial usage, I explored the
currency and frequency of the included proverbs to single out the most
common proverbs. Then the least common proverbs (the proverbs that
received less than ten percent recognition among all the native Russian
participants of the oral speech survey) were excluded from the compiled list.
The reduced proverbial list of common Russian proverbs, recognized by ninety
percent of the Russian respondents, contained 1,017 items. Between 1998 and
2003, I carried out three surveys of American students’ reading comprehension
of Russian proverbs. Forty-two American undergraduate and graduate
American students of Russian participated in the study. Their average age at
the time of the test was 26.5, ranging from nineteen to thirty-four. Sixty-five
percent of the participants were females, and thirty-five percent were males.
All of them had been to Russia for at least one month, and two of them for more
than two years. They had taken from three to twelve years of Russian,
including high school and college. Eighty-four percent of them were or had
been Russian majors. Forty-five percent of the participants reported that they
had scored at the intermediate-high level (1+), forty percent at the advanced
level (2 – 2+), and fifteen percent at the superior level (3) in an oral proficiency
interview (OPI) assessing their speaking ability in Russian.
The American participants indicated which Russian proverbs in the
compiled reduced list they themselves used or might potentially use, which
ones they knew but did not use, and which ones they did not know at all. The
descriptive statistical analysis of the data obtained from the survey revealed
that, on average, an advanced or superior student of Russian may use 1.5
percent of the proverbs listed, knows 10.5 percent of them, and does not know
eighty-eight percent. The average intermediate learner may use one percent
proverbs from the list, knows six percent, and does not know ninety-three
percent.
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Chart 5. Comparison of proverbial knowledge between advanced/superior
and intermediate students of Russian
100%
90%
80%
NOT KNOW
KNOW
USE

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
ADVANCED/SUPERIOR

INTERMEDIATE

It should be noted, however, that the participants of the survey were not
asked to explain the meanings of the listed proverbs in other words. Some of
them may have inflated the number of proverbs that they know in an effort to
boost their self-esteem, and some of them may have thought that they knew
certain proverbs just because they recognized all their component parts and
thus may have overlooked their hidden metaphorical meanings. Therefore, the
above statistics on the American student mastery of Russian proverbs may be
overly positive. The American participants with more extensive immersion
experience and more years of Russian do not significantly outperform less
experienced students in their comprehension of proverbs. Those who have had
an immersion experience in Russia for at least one year and have studied
Russian for ten or more years use 2.5 percent and know twelve percent of the
proverbs, which indicates only a small difference between their results and the
results of the other students. However, there may be a certain correlation
between limited formal study of Russian proverbs and the number of proverbs
recognized. Only six participants out of forty had some limited experience
learning proverbs in class. Their level of proverb use (four percent) and
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knowledge (twelve percent) tends to be a little higher than the level of the other
students; thus, the comparison results show that direct training of proverbs
may produce a measurable effect. However, the sample is too small to draw
any definitive conclusions.
The total results of the survey give an answer to the research question –
American students of Russian display limited knowledge of the most common
Russian proverbs.
Since there is no significant correlation between the number of proverbs
recognized and the amount of time the participants have studied Russian or
have spent in Russia, lack of formal study of proverbs may explain this limited
knowledge. Students may experience difficulty figuring out the metaphorical
and culture-laden meanings of proverbs in the fluent speech of native speakers
if they have not learned these proverbs before.
A lack of motivation to study proverbs may also contribute to the
participants’ ignorance in this domain of the language. Students may not
consider proverbs seriously, being unaware of their own proverb use in their
native language and assuming that this aspect of language is a relic of the past.
Furthermore, American students may erroneously assume that Russians do not
usually use proverbs in their speech, because students may fail to understand
proverbs that they hear and hence fail to identify them as such. In such a case,
students often just ignore what they missed and concentrate on the rest, trying
to get the gist of the meaning. Likewise, American students may not recognize
certain phrases they encounter in mass media as proverbs, especially if these
proverbs are reduced or referenced only. For example, if students do not know
the proverb “Лес рубят – щепки летят”, they may not figure out the reference
to this proverb in the newspaper headline “Лес рубят.” Instead, they would
most likely understand this phrase just literally: “the forest is being cut.” Also,
Russian native speakers may simplify their idiomatic speech in order to adjust
to the level of comprehension of foreigners and thus use a very limited number
of proverbs, if at all, while conversing with Americans.
The compiled paremiological minimum serves as a diagnostic tool in
identifying comprehension difficulties of the participants rather than their
ability to use Russian proverbs in their speech. To date, no research has been
conducted to determine the required level of fluency needed for mastery and
production of proverbs. This kind of data would certainly help to explore the
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role of proverbs in the emerging interlanguage of American students of
Russian.
8.

Research Related to Resources for Teaching Proverbs

Without effective teaching materials, teachers may end up teaching Russian
proverbs as ornamental pieces of universal outdated wisdom or as colorful
examples of some grammar patterns at best. In order to generate the resources
necessary for teaching Russian proverbs, I posed the following research
questions:
1) Do many existing Russian-language textbooks/proverbial dictionaries
teach/include the most common Russian proverbs?
2)

If so, do they provide all the necessary information (contexts,
explanations, and meaningful classifications) for their interpretation
and use?

If most surveyed textbooks either do not teach common proverbs at all
or include them only in a fleeting way, a proverbial manual is needed to
supplement the existing textbooks. If most surveyed proverbial dictionaries are
not based on current demographic research and do not provide all the
necessary information for proverbs’ interpretation and use, a frequency
paremiological minimum is needed to supplement the existing dictionaries. In
order to answer the above research questions, I conducted a survey of twenty
textbooks of the Russian language. The research investigates in what kind of
linguistic and cultural teaching situations proverbs occur throughout the
textbooks. Three of the Russian-language textbooks were for beginners;
fourteen for intermediate or intermediate/advanced; and three for advanced or
superior learners of Russian as a second or foreign language. Their authors are
both Russians and Americans. (See my dissertation “Proverbial Language and
Its Role in Acquiring a Second Language and Culture” for a list of the surveyed
textbooks (Table 16, pp. 121-122)).
Five out of twenty surveyed textbooks do not offer proverbs at all, six of
them offer a very limited number of proverbs, eight of them offer from ten to
forty-six (eight to forty-six common) proverbs, and one offers a substantial
number of them (111, out of which ninety-five are common ones). The bigger
number of proverbs, though, does not always reflect the effectiveness of their
presentation. The average percentage of uncommon proverbs used is twenty128
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one percent (approximately one out of five). No variants or abbreviations are
given for the ones that are in current use, whereas in Russia they are used as
such most of the time. Also, not a single textbook places proverbs in ironic or
humorous settings, which often changes their meanings to the opposite ones.
Six textbooks use proverbs in lists (with translations or without), unrelated to
the texts or grammar and vocabulary presentation. Such an out-of-context use
can be justified in case of a special section devoted to presentation of the
proverb as a separate unit of language; for example, Offord lists forty-six
examples of common proverbs after the definition. In such a case, the author’s
goal appears to compare the proverb to other types of idiomatic language
rather than to teach them functionally. However, in general, proverbs in lists
are like “homeless orphans” – they don’t belong anywhere, and their future is
hopeless. The same fate awaits the proverbs that appear in textbooks only in a
casual, fleeting way; for example, within sentences that deal with other aspects
of language in exercises. In such a case, it is clear that authors do not mean to
include proverbs with the intention of teaching them; rather, a proverb just
“happens to be there.” Its use is not really justified for teaching purposes
because students may either not detect it at all, or may skip it as an
unimportant detail. Only in five textbooks some of the included proverbs are
recycled; that is, they have more than one reference.
Only four textbooks use Russian proverbs in titles or subtitles; although,
as the mass media research indicates, Russians use a lot of headlines and titles
in written speech. The textbook by Annushkin uses them quite successfully as
mostly titles of lessons; however, the titles appear to have the only mention of
these proverbs (1991). For some reason, some authors use English proverbial
titles (for example, All work and no play) in textbooks for advanced learners,
instead of using Russian proverbs with similar meanings.
Only five authors out of twenty include some examples of proverbs for
introducing certain grammar topics. Proverbs as examples of grammar use are
used only occasionally and unsystematically (the exception is Rosentahl, 1996).
The use of proverbs in lexical and communicative exercises appears to be more
popular with Russian authors, who sometimes include proverbs as invitations
to discussions (or even topics for compositions); for example, explain why
students dis/agree with certain proverbs. In some lexical exercises proverbs
are included in a meaningful way, although the contexts for inferring their
meanings are not provided for the students. Most of the exercises do not
explore the figurative meanings at all.
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Quite often the titles of sections where proverbs are given as examples
and the meanings of the proverbs do not match. For example, one of the
authors lists the proverb “И на старуху бывает проруха” (which means
“things happen”) – in the section entitled “Older and Wiser” only because the
proverb has the word “старуха” (“old woman”). As to culture, only two
authors include brief cultural notes or some reference to cultural attitudes
behind the included proverbs, and they do not do it consistently.
The range of the proverbs used in the textbooks is quite broad: from 0 to
111 for all kinds of proverbs and from 0 to ninety-five for commonly used
ones. It goes beyond the scope of the study to explore the reasons for such a
discrepancy. It seems that it is authors’ individual attitudes to proverbs that
account for the inclusion of many proverbs in some cases and their complete
absence in others.
I also examined thirty-four Russian proverbial dictionaries, in order to
find out whether they included common Russian proverbs, what types of
support for understanding and using of Russian proverbs they provided, and
what type of classification, if any, they used. The situation with proverbial
dictionaries is similar to that of textbooks. Only one of them (Permiakov’s
dictionary) is based on demographic research and thus, uses only common
proverbs. Although some of them claim that only most common Russian
proverbs are included, they do not say how they determined the proverbial
currency. Besides, the very fact that the sources for some dictionaries include
only old dictionaries (1741-1848) speaks for itself. None of the dictionaries
provide authentic samples of oral speech as contexts for the entries; six
dictionaries use examples from literature. Most of the dictionaries can be used
only by advanced learners because they do not provide any translations into
English or give English equivalents (only six dictionaries do).
Thirty dictionaries mix proverbs with other types of proverbial
expressions and phraseologisms, which interfere with a more meaningful
classification – proverbs express an attitude, whereas the other phrases only
describe things or people in a colorful way. Only six dictionaries provide a
meaningful semantic classification (sometimes with certain inconsistencies)
versus an alphabetical one, or the one with components united by “key” words
rather than by commonality of meaning. (See my dissertation “Proverbial
Language and Its Role in Acquiring a Second Language and Culture” for a list
of the surveyed dictionaries (Table 17, pp. 127-128)).
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Thus, most of the thirty-four proverbial dictionaries lack some authentic
and contemporary contextual and cultural information, which is indispensable
for studying Russian proverbs. What is even more important, they lack the
main aspects of demographic research: currency and frequency of the included
proverbs. This is not meant to detract from the merits of the surveyed
dictionaries. This is just to argue that the domain of proverbs calls for a more
versatile and effective organization of proverbs and a constant update of these
linguistic units, subject to change. In order to allow immediate classroom
application of the present research on the currency of Russian proverbs, I have
undertaken the following two projects: 1) designing a proverbial manual for
intermediate/advanced Russian-language students; 2) creating a frequency
proverbial dictionary, with a classification of proverbs according to cultural
attitudes. It goes without saying that neither the proverbial manual nor the
frequency dictionary can replace the existing Russian-language textbooks and
dictionaries – they can only complement them.
Conclusion
This article provides an empirically-based investigation of the linguistic
rationale of incorporating proverbs into the teaching of Russian language and
culture to American students. It presents statistical results of extensive research
on the currency of Russian proverbs, collected in the domains of mass media,
literature, and everyday speech of native and immigrant Russians. Multiple
surveys of both oral and written speech, reflected in this study, clearly
demonstrate that Russian contemporary speakers use proverbs in a full range of
expressive meanings and cultural contexts.
Based on the distribution of proverbs across a broad range of text types
and a series of reading comprehension checks for U.S. students of Russian, the
present study demonstrates that without special training, English-based
learners of Russian may fail to infer the meanings of proverbs in many contexts,
thus impeding their comprehension of the general meanings of these texts as
well. The research also identifies the particular role played by Russian proverbs
in contemporary presentational discourse in quickly establishing rapport
between/among interlocutors.
Finally, the survey of Russian textbooks and proverbial dictionaries
reveals the need for creating a proverbial manual and a frequency dictionary in
order to provide additional resources for teaching Russian proverbs.
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Lexical Complexity of Learner Discourse:
Interpersonal and Presentational Mode Descriptions in Russian
Julia Mikhailova
Introduction
In this case study I will analyze the lexical complexity of oral descriptions
produced by learners of Russian in two different but related kinds of oral
proficiency interviews, the Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) and the Simulated
Oral Proficiency Interview (SOPI). The OPI is a face-to-face or telephone
interview of a speaker of a foreign language conducted by a tester certified by
the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). In the
OPI, description is elicited by the examiner in the context of live interaction.
The description is thus in interpersonal mode, as defined by the National
Standards for Foreign Language Learning, because the testee and tester interact
as they negotiate the communication of information in the testee's responses to
the tester's questions . The SOPI is a test administered by the Center for Applied
Linguistics (CAL) in which the student being tested is given a test booklet and a
tape with oral prompts. The test booklet contains instructions and visual
prompts for each task. The student then records his or her speech in response to
the oral prompts; students' responses must fit in the predetermined time
allotted each prompt. There is no live interaction component in the SOPI and
therefore speech elicited by the SOPI would be classified as presentational in
mode according to the definitions of the National Standards for Foreign
Language Learning. Raters certified by CAL receive the tape and assess the
speech production for each of the prompts in accordance with criteria
corresponding to the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Guidelines. National Standards
for Foreign Language Learning distinguish between interpersonal and
presentational modes of communication; therefore, the two testing formats may
actually be assessing two different kinds of communication.
I analyzed samples of description in existing officially recorded oral
proficiency interviews of students of Russian obtained through ACTFL (the OPI
data), the Center for Applied Linguistics (the SOPI data), and oral exams (both
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OPIs and SOPIs) taken by students of Russian at the Middlebury Russian
School in the summer of 2003. I chose to investigate description for two reasons:
First, description is one of the core functions required for advanced level speech
according to the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Guidelines. Second, while previous
research has examined other speech functions in proficiency testing (such as
narration, giving instructions, stating opinion, and so on), description has not
yet been considered either in Russian or across languages. Nor has there been a
substantial comparison of interpersonal and presentational modes of speaking.
Moreover, little work has been done in the area of analysis of testing for
Russian. My research pioneers analysis in how modality affects the assessment
of learning outcomes in the two predominant speaking foreign language oral
proficiency exams [for any foreign language].
The focus of the study is Intermediate High level because previous
analysis of American students’ foreign Russian language proficiency (Brecht,
Davidson and Ginsberg, 1993; Carroll, 1967; Davidson, 1998; Magnan, 1986;
Rifkin, 2003; and Thompson, 1996) has shown that students completing three or
four years of foreign language study at the university level “typically
demonstrate oral proficiency in the intermediate range” and therefore the IH
level corresponds most closely to the classroom concerns for most teachers.
Moreover, my interest in the IH level stems also from its proximity to the level
at which learners attain minimal working competency in a foreign language,
advanced low, according to federal employment standards for employees
whose jobs require any degree of language expertise.
I analyze the lexical complexity of the discourse obtained in these two
tests in order to understand the differences and similarities in speech produced
in each test. That is, a high proportion of lexical complexity will provide
evidence that the tests measure similar communicative samples and therefore
may be used for substitution, whereas a low proportion will show the opposite.
The results of my research will help language professionals better understand
the difference between interpersonal and presentational speaking in the
learning and teaching dynamic and in the area of testing and teaching Russian
as a foreign language.
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Data Collection and Criteria for Analysis
My approach to the analysis of lexical complexity of language samples was
based on previous work by Shohamy (1994) and Halliday (1989). In this article
the term “lexical complexity” will refer to a combination of lexical density and
lexical diversity of speech. Lexical density measures the balance between
“content” (lexical tokens) and “function” (grammatical tokens) words produced
in each test, while lexical diversity measures the semantic variety of “content”
and “function” words1. Lexical diversity measurements are twofold. First,
lexical diversity determines which test elicits a more diverse lexicon by means
of calculating the number of similar versus diverse lexical and grammatical
tokens produced by testees within the same type of test. Second, lexical
diversity also establishes which test prompted a higher percentage of Less
Frequent Lexical Items (LFLIs).
To perform the analysis of lexical diversity in this research I used Patrick
Waddington’s First Russian Vocabulary (which consists of the 850 most
commonly used words) as the lexical foundation for learners of Russian as a
foreign language. In order to investigate lexical diversity, words used by testees
in their responses will be classified as basic and non-basic. Basic words will be
found in Waddington’s First Russian Vocabulary, while non-basic ones will not
be included in his dictionary. Non-basic words are classified according to their
part of speech (e.g., nouns, verbs, and adjectives). Henceforth, in this article, I
will refer to words not listed in the Waddington lexicon as "less frequent lexical
items" (LFLIs). A percentage of the higher number of LFLIs was calculated in
relation to the aggregate number of words in each speech sample. In order to
see what lexical developments take place at the IH level in the OPI and SOPI
and to determine which mode, interpersonal or presentational, elicits a higher
diversity of lexical items, first, all LFLIs were counted and lexical diversity
(content versus function words) was established, then the words which were
not included in Waddington’s dictionary were analyzed by categories (noun,
verb, adjective, and adverb).

“Content” words are nouns, full lexical verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. “Function” words are
determiners (articles and quantifiers), prepositions, pronouns, numerals, conjunctions,
interjections, existential ‘there’, the particle ‘to’, negative particles, auxiliary and modal verbs
(Sityaev, 2000: 294).
1
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Shohamy (1994) suggested that "language samples vary by the number
of oral versus literate features they contain":
Literate language samples feature higher lexical
density (i.e., the number of lexical items per clause),
measured by the number of lexical items (i.e.,
content items rather than words) in relation to
grammatical
items
(i.e.,
function
items).
Accordingly, texts, which are more literate, will
contain larger numbers of lexical items as a higher
level of sophistication, that is, per clause. The
reverse will be true for texts of an oral nature, which
rely more on grammar than on lexical items. Thus,
the complexity of literate language is lexical, while
that of oral language is grammatical. (109)

In her study, “The Validity of Direct Versus Semi-Direct Oral Tests”
Shohamy (1994) explored the validity of two tests in Hebrew based on samples
consisting of 10 OPIs and 10 SOPIs. One of the areas she examined was
discourse features (a comparison of lexical versus grammatical density).
Shohamy's comparison of language samples for content (lexical) versus
function (grammatical) items per clause in the two tests showed that SOPI
responses produced a higher lexical density, because they contained more
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs than OPI speech, while OPI samples
contained a broader range of grammatical items (prepositions, pronouns,
numerals, conjunctions, interjections, negation, auxiliary and modal verbs). In
her research the SOPI responses included 60% lexical and 40% grammatical
items, whereas OPI responses featured the reverse: 40% lexical and 60%
grammatical items. This ratio suggests the two modes elicit two different types
of communication, oral in the OPI, and literate in the SOPI (according to
Halliday’s definition of oral vs. literate text).
I will compare the lexical complexity of students’ speech in OPI and
SOPI descriptions, examining most closely their production of content versus
function items. My hypothesis, consistent with Shohamy’s research, is that
because the SOPI elicits presentational mode speech it will exhibit a higher
production of content words versus function words than OPI descriptions. On
the other hand, OPI samples, I would hypothesize, will have more function
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words because the OPI simulates spontaneous oral conversation and this type
of speech is characterized by greater grammatical complexity as opposed to
lexical complexity. I will argue that the prompts used by both tests, the mode in
which the language is elicited, and the students' psychological comfort affect
their production of words during a speaking proficiency test.
The data for analysis consist only of fully formed lexical items;
unfinished words (words that either did not take an ending or were abandoned
in the middle of their production) did not enter the pool of data. In those cases
when students slightly mispronounced words but the meaning of words was
still recognizable in context, such words were included in the analysis. For
example, if a testee intended to say гостеприимый hospitable but said
гостливый then the word was counted towards the total number of words
produced. However, if a testee produced lexical tokens that do not exist as
words in Russian (вешеле, рабатиками) and the meaning of such tokens was
not recognizable from the context, the tokens were eliminated from the data
completely.
The data excluded categories that did not carry any semantic meaning
such as fillers (including там there, вот here), fillers that are not words (for
instance а, э), discourse markers (including ну well), interjections (for instance,
ой oh), and words of dis/agreement in the beginning of responses (да yes and
нет no).
As it was already mentioned earlier, there were three sources of data:
ACTFL (OPI), CAL (SOPI) and Middlebury Russian Summer Program (both
OPI and SOPI recordings). The OPI data from Middlebury consist exclusively
of official OPIs conducted by certified testers. Middlebury SOPI data include
interviews of those who volunteered at the Middlebury Russian School to
participate in the research. First, I will analyze the entire pool of data obtained
at the Intermediate High level. I will compare lexical density and lexical
diversity of OPI vs. SOPI descriptions. After that, in order to confirm the
findings with regard to which interview modality elicits a more lexically
complex response, I will select and analyze OPIs and SOPIs of those
Middlebury students who took both tests within the same week to avoid
discrepancies in results due to rapid language acquisition in the context of the
summer immersion program there. The description responses from these
selected interviews will be referred to as responses of Middlebury group.
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At the intermediate high level the entire pool of data consist of 18 audiorecorded speech samples (7 OPI and 11 SOPI), out of which 8 were from
Middlebury group students at the IH level who agreed to take both the OPI and
the SOPI (4 and 4).
Quantitative Data Analysis and Discussion
Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the results for the entire pool of data. Table 1
summarizes the total number of speakers and the total number of descriptions
produced in each test at this level. Table 2 indicates the total number of tokens
elicited by the OPI and the SOPI and the total number of LFLIs uttered by
subjects in each test. Table 3 represents the same information as in Table 2 but
per description per each test as a whole. The last four columns of Table 3 show
the frequency of basic lexicon and LFLIs in each test in percentage.
Results gathered from the entire level show that in the SOPI, 11 subjects
produced one solid instance of description per test, whereas 7 subjects in the
OPI produced 32 instances of description. This is attributable to the fact that the
OPI elicits description more than once based on the tester's assessment of the
student's level. The mean number of descriptions per person in each test shows
that, while in the SOPI subjects gave one description each, in the OPI each
subject produced about 4-5 descriptions per interview. The aggregate number
of descriptions at this level for the OPI is 3 times higher than the aggregate
number of descriptions produced by subjects of the SOPI (32 vs. 11).
Table 1. Entire pool of data.

Total speakers
Total descriptions

OPI
7
32

SOPI
11
11

The analysis of lexical density of speech at the IH level, in other words
the balance between content (lexical) versus function (grammatical) items,
showed that both tests elicited a similar ratio between content and function
items at this level: 49% of content and 51% of function items in the OPI and
nearly the reverse 52% vs. 48% in the SOPI.
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Table 2. Quantitative results.
Total and unlisted OPI and SOPI items at the IH level. Entire pool of data.
IH

OPI
No. words

Total words per level
Number of content items
Number of function items
Content items
Number of nouns
Number of verbs
Number of adjectives
Number of adverbs

1731
851
880

No.
LFLI
153
141
12

SOPI
No.
words
858
448
410

No.
LFLI
133
124
9

301
198
118
234

85
19
27
10

152
96
108
92

45
10
60
9

Table 3. Quantitative results. Total and unlisted OPI and SOPI items and
their frequency per description. Entire pool of data.
IH

OPI
No.
words
54.09

Total
words per
description
Number of
26.59
content
items
Number of
27.5
function
items
Content items
Number of
9.4
nouns
Number of
6.18
verbs
Number of
3.68
adjectives
Number of
7.31
adverbs

No.
LFLI
4.78

SOPI
No.
words
78

No.
LFLI
12.09

OPI in %
Fqcy.
Fqcy.
words
LFLI
100
8.83

SOPI in %
Fqcy.
Fqcy.
words
LFLI
100
15.5

4.4

40.72

11.27

49.16

8.14

52.21

14.45

0.38

37.27

0.81

50.84

0.69

47.79

1.04

2.65

13.81

4.09

17.38

4.91

17.71

5.25

0.59

8.72

0.9

11.43

1.09

11.18

1.16

0.84

9.81

5.45

6.81

1.55

12.58

6.99

0.31

8.36

0.81

13.51

0.57

10.72

1.04
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The analysis of LFLIs at the IH level showed that out of 1731 total words
produced by subjects in the OPI, 153 of them were of LFLIs, not included in the
basic vocabulary list by Waddington. In the SOPI there were a total of 858
words of which 133 words LFLIs. In the OPI only 8.83 % of the description
discourse featured LFLIs, while in the SOPI 15.5% of the total data was LFLIs,
which is almost two times higher (see Table 3, columns 6 and 8).
Though both tests elicited a similar ratio of content vs. function items
total at this level, the close analysis of the lexical density of LFLIs shows that in
both tests testees produced content LFLIs 11 times more often than function
LFLIs (8.14% to 0.69% in the OPI, and 14.45% to 1.04% in the SOPI). In other
words, in the OPI only 8% of the entire number of content items was LFLIs,
while in the SOPI more than 13% were LFLIs.
The analysis of the entire data lexical diversity of content words at this
level showed a high ratio between the nouns and verbs (5th and 7th column in
Table 3, also Figure 1): about 17.5% per nouns (17.38% in the OPI and 17.71% in
the SOPI) and about 11.10% per verbs (11.43% in the OPI and 11.18% in the
SOPI). Meanwhile, the ratio between adjectives and adverbs in the OPI and the
SOPI was low. There were two times more adjectives used in the mean SOPI
description than in the mean OPI description: 6.81 to 12.58. The frequency of
adverbs in these tests was almost the same: 13.51 in the OPI to 10.72 in the
SOPI.
The analysis of the entire data lexical diversity of content items only
within the LFLIs showed different results (Table 3, column 6 and 8): though
there was a high ratio within the OPI and the SOPI with regard to elicitation of
nouns and verbs (4.91 to 1.09 in the OPI and 5.25 to 1.16 in the SOPI), and the
ratio among adjectives, adverbs and function items was low. The visual results
of the lexical diversity of LFLIs are given in Figure 1.The data suggest that the
SOPI elicited almost twice as many adverbial and function LFLIs and almost
four times more adjectival LFLIs than the OPI. Compare the OPI elicited 1.55%
of adjective LFLIs per description while the SOPI elicited almost four times
more, 6.99%.
Based on the quantitative results of basic words in the entire pool of
data, the initial conclusions of this research are: first, the analysis above
suggests that both tests elicit lexical density (the ratio between content and
function items) with near identical frequency, about 50% of content and 50% of
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function items in each test, suggesting that the two tests are comparable and
both modes elicit similar kinds of discourse in terms of the speakers' lexicon.
However, the close analysis of entire LFLIs data showed that the SOPI elicited
more diverse LFLIs: at nearly double the frequency of the OPI (8.83% to 15.5%).
Second, the comparison of lexical diversity within only LFLIs provided
evidence that both tests elicited nouns and verbs with similar frequency but the
SOPI did a better job of eliciting significantly more lexically diverse adjectival,
adverbial and function LFLIs. This may ultimately suggest that the SOPI is
better at eliciting lexical diversity of speech than the OPI but there are some
extenuating circumstances that need to be considered. I will turn now to the
qualitative, type-token, analysis of the results obtained for lexical density of
LFLIs in the OPI and the SOPI.
Figure 1. Frequency of LFLIs content (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs)
and function items used by IH level speakers in the OPI and the SOPI
descriptions. Entire pool of data.

frequency of LFLIs in % per
mean description

16
14
12
10
8
6

OPI

4

SOPI

2
0
nouns verbs

adj

adv

func
items

total

LFLIs used in a mean description

Type-Token Data Analysis and Discussion
An explanation for the previous results may lie in the relationship between the
language samples and the prompts that elicit them. While the OPI prompts ask
testees to describe or compare places, objects and people, vocabulary used in
the prompts cannot serve as an input or source vocabulary for the response and
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does not obligate students to use particular lexicon in their discourse. Examples
of OPI prompts include: Расскажи мне об Алабаме. Я там никогда не была.
Tell me about Alabama. I have never been there. Расскажите от этой квартире.
Опишите её. Tell me about this apartment. Describe it for me. Опишите мне
брата, пожалуйста. Describe your brother, please. Расскажите мне о Вашем
отце. Вы сказали, он художник. Какой у него характер? Tell me about your
father. You said he is an artist. Tell me about his personality.
The SOPI prompt on the other hand asks testees to compare the
advantages and disadvantages of studying at a private University or College:
Как ты думаешь, в чём преимущества и недостатки обучения в частном
университете? The question elicited not only the vocabulary chosen by the
testees but also the words used in the prompt itself. Thus, the prompt in the
SOPI to some extent cued testees to use the vocabulary of the prompt including
words such as ‘public’ vs. ‘private’, and ‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’, some
of which (like ‘private’, ‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’) were mentioned in
the prompt itself. This has a direct effect on the results because these words are
not included in Waddington’s dictionary whereas many of the words likely to
be found in a description of one's apartment are. Thus, the structure of the SOPI
allowed testees to incorporate these lexical items into their speech after they
heard the prompt first in English and then in Russian. Testees taking the SOPI
had a slight advantage over those taking the OPI because if SOPI testees did not
know Russian words for ‘private’, ‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’ used in the
input/ prompt or could not recall these lexical items in Russian prior to their
response, testees still were able to hear the core vocabulary, necessary to handle
the situation successfully in Russian and were able to intake these lexical items
and use them in their output. Since the prompt focused on the advantages and
disadvantages of studying at a private or state university, consequently, the
lexical items ‘private’, ‘state/ public’, ‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’ were
frequently used by testees in the comparison of the two types of institutions.
Another issue affecting the results is the type of token (in other words,
the repetition of certain words) each counted as a single instance of LFLIs
including the words mentioned above that are present in the prompt. Table 3
represents the type-token results of the lexical diversity of LFLIs.
The type-token analysis of lexical diversity of LFLIs showed that out of
8.83% of LFLIs in the OPI, 6.58% (or three quarters) were diverse and 2.25%
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(one quarter) of the vocabulary were repeated. In the SOPI out of 15.5% of
LFLIs, half (7.45%) were repeated. In the SOPI the major repetition of lexical
items took place in the categories of verbs, adjectives, adverbs and function
items. (Compare the frequency of words in the SOPI: total elicited LFLIs vs.
their diversity, two right columns in table 4).
The higher results suggest that in the SOPI the prompt provided testees
with the lexical items necessary to handle the task. The SOPI prompt
predetermined a high frequency of utilization of the lexical items used in the
prompt to be used in testees’ responses. Now compare the results of lexical
diversity in the two tests (table 4). In the SOPI, out of 45 nouns only 27 were
different, in other words nearly half of the nouns accounting for the high
number were repeated: for example образование education was repeated 6
times, преимущество advantage was repeated 5 times. Out of 10 LFLIs verbs
used in the SOPI, only half of them were diverse (for example, the verb
поступить to enter a university alone was used 4 times among 11 subjects). So
the previous contention that the SOPI is better in eliciting lexical diversity is
called into a question. Consider Figure 2 which shows the comparison of
frequencies of lexical density with repeated items included and then with them
factored out. When the repetition is factored out such that only unique content
(lexical) items are counted, the picture of the lexical diversity of LFLIs changes
significantly.
Table 4. Type-token results, Lexical Diversity of LFLIs in the OPI and SOPI
lexicon at the IH level. Entire pool of data.

Content
items
Function
items
total LFLI
words

Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Adverbs

OPI No. LFLI

SOPI No. LFLI

OPI Fqcy.
LFLI in %

SOPI Fqcy.
LFLI in %

total
85
19
27
10

diverse
62
18
22
8

total
45
10
60
9

diverse
27
5
11
8

total
4.91
1.09
1.55
0.57

diverse
3.58
1.03
1.27
0.46

total
5.25
1.16
6.99
1.04

diverse
3.14
0.58
1.28
0.51

12

4

9

3

0.69

0.22

1.04

0.34

153

114

133

64

8.83

6.58

15.5

7.45
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The analysis of adjectives exhibited striking results. Out of 60 LFLIs
adjectives used in the SOPI, half of them were частный private (33 usages), one
fourth were государственный public (15 usages) and 5 usages were публичный
also intended to mean ‘public’, actually a semantic misusage of the item2. Thus,
the SOPI test of presentational mode speech elicited only 11 semantically
various adjectives.
The type-token analysis of lexical diversity of LFLIs in the OPI showed
higher results. For example, out of 27 adjectives only 5 were repeated (2
строгий strict, 2 безумный crazy and 3 худой skinny), in other words 22
adjectives in the OPI LFLIs were semantically diverse vs. only 11 semantically
diverse adjectives in the SOPI LFLIs. Out of 85 nouns only about 10 of them
were used twice, and only one verb was repeated twice вырос I grew up. Figure
2 below shows the comparative results of the frequency of lexical lexical
diversity of content and function LFLIs used by IH level speakers in the OPI
and the SOPI descriptions. Left figure represents the frequency of lexical
diversity with repeated words counted, while the right figure shows the
frequency of lexical diversity with repeated words factored out.
Despite the fact that the SOPI prompt elicited more (almost 2 times
more) of LFLIs lexical density than the OPI (15.5% to 8.8%), a close look at the
lexical diversity of LFLIs in description (type-token analysis) showed that both
tests elicited similar lexical diversity of speech in the LFLIs at the IH level
(6.58% in the OPI and 7.45% in the SOPI). This shows that while the SOPI
testees repeated the same vocabulary, much of it provided by the prompt, the
OPI testees used more varied original lexicon. The quantitative analysis (the
analysis of the total number of tokens) shows that the frequency of lexical
diversity in the SOPI was higher among nouns, verbs and particularly
adjectives, while the type-token analysis of speech showed that the OPI elicited
slightly higher lexical diversity of nouns (3.58 to 3.14), similar lexical diversity
of adjectives and two times more diverse verbs: 1.03 vs. 0.58!

The correct adjective is государственный, and the incorrect usage of публичный public/state
proves my earlier hypothesis that in the SOPI students hear the prompt both in English and
Russian, and the prompt provides students with the necessary vocabulary. The word ‘state/
public’ was not in the prompt, therefore students had to come up with the Russian equivalent,
and in some cases students who did not know the correct equivalent to the word ‘state’ or
‘public’ used a false cognate ‘public’ публичный, which in Russian carries a different meaning.
2
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Figure 2. Comparative results of the frequency of lexical diversity of content
and function LFLIs used by IH level speakers in the OPI and the SOPI
descriptions. Entire pool of data.
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Duration, the time available for testees to respond to a prompt, was
another factor influencing the outcomes. Despite the relative freedom of time
allowed to OPI testees per response (description), the mean number of lexical
items produced per description in the OPI was almost 20 items less than in the
SOPI: 54 to 78 (see table 5). A larger number of lexical items per response in the
SOPI could be attributable to the presentational mode in which testees perform.
In the SOPI, first, testees hear the situation to which they need to give a
response, and then the instructions allow them 20 seconds to plan their
responses. After the planning time is over, testees hear the prompt in the target
language and then they are given a fixed amount of time, differing by prompt,
to give their response. The interpersonal modality of the OPI excludes the
reflection and preparation time. Second, the SOPI format has a period of 1
minute and 20 seconds (for the task of description) during which students may
feel they need to “fill the silence” with further description. This might account
for much of the repetitiveness of the response, when a testee has nothing
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further to say but feels he or she must keep talking. Regardless of level, all SOPI
testees are given the same amount of time to perform the task of description. In
other words, it is assumed that in order to show that a speaker can perform
Advanced level functions; he/she is provided with a certain amount of time for
that. Nevertheless, since IH speakers perform advanced-level tasks at least 50%
of the time, but not consistently, they typically give shorter responses than
Advanced level speakers. Thus, in the SOPI, when IH level speakers complete
their answer to the prompt before the time for the answer expires, they hear
silence on the tape. Some speakers may feel compelled to produce more speech,
and longer responses are sometimes the result. In the OPI, testers do not have a
set time during which testees may plan and then give a response to a particular
prompt. The flow of the OPI is that of a natural conversation, in which one
person (a tester) asks questions and the other (a testee) gives a response. The
testee is not given time to plan and organize his/her discourse. In this setting,
testees feel pressure to give an immediate response to avoid a pause between
the question and their response.
When looking at the rate of speech, the number of words per minute, the
opposite is true. Subjects produced a higher rate of speech, in other words more
lexical items per minute in the interpersonal mode than in the presentational.
The mean OPI response was 41.5 seconds long while the mean SOPI response
was 68 seconds long. Thus, per minute OPI speakers produced a mean number
of 78 words vs. almost 69 words per minute in the SOPI (see table 5).
Table 5. Rate of speech in seconds (mean length of description and mean
number of words per minute) at the IH level. Entire pool of data.
IH level
Mean length of description in seconds
Mean number of words per description
Mean number of words per minute

OPI
41.5
54.09
78.00

SOPI
68.00
78.00
68.82

Such results are not surprising as the interpersonal mode presented
subjects with an opportunity to negotiate meaning and seek paralinguistic
assistance. In other words, the presence of the interlocutor affected the
language production. Subjects were able to see by the reaction of the tester
whether the information presented in the response was sufficient or needed
extension. It was noticed that encouragements and phrases like “really”, “how
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interesting”, “right”, inserted by OPI testers during testees’ responses
prompted OPI speakers to produce more language. The presentational mode of
the SOPI excluded this advantage. Though the presence of the “live” interaction
featured a higher number of lexical items per minute, the interpersonal mode
did not have any impact on the higher frequency of LFLIs in learner discourse.
Table 6. Number of speakers and number of descriptions produced in the
OPI and the SOPI. Middlebury group.

Total speakers
Total descriptions

OPI
4
17

SOPI
4
4

Unique findings were obtained from the Middlebury group. First, the
number of tokens and the type-tokens comparison of lexical density and lexical
diversity across tests in the Middlebury group showed slightly different results
from those obtained for the entire level. Meanwhile in the Middlebury group
both tests elicited higher lexical density of function items, the ratio of function
items in the OPI was significantly higher then the ration in the SOPI (there were
62.72% of function items in the OPI and only 55.70% in the SOPI). This finding
may suggest that the nature of the OPI is more orate while the nature of the
SOPI is more literate. Second, similar to the results of the entire level, the SOPI
elicited higher frequency of LFLIs than the OPI (9.63% in the OPI to 12.99% in
the SOPI) in the Middlebury group. However a detailed analysis of LFLIs
among Middlebury group and the entire pool of data showed a slight
difference. In the Middlebury group the OPI mode elicited much higher
frequency of verbs while the frequency of nouns and adjectives is similar to the
frequency results obtained for the entire level: almost exact frequency of nouns
and almost two times more adjectives in the SOPI than in the OPI mean
description. Table 6, 7 and 8, and Figure 3 show the results for the Middlebury
group.
The close analysis of lexical diversity of LFLIs in the Middlebury group
supports the findings for the entire level: the SOPI elicits almost two times more
adjectival and adverbial LFLIs but slightly less noun and verbal LFLIs then the
OPI. Table 9, columns number 6 and 8, and figure 5 demonstrate comparative
results of the frequency of lexical diversity of content and function LFLIs used
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by IH level speakers in the Middlebury group in the OPI and the SOPI
descriptions.
Table 7. Quantitative results. Total and unlisted OPI and SOPI items at the
IH level. Middlebury group.
IH

OPI
No. words

Total words per level
Number of content items
Number of function items
Content items
Number of nouns
Number of verbs
Number of adjectives
Number of adverbs

1038
387
651

No.
LFLI
100
92
8

173
141
48
25

54
16
18
4

SOPI
No. words
377
167
210

No.
LFLI
49
44
5

63
32
43
9

15
4
22
3

Table 8. Quantitative results. Total and unlisted OPI and SOPI items per
description. Middlebury group.
IH

Total words
per
description
Number of
content items
Number of
function
items
Content items
Number of
nouns
Number of
verbs
Number of
adjectives
Number of
adverbs
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OPI
No.
words

No.
LFLI

SOPI
No.
words

No.
LFLI

OPI in %
Fqcy.
Fqcy.
words
LFLI

SOPI in %
Fqcy.
Fqcy
words
.
LFLI

61.05

5.88

94.25

12.25

100

9.63

100

12.99

22.76

5.41

41.75

11

37.28

8.86

44.30

11.67

38.29

0.47

52.5

1.25

62.72

0.77

55.70

1.33

10.17

3.17

15.75

3.75

16.67

5.20

16.71

3.98

8.29

0.94

8

1

13.58

1.54

8.49

1.06

2.82

1.05

10.75

5.5

4.62

1.73

11.40

5.84

1.47

0.23

2.25

0.75

2.40

0.39

2.39

0.80
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Figure 3. Frequency of LFLIs content (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs)
and function items used by IH level speakers in the OPI and the SOPI
descriptions.
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Table 9. Type-token results, Lexical Diversity of LFLIs in the OPI and SOPI
lexicon at the IH level. Middlebury group.
OPI No. LFLI
in group

Content
items

Function
items
total
LFLI
words

Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Adverbs

SOPI No. LFLI
in group

OPI Fqcy. LFLI
in % in group

SOPI Fqcy.
LFLI in % in
group

total
54
16
18
4

diverse
44
15
14
4

total
15
4
22
3

diverse
13
3
4
3

total
5.20
1.54
1.73
0.39

diverse
4.24
1.45
1.35
0.39

total
3.98
1.06
5.84
0.80

diverse
3.45
0.80
1.06
0/80

8

7

5

5

0.77

0.77

1.33

1.33

100

84

49

28

9.63

8.09

12.99

7.43
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Figure 5. Comparative results of the frequency of lexical density and lexical
diversity of content and function LFLIs used by IH level speakers in the OPI
and the SOPI descriptions. Middlebury group.
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Conclusions
The results of this case study suggest that despite the larger number of
descriptions and words produced at the IH level in the OPI, the SOPI
descriptions included almost twice as many LFLIs, words not on Waddington’s
basic list, and a higher frequency of words per response. The explanations for
this difference lie, I would argue, in the modality of the test and the prompt.
The SOPI is presentational, and therefore provides testees time to prepare an
answer. The OPI is interpersonal, allows for negotiation of meaning, lacks a
preparation period, and is conducted exclusively in the target language.
However, because of the presence of certain lexical items in the SOPI
prompt, the usage of which was necessary to perform the task, the higher
frequency of lexical items in the SOPI seems to have been artificially inflated
enabling SOPI speakers to out-perform OPI speakers by the frequency of lexical
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density of LFLIs (Table 4). The task used in the SOPI created expectations for
testees to use this vocabulary in their responses, providing them with English
translations in the written materials accompanying the oral prompts. If students
did not know or could not remember the core words required to complete the
task in the SOPI, they were still able to give a response, using the LFLIs.
The comparative results of content (nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs) versus function (prepositions, pronouns, numerals, negation,
conjunctions, interjections, and modal verbs) items of the present study differ
from those found by Shohamy. The data from the Middlebury group suggest
that both interpersonal and presentational modes elicited significantly more
function than content items (62.72 in the OPI and 55.70 in the SOPI), though the
entire pool of data showed opposite results suggesting that both modes elicit
similar type of lexical complexity: half content items and half function items.
This leads me to reject my original hypothesis and puts into question the
findings of Shohamy in her earlier study comparing the OPI and SOPI in
Hebrew. My results of the entire pool of data suggest that learner discourse was
not affected by the mode of the test but rather by the prompt used in it.
The present study, of course, has limitations. First, the findings might
have been different had the analysis of less frequent lexical items been based
not on Waddington’s First Russian Vocabulary but on another dictionary. For
example, Waddington’s dictionary lists terms which are out of date in
contemporary Russian culture and which have low frequency in today's daily
usage, such as 'pioneer’, ‘comrade’, but does not list contemporary words
cognates like ‘computer’, ‘technology, equipment’, ‘tourist’, ‘politics’ and etc.
The purpose of this research was to obtain a rough estimate of the overall
lexical complexity and this procedure was accomplished. In future research,
lexical complexity of testees’ discourse might be based on a more up-to-date
dictionary, such as Brown’s Russian Learner's Dictionary: 10,000 Words in
Frequency Order, and on the vocabulary provided in the most commonly used
college-level textbooks for beginning Russian such as Golosa, Nachalo, Russian
Stage One: Live from Moscow, and Troika.
Second, the current research focused on LFLIs exclusively. In the future
it might be extended to the analysis of both basic and non-basic vocabulary in
these tests.
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Third, the OPI measures linguistic knowledge, grammar and sentence
structures of the language (Halleck, 1995), but it does not assess language
complexity. The OPI does not have a mechanism to diagnose the lexical
complexity of responses as the ACTFL OPG have no lexicon criterion. My
observations in this area are unattached to the guidelines and the test criterion;
nonetheless they remain interesting and suggest further investigation in other
languages.
Finally, all of this research has been conducted with a small set of speech
samples. To be certain of the validity of these findings, one would need a larger
set of official data: at present this is not possible in Russian SOPI since
instructors who purchase the SOPI and the Rater Training kits can administer
the test to any number of students without reporting the ratings to CAL. (from
a personal correspondence with Meg Malone, February 2007). Perhaps the day
will come when scholars can pick up this preliminary study and validate or
refute its findings.
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Language Learning Behaviors
Outside of the Study Abroad Classroom:
an Analysis of ACTR Program Participants At The Semester,
Academic Year and Flagship Levels
Sharon L. Bain1
Recent research in the field of second language acquisition is reconsidering the
relationship between learning context and language gain, and is reevaluating
study abroad programs compared to home-based immersion programs
(Collentine and Freed 2004; Freed et al 2004, Segalowitz et al 2004). These
researchers and others (Pellegrino 2005, Rivers 1998, Davidson et al 1995) point
out that learners in study abroad programs often do not achieve expected
language gains across major thresholds as measured by ACTFL oral proficiency
standards, and a large proportion of students make no measurable gain, even
after four months of study abroad in Russia (Davidson 2007, 2005). In order to
shed light on such findings, research offers a host of possible explanations,
including variations in learning strategies (O’Malley and Chamot 1990, Garner
1990), individual learner differences (Leaver 1997), motivation (Gardner 1985),
risk-taking behaviors (Pellegrino 2005), and access to target language
communities (Norton and Toohey 2001), to name a few. Admittedly, the
complex nature of language learning prevents researchers from determining
precisely why some students make more progress than others in acquiring
language during study abroad. However, we can extrapolate some general
learning behaviors exhibited by successful language learners, such as those who
participated in the Russian Flagship Program, and can compare them to
behaviors that emerge among learners in other semester and academic year
programs through American Councils.
More specifically, this article considers the demonstrated ability to cross
major gain thresholds shown by learners of Russian who participated in the
I would like to thank Dan E. Davidson at American Councils: ACTR/ACCELS, who provided
access to the data used in this article; I would also like to thank him and Elizabeth Cheresh
Allen for their thoughtful responses to earlier versions of this article.
1
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Russian Flagship Program, many of whom crossed the major threshold from
Advanced (2) to Superior (3/3+) level in oral proficiency, according to pre- and
post-program Oral Proficiency Interviews (OPI). Given the extensive amount
of language gain required to move from the Advanced to Superior level, this
marked achievement suggests that the Flagship Program might usefully be
examined to uncover factors that could be emulated by other study abroad
programs. A group of Flagship students are therefore compared to a similar
group of students who participated in American Councils’ Russian Language
and Area Studies Program (RLASP), many of whom had the same
opportunities to access the target language as their Flagship counterparts, yet
did not cross a major threshold during the course of the program. While it is
true that Flagship students are older, more highly self-selected, and enter the
program with more proficiency in Russian than their RLASP counterparts, this
study shows that the few RLASP students who crossed major thresholds share
similarities with Flagship students in terms of learning behaviors outside of the
classroom. Although the sample sizes for each of these two groups are too
small to afford statistically significant data, this article concludes by
recommending ways in which the Flagship Program might serve as a model for
other study abroad programs wishing to enable more language learners to cross
major thresholds in oral proficiency.
ACTFL Proficiency Standards
This study focuses on major threshold
gains in oral proficiency as described
in the ACTFL proficiency standards
and illustrated by the inverted
Advanced
pyramid.
The inverted pyramid
depicts the exponential increase in
language learners’ proficiency as they
Intermediate
cross each subsequent major threshold.
The ACTFL scale includes six
categories of proficiency: Novice (0),
Intermediate (1), Advanced (2),
Novice
Superior (3), Distinguished (4), and
Educated Native Speaker (5). Some of
these categories are further subdivided into Low, Mid, and High levels of
proficiency. The learners who are considered in this study performed at
Superior
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Intermediate, Advanced, and Superior levels of oral proficiency in pre- and
post-program Oral Proficiency Interviews.i
The structure of the inverted pyramid suggests that the amount of
language that must be acquired in order to cross from the Intermediate to the
Advanced level is less than the amount needed to cross from Advanced to
Superior. Thus, any major threshold crossing indicates an exponential increase
in the learner’s vocabulary, grammar, and complexity of syntax constructions,
as well as fluency of expression. However, this fact also indicates that it should
generally take less time or less effort to cross from Intermediate to Advanced
than it would take to cross from Advanced to Superior.
The Flagship Program and RLASP
The Flagship Program, an education initiative funded by the National Security
Education Program (NSEP) and implemented through American Councils, is
designed to raise language proficiency among learners of Russian from the
Advanced level to at least the Superior level. The program ultimately aims to
prepare students to reach the Distinguished/4 level, in an effort to meet “the
critical need for U.S. professionals able to speak, read, write, and understand
Russian at the highest levels of functional proficiency.”2 Applicants to the
Flagship Program must demonstrate Advanced proficiency in two or more
skills, such as reading, listening, or oral proficiency, in order to gain admission.
Flagship students attend formal classes 16-18 hours per week and
practice with individual tutors 3-4 hours per week.
Instead of
compartmentalizing language components, such as grammar, phonetics, and
conversation, the innovative curriculum design integrates skills development
and content instruction. Students are placed in homestays with Russian native
speaker hosts, and are monitored by a resident director, who supervises their
progress in class and assists them in finding opportunities to use Russian
outside of class, for example, by helping them find internships with local
museums, corporations, or non-governmental organizations.
Students admitted to the Flagship Program receive full funding through
the NSEP, and with this funding comes the expectation that they achieve the
language-learning goals described in the program’s mission statement. Non2

http://www.russnet.org/flagship/page.php?page_id=1
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native Russian speakers who can operate at the Superior level are in high
demand, not only to work as translators, but because they are highly trained
professionals who can function in multiple languages without the aid (and
extra expense) of translators. Flagship students are aware that if they acquire
more language skills, their future job prospects will be better. Therefore, these
students tend to be highly motivated language learners, and their ability to
express and demonstrate such motivation serves as a component of the
selection process for entry into the Flagship program.
The Russian Language and Area Studies Program (RLASP) through
American Councils is designed to improve participants’ overall proficiency in
Russian language and to develop their knowledge of Russian history, politics,
culture, and society. Although American Councils does not have specific
language proficiency prerequisites, the organization requires that applicants
have taken two years of college-level Russian or its equivalent prior to studying
Russian abroad. Students who have taken two years of college-level Russian
typically enter the program at the Intermediate oral proficiency level (Davidson
2005).
Like their counterparts in the Flagship program, RLASP students attend
formal classes 16-18 hours per week and practice with individual tutors 2-4
hours per week. In contrast to the Flagship program’s integrated content
curriculum design, the RLASP curriculum is structured in a way that
compartmentalizes various aspects of Russian language learning, so individual
classes are dedicated to phonetics, lexicon, or conversation practice, to name a
few. RLASP students may choose to live either in a dormitory with other
international students or with host families who have agreed to speak only
Russian with their guests. Upon request, RLASP students may participate in
internships or take part in volunteer opportunities. A resident director
supervises their progress through the program and, at students’ request, helps
them to find internships with local organizations and businesses.
Common among learners in study abroad programs, including RLASP,
is their desire to increase their proficiency in a foreign language, to grow
intellectually by experiencing another culture, and to fulfill requirements for
their major. Students who are earning college credit are generally required by
their home institutions to pass their study abroad courses, but they are not
necessarily required to attain a certain level of proficiency. The absence of such
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requirements or expectations could diminish students’ motivation to seek
opportunities to use Russian and ultimately, to cross major thresholds in oral
proficiency.
The Study Participants and Data Collection Tools
Eighteen Flagship students completed the academic-year programs that began
in Fall 2004 and 2005. Fifteen began the program at an Advanced level in oral
proficiency.
The remaining three began their academic year at the
Intermediate-High level in oral proficiency but demonstrated Advanced levels
in other modalities. Twenty-two RLASP students completed their respective
programs. Fourteen of them studied for one semester, and the remaining eight
attended courses for the academic year.
Both Flagship and RLASP students regularly completed Language
Utilization Reports (LURs) that serve as records of their language use over the
course of the semester or academic year. The LUR comprises five sections.
Section I requires students to record the number of hours they spent per week
using Russian outside of the classroom (see chart below).
Table I: Part I of Language Utilization Report
How many hours during the past seven days did you spend using Russian in
the following activities?
Activity
a. In language tutorial session
b. Host family
c. Internship or academic course
work (various)
d. In public transportation or while
shopping
e. With friends
f. Cultural events
g. Russian radio or television
h. Reading the press
i. Professional or academic reading
j. Reading for pleasure
k. Other ____________

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

TOTAL
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Section II of the LUR elicits narrative accounts about the challenges
students encountered during the past week whenever they were operating in
Russian. Students were also asked to reflect on the linguistic and cultural
resources they would need to deal more effectively with similar situations in
the future. Section III requires students to describe a linguistic interaction in
Russian which characterized their command of Russian at its best. Section IV
asks students to identify 2-3 personal language learning goals for the month
ahead, for example, developing their skills in making requests, understanding
recurrent colloquialisms and references to contemporary Russian culture,
improving phonetics and intonation, or maintaining conversations about
complex topics. The final section asks for additional comments or observations
about their use of Russian.
The participants’ narratives were analyzed using the grounded theory
technique (Strauss and Corbin 1998). This technique begins by comparing
narratives to identify core concepts within the data, a process referred to as
open coding. The next stage, called axial coding, involves finding the
relationships between categories. These concepts and the relationships between
them are used to construct a theory which is grounded in the data. In addition
to this qualitative analysis, outcomes are also presented in quantitative terms.
However, as this article reports the findings of a pilot study, these figures are
not robust enough to provide a statistically significant analysis.
Post-Program Outcomes in L2 Gain
After nine months of intensive language study, 17 out of 18 participants who
completed the Flagship program crossed a major threshold in their acquisition
of Russian.
Among the three students who started the program at
Intermediate-High, two reached the Advanced level and one attained Superior.
The remaining 14 crossed from Advanced to Superior in oral proficiency. Only
one student was rated at an Advanced level of oral proficiency at the beginning
and end of the program.
Among the 14 semester RLASP students, all with the exception of one
crossed at least one minor threshold from Intermediate-Low to IntermediateMid or -High in oral proficiency, but only three students crossed the major
threshold from Intermediate to Advanced-Low. Not surprisingly, the academic
year students attained higher levels of proficiency than the semester
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participants. By the end of their program, six out of eight academic year
students crossed the major threshold from Intermediate to Advanced, and one
student, who had a pre-program OPI rating of Advanced-Low, reached
Advanced-High, although he did not manage to cross the major threshold to
the Superior Level.
Table II: OPI Levels for FLAGSHIP Participants

Intermediate High (1+)
Advanced Mid (2)
Advanced High (2+)
Superior (3)
Superior High (3+)

PRE-Program OPI
POST-Program OPI
17% (N=3)
0
39% (N=7)
11% (N=2)
44% (N=8)
6% (N=1)
0
44% (N=8)
0
39% (N=7)

Table III: OPI Levels for SEMESTER students (RLASP)

Intermediate Low (1-)
Intermediate Mid (1)
Intermediate High (1+)
Advanced Low (2-)

PRE-Program OPI
57% (N=8)
43% (N=6)
0
0

POST-Program OPI
7% (N=1)
21.5% (N=3)
50% (N=7)
21.5% (N=3)

Table IV: OPI Levels for ACADEMIC YEAR students (RLASP)

Intermediate Low (1-)
Intermediate Mid (1)
Intermediate High (1+)
Advanced Low (2-)
Advanced Mid (2)
Advanced High (2+)

PRE-Program OPI
50% (N=4)
37.5% (N=3)
0
12.5% (N=1)
0
0

POST-Program OPI
0
0
12.5% (N=1)
62.5% (N=5)
12.5% (N=1)
12.5% (N=1)

Despite similarities between Flagship and RLASP students in terms of
the amount of time spent per week in formal class settings, the availability of
tutors to supplement formal instruction and the opportunity to live with host
families, post-program OPIs indicate a considerable difference in the proportion
of students who successfully crossed major thresholds. Davidson (2005) points
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out that on average 33 percent of RLASP students who start the academic year
program at an Advanced level of oral proficiency cross the major threshold to
Superior, and only seven percent manage to do so in the course of a single
semester. Among those who begin the RLASP program at an Intermediate
level of oral proficiency, like the students in this study, 58 percent cross the
major threshold to Advanced or higher. Although the RLASP academic-year
students in this study achieved greater-than-average gains, Flagship students
were much more likely to cross major thresholds, despite, as noted earlier, the
greater degree of difficulty. The finding that 83 percent of Flagship students
ended the program at the Superior level stands in stark contrast to the
outcomes achieved by the average RLASP academic-year student. In addition
to differences in program curriculum design, the LURs suggest that the distinct
dissimilarities in the ability to cross thresholds between these groups may lie in
their behaviors outside of the classroom, which reveal the strategies they
employ (or fail to employ) as they progress through their courses of study.
Potential Factors Facilitating the Crossing of Major Thresholds
Flagship Students
This article examines the language use of Flagship students outside of the
classroom, where differences in opportunities to acquire and use Russian might
bring to light factors that help learners cross major thresholds in oral
proficiency. However, it quickly became clear in the narrative data that
Flagship participants strongly linked their formal and informal learning
environments as they worked to gain proficiency in Russian. One factor
mentioned in Flagship students’ LURs that might explain the higher occurrence
of crossing major thresholds is rooted in the program’s accountability structure.
In addition to regularly testing Flagship students, instructors and the resident
director monitored their overall progress throughout the program and
counseled students on their language development. According to their LURs,
Flagship students understood the attributes of a Superior level speaker and
were keenly aware of the expectation that they reach the Superior/3 proficiency
level by the end of the academic year. They made regular references to this
expectation in their reports:
I helped a friend by calling a travel agency on her behalf to chew them
out about how they had mishandled her registration…I remember on
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the level three test in December, we were supposed to scold an
employee, which was difficult – so I guess I’ve improved in
complaining.
When I converse with a native, I find myself trying to figure out
whether or not we’re having a ‘level three discussion.’
I would like to improve my listening skills. Also, I am terrified that I
will not pass the level three test, so I am going to spend the next few
weeks preparing for that.
I was able to clearly explain a… theory on language development… I
was quite pleased with my apparent ability to explain an abstract
concept. If I remember correctly, that was one of the criteria laid out for
level-three speech.
Well, I’m digging out those old favorites – all of my grammar
books…for one last go around before level three testing… Hopefully,
this extra practice will make the practice exams that I am going to
complete prior to level three testing seem like a piece of cake. Well, if
not cake, then at least not so terrible as I thought them to be the first
semester.
Clearly, Flagship students had been instructed on the qualities of
Superior/3 level speech, which was presented as the minimum proficiency goal,
and their awareness of this level led them to self assess their own performance,
a practice found in Rivers’ 2001 study of experienced language learners.
Moreover, the explicit requirement that Flagship students reach the Superior
level fueled students’ motivation to hone their Russian in all skills (oral,
writing, comprehension, and reading) both inside and outside of the classroom.
The support they receive in the environment around them clearly plays a strong
role in their motivation to reach level 3. This motivation informs the next two
factors to be discussed that facilitated their acquisition of Russian.
A second factor that potentially helped Flagship students cross major
thresholds in oral proficiency is rooted in the nature of their relationships with
their peer tutors. In their narrative accounts, Flagship students clearly
distinguished their peer tutors from other native speaker peers and
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characterized tutors as an extension of classroom instructors who could help
them achieve their language learning goals.
I talked to my tutor about the ‘scripted’ phrases that people in kiosks
and stores say and expect to hear back.
I’m working on endings with my tutor.… I plan to work on CB/HCB
[verb aspect] with my tutor as well.
My tutor and I spent a lot of time together working on grammar
material, and our efforts definitely paid off. I was able to answer the
teacher’s questions confidently (and correctly!).
My tutor has been a big help with this [internship assignment] – she
proofreads my translations and helps me correct them and explains my
errors. I will continue to use her as a resource in this respect.
Because Flagship students perceived their relationships with their tutors
as professional ones, they tended to voice complaints when tutors were not
performing to their satisfaction and providing the quality of instruction that
Flagship students demanded:
I had a frustrating time with my tutor this week. She has a tendency to
finish my sentences for me and interrupt in a way that I feel is
unhelpful for my Russian…. I need to get better at interrupting her to
tell her, calmly, what I want to do with her, and ask her not to
interrupt… I think we can work together to make this situation better.
I’m not talking enough. My tutoring sessions are falling apart …
basically 3 of the 4 times a week are useless…. I think my tutor and I
should move to another room…my tutor has gotten distracted quite
often by whatever [another student] is doing or saying [in the same
room with another tutor].
In the past week I have, unfortunately, had some new problems with
my tutor. I feel like her attention has been waning and that I have a
hard time getting her to pay attention to me.
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Flagship students understood the roles of their peer tutors as instructors
with a specific job, namely, to supplement formal classroom instruction and
help Flagship students reach their language learning goals. Their efforts to
guide and improve the instruction given by tutors reveal how Flagship students
were not passive recipients of instruction. Instead, they became agents of their
language learning experience. RLSAP students perceived their relationship
with tutors differently, a point which will be discussed later. Flagship
narratives show that interactions with other native speaker peers (not tutors)
always took place outside of the academic setting, for example, in homes, cafes,
and at concerts, but relationships with peer tutors remained categorized in the
academic domain. Although Flagship students do not mention socializing with
their tutors outside of a formal academic setting, there appears to be little, if
any, overlap between social peers and peer tutors.
A third factor that possibly contributed to Flagship program
participants’ crossing major thresholds, which also likely grew out of the
expectation that Flagship students reach the Superior level, lies in their stated
learning objectives and their descriptions of strategies to reach those objectives.
Their language learning strategies often reflected their efforts to create
opportunities for themselves to practice Russian outside of class.
Flagship students described their language learning goals on part IV of
the LUR and repeatedly coupled their stated goals with extra-curricular tasks
they thought would help them reach their aims. Students very often
incorporated their tutors into their plans and objectives:
To deal with challenges that arose during the writing class, I need to
practice writing formal letters… I will also try to pay more attention to
the way specific texts are structured while I’m reading different kinds
of literature… To improve my reading comprehension I will try to
work with my tutor on identifying themes and breaking apart texts.
I want to make sure that my comprehension skills continue to improve,
so I am going to try to either have a discussion (with either my host
family or my tutor) at least twice a week about something I hear in the
news or a movie or a show that I watch, so that I can activate the
vocabulary that I am able to understand (but still not using) and make
sure that I listen actively all the time.
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I really want to focus on listening….I plan to buy a radio with a tape
deck so that I can record news or talk shows every night and listen to
them as I walk to and from school every day.
Beyond our spetskurs, I’ve found postings for open discussions on
political topics at the university, and I mean to begin attending them
fairly regularly.
One of my teachers has written the comment that I need to read more
in Russian… I have started reading for at least 20 minutes each night
before bed…
I know that I need some serious work with my grammar, so I plan on
starting to do some extra exercises every night (or at least several times
a week)…
I am going to get better at reading Russian… I am going to try to spend
a few minutes at the beginning of each tutorial session retelling my
tutor about some articles I have read.
Every example above shows how Flagship students identified an area of
language development that needed improvement and then described how they
might achieve that goal. This effective pattern of goal-setting and strategy
implementation occurred with high frequency on their LURs. A number of
studies also find that learners who choose strategies appropriate to their
learning goals (Chamot et al 1988), who take an active role in self-assessment
and self-management of their learning (Leaver 2003, Rivers 2001), and who use
strategies to elicit opportunities to practice what they have already learned
(Cohen 1998) demonstrate greater success as language learners.
Instead of remaining passive and waiting for opportunities to present
themselves, Flagship students actively used Russian as often as possible. For
example, Flagship students regularly participated in Russian discussion groups
at a neighboring university and, whenever appropriate, initiated conversations
with native speakers in shops or cafés. Several students reported taking a
vacation to Egypt together with a Russian tour group, in order to have
opportunities to use Russian during their time out of country. Flagship
students also reported making consistent efforts to maintain Russian as the
language of conversation in mixed groups of native and non-native speakers.
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When Flagship students found themselves in situations with Russian
native speakers who were highly proficient in English, they resisted the
temptation to switch to English. They did their best to maintain conversations
in Russian and reported these moments as successful interactions that
“characterized their command of Russian at its best”:
I was at a get-together of translators – most of whom translated from
Russian to English – and almost everybody complimented me on my
Russian; notably, not one tried to speak to me in English.
Even in one-on-one situations, if Russian native speakers tried to speak English,
then Flagship students reported having to negotiate, albeit subtly, the language
of conversation:
[A Russian woman] discovered that I was American, and then told me
she had lived in the U.S. for some ten years. She tried a bit of English
with me, but quickly deferred to my Russian…
I had coffee with a recently met acquaintance who is fluent in English –
her English, from what little I’ve heard, is better than my Russian. At
first, she tried to conduct the conversation in English, but I responded
in Russian and the conversation remained in Russian quite naturally.
This ‘battle for language time’ happens quite frequently in situations
with Russians who speak English well…
Although this student assessed his acquaintance’s proficiency in English
higher than his proficiency in Russian (the subtext suggesting that the language
in which both interlocutors were most proficient would serve as the language of
conversation), he succeeded in sustaining the conversation in Russian and
gaining another opportunity to practice his L2 skills.
According to their narratives, Flagship students felt an immense
pressure to achieve their language learning goals. Knowing exactly what was
expected from them, understanding the potential consequences of success or
failure, and having their progress continually monitored by teachers and
program officers, Flagship students planned and implemented language
learning strategies and actively created opportunities for themselves to use
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Russian outside of class in order to meet the expectations of the program and
maximize their chances of success.
RLASP Students
The three factors that contributed to the general success of Flagship students in
crossing major thresholds occurred much less frequently in the LURs of RLASP
students, less than half of whom crossed major thresholds during their course
of study. First, the high expectations for major threshold gains were not deeply
embedded in the accountability structure within which RLASP students
operated. Although RLASP students were periodically tested by instructors to
monitor their progress, there is no evidence to suggest that periodic testing or
grades served as a motivating factor in language learning for RLASP students,
who never mentioned test anxiety or the fear of failing to reach a particular
proficiency level.
They did not mention specific language proficiency
requirements necessary for them to achieve, and there was no evidence to
suggest that RLASP students received guidelines or requirements from their
home universities regarding expectations for language gain. Unlike Flagship
students, they did not compare their performance in Russian with the
performance with that of fellow students or report feelings of competitiveness.
In contrast to their Flagship counterparts, who perceived peer tutors as
adjunct instructors, RLASP students appeared to have a different kind of
relationship with their peer tutors, who were often perceived as friends rather
than as instructors. In Section I of their LURs, in which they accounted for the
number of hours they spent “using Russian” in various activities, the RLASP
students reported “using Russian” with friends approximately 8-9 hours per
week, and with peer tutors 3-½ hours per week. Yet in their narrative accounts,
RLASP students often cited casual interactions with peer tutors, but rarely
mentioned interactions with other native speaker peers. Follow-up interviews
revealed that RLASP students perceived peer tutors and other native speaker
peers as one and the same. Peer tutors often served two roles: an official role as
“tutor” and an unofficial role as “friend” to RLASP students. Thus, when
RLASP students reported spending three hours with their tutors, this reflects
the “official” one-on-one tutoring session. When the RLASP learners reported
spending time with NS friends, the interactions usually took place in mixed
groups of native and non-native speakers, “usually a group of Americans and
one of the tutors.” During these times RLASP students could opt out of active
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conversation in Russian and take more passive roles as listeners or speak
English with each other, something they could not do in their official one-onone meetings. One RLASP student reported that when she spent time in mixed
groups, she often took on the role of listener and allowed other fellow students
to take turns holding conversations in Russian with their native-speaker
tutor/friend. This passive behavior allows for language input but signifies an
avoidance strategy that threatens to hinder language gain.
RLASP students seem to perceive the official tutoring sessions as
informal conversation practice that may or may not take place in academic
settings:
I spoke with my tutor for over four hours during our trip to Kronstadt.
In general, I find my conversations with my tutor and host family to be
satisfying because we can talk openly and joke around …
Talked with my tutor on the phone for 30 min, happens every day.
The informal relationship between RLASP students and their tutors was
reflected in their narrative reports about L2 learning objectives. When these
students reported their language-learning goals on section IV of their LURs,
they never mentioned their tutors or the roles their tutors could play in helping
students achieve their goals. RLASP students never complained about the
performance of their peer tutors in their narratives, a further indication that
peer tutors were perceived more as friendly acquaintances than as
supplemental instructors who provided a service.
RLASP students very rarely described their learning strategies and did
not report that they were actively seeking opportunities to use Russian outside
of class. On the one hand, this lack of reporting learning strategies indicates a
lack of deliberate self-management in their language learning agenda. On the
other hand, the short responses generally given by RLASP students might
simply reflect their haste in completing the questionnaires, so findings
concerning this point are inconclusive. However, according to the LURs,
Flagship students report spending an average of 48.6 hours per week using
Russian outside of class, whereas academic-year RLASP students report
spending 64.8 hours per week; and semester RLASP students report spending
61 hours per week. Although the number of cases is not high enough to
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conduct a reliable statistical study, clearly these numbers show a large
discrepancy between L2 use outside of class and anticipated post-program
language gains.
Other findings also revealed inconsistencies between LURs and postprogram OPI scores. For example, the charts below illustrate and compare the
average number of hours per week students spent using Russian in specific
activities that may have involved interactions with native speakers or with texts
and media.
Table VI: FLAGSHIP students, weekly average of time spent using Russian

Avg. hours
per week:

Friends

Internship

Host
Family

TV &
radio

Tutor

Shopping

Pleasure
reading

9.82

9.80

8.1

5.3

3.32

3.32

3.3

Table VII: RLASP Academic Year students, weekly average of time spent
using Russian

Avg.
hours
per
week:

Host
Family

Friends

TV &
radio

Academic
reading

Internship

Shopping

Tutor

19.4

9.0

7.7

6.6

5.4

3.8

3.5

Table VIII: RLASP Semester students, weekly average of time spent using
Russian

Avg. hours
per week:

Host
Family

Friends

TV &
radio

Internship

Shopping

Cultural
events

Pleasure
reading

15.95

8.55

8.1

6.48

6.15

4.2

3.5

Upon first glance, it appears that Flagship and RLASP students spent
similar proportions of time outside of the classroom “using Russian” with host
families, friends, working at internships, and watching TV or listening to the
radio. In fact, RLASP students reported using Russian outside of class 10-15
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hours more on average than Flagship students. Given students’ post-program
OPI scores, these findings beg the question: If Flagship and RLASP students spent
similar amounts of time using Russian outside of class, then why didn’t more RLASP
students cross the major threshold from Intermediate to Advanced (as Flagship students
crossed from Advanced to Superior)? Indeed, if students are spending an average
of 8-9 hours per week using Russian with friends and 16-19 hours per week
with host families, then one would expect to see greater outcomes in terms of
language gain among RLASP students.
This incongruity can be explained in part by the differences in students’
interpretation of the phrase “time spent using Russian” on the LUR. As is often
the case with self-reported data, participants may interpret items on a survey in
different ways. In this analysis, the Flagship students recorded their hours of
language use with extreme accuracy (sometimes down to the minute), and
interpreted the phrase “time spent using Russian” in terms of their own
language production, with more emphasis on output and less on input. For
example, if a Flagship participant spent three hours with Russian friends on a
particular day, but they only spent one hour talking (and watched a movie the
other two), then the participant reported “using Russian with friends” for one
hour. In contrast, the RLASP students interpreted the concept “using Russian”
as the number of hours they spent doing an activity when native speakers were
present, rather than how many hours the students themselves spent producing
Russian. For example, if RLASP students spent two hours with their host
families watching TV, then they tended to record “using Russian” for two
hours with their families and for two hours watching TV. In fact, several
RLASP students noted on their LURs that many of the activities overlapped. It
would seem that these inconsistencies would render any data analysis
unreliable. However, the fact that the Flagship and RLASP students interpreted
the LURs differently brought out different, richer angles from their narrative
data that otherwise would have gone unnoticed.
RLASP students who did not cross a major threshold treated their
language learning goals differently from the way Flagship students treated
their goals. In their narratives RLASP students often stated desired outcomes
but rarely described a plan to reach those goals. For example, the following
excerpts were taken from the reports of RLASP students who did not cross any
major proficiency thresholds:
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I want to feel comfortable in just about any situation. I want to be better
at using all the vocab I know … I want to understand slang and speech
patterns better.
Using right case, increasing vocab (esp. verbs), listening skills.
Holding my own in an argument/discussion; phonetics; learning new
vocabulary.
I would like to improve my intonation and get better at asking
questions.
Use a correct case every now and then.
Improving phonetics, being quicker and more accurate with
declensions, using idioms and new vocabulary correctly.
These RLASP students all express a desire for improvement, but they do
not describe how they might achieve their goals. The absence of concrete plans
to improve their spoken or written Russian and the lack of measurable growth
in post-program OPIs coincide with findings on “deliberate practice” (Ericsson
et al 1993) and metacognitive self-management (Rivers 2001) in the acquisition
of skills. According to Ericsson, becoming an expert performer in a particular
area, such as music or sports, is not necessarily rooted in genetics or natural
talent. Rather, the development of expertise in a skill results from deliberate
participation in relevant activities in an effort to practice and hone that skill.
Rivers supports this claim in his study of experienced language learners, who
regularly assess their own progress, evaluate their learning environment, and
consciously employ learning strategies to reach their proficiency goals. It
should be noted that one of the RLASP students who crossed a major threshold
described his goals as well as a strategy for reaching them. He wrote, “I will
continue to build my vocabulary by reading in Russian instead of listening to
English music or reading in English.” Coincidentally, this student managed to
cross the major threshold from Intermediate-mid to Advanced after four
months of study in St. Petersburg.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Given the widespread opportunities for L2 use in study abroad programs, how
can students best utilize their time abroad to achieve major threshold gains in
oral proficiency? The Flagship program student reports on their study abroad
experiences reveal two factors that encourage such gains:
(1) Students have a clear understanding of the various levels of language
proficiency, and therefore, realistic expectations for language gain,
and an accountability structure that encourages language use and
monitors their progress.
(2) Students state explicit language learning goals and deliberately plan
ways to achieve those goals. In their effort to implement language
learning strategies and to cross major thresholds, they become the
agents in their own language learning process and actively pursue
opportunities to use Russian outside of class, which includes the use
of tutors as valuable resources for linguistic input.
Flagship students entered the program with a keen awareness of its
objectives and of its highly structured nature that was designed to encourage
and monitor their progress. Their motivation to use Russian is rooted in their
desire to meet the requirements of the program and, by meeting them, to enjoy
certain benefits, such as increased professional employment opportunities or
more meaningful relationships with native speakers. The curriculum design,
with its emphasis on integrated content, pushed them to incorporate their skills
in reading, writing, listening and speaking in all subject areas and to use
Superior level language both inside and outside of the classroom.
The unambiguous accountability structure of the Flagship program
parallels that of U.S.-based immersion programs that encourage language use
by requiring students to sign a contract or to take a pledge in which they agree
to use their foreign language as their only means of communication. Failure to
abide the terms of the contract could result in expulsion from the program and
the loss of a valuable language learning opportunity. Although Flagship
students are not required to take a Russian-only pledge, perhaps they are, in
part, motivated by their awareness of the consequences, usually in the form of
reduced employment opportunities, should they fail to use Russian as much as
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possible, and to cross major thresholds. By contrast, data from the RLASP
reports indicate that the absence of a clear accountability structure could
decrease motivation to engage in more L2 use and, consequently, delay learners
from crossing major thresholds. RLASP students did not mention specific
expectations or language gain requirements set by their home universities, and
their personal language learning goals remained vague. U.S. colleges and
universities might consider incorporating curricular policies that would clearly
define language learning goals during study abroad and perhaps award more
credit for crossing major thresholds.
Knowing the expectations of their home institutions and understanding
the potential rewards of language gain, learners in study abroad programs
might benefit from weekly meetings with peer tutors, who serve not only as
resources for friendships but as an opportunity for language practice. Focusing
their attention on the latter point, Flagship students treated peer tutors as
formal language instructors and considered them a means to achieving their
language learning goals. Their LURs indicate a strong relationship between the
extra hours of one-on-one instruction and their ability to cross the major
threshold from Advanced to Superior. Although RLASP students reported
spending similar amounts of one-on-one time with their peer tutors, their
meetings were characterized as less formal. Because RLASP students tended to
perceive tutors as friends, rather than as instructors, they might not have made
the same demands of their tutors as did Flagship students. Perhaps if they had
actively negotiated for more explicit instruction from their tutors, a higher
percentage of these students would have crossed major thresholds.
The expectation that Flagship students reach the Superior level in
multiple skills drove them to become autonomous agents of their own learning
and to develop clear strategies that would help them meet this expectation.
These strategies often involved generating opportunities to practice Russian,
deliberately maintaining Russian as the language of conversation (even in the
presence of proficient English speakers), and consciously assessing their own
proficiency level during interactions with native speakers. The active behavior
on the part of Flagship students who assumed agency in their language
learning, resulted in more opportunities to use Russian and in subsequent
major threshold gains. By contrast, RLASP students on the whole did not
describe language learning strategies on their LURs, and at times exhibited
passive behavior when opportunities to use Russian presented themselves.
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Unlike Flagship students, RLASP students reported opting out of conversations
with native speakers when other English speakers were present, and did not
demonstrate self-awareness of their own proficiency levels in relation to
language learning objectives or to the standards outlined by ACTFL. The
passive behavior reported by RLASP students might have afforded them
opportunities for observation and input, but their lack of practice in terms of
output may have hindered their ability to cross major thresholds. Students’
descriptions about personal language learning goals reveal a clear distinction
between those students who deliberately planned and implemented learning
strategies, which resulted in major threshold gains, and those learners who did
not report strategies that might help them obtain their desired outcomes.
Training in metacognitive learning strategies, combined with clear language
learning objectives and unambiguous expectations for language gain, could
enable learners in study abroad programs to cross major thresholds in oral
proficiency.
Although the relationship between curriculum design and
outcomes falls out of the scope of this particular study, the integrated content
curriculum employed by the Flagship instructors may have also played a
significant role in the proficiency gains made by their students and deserves
further research.
The Flagship Program and its students, by incorporating the abovedescribed factors into the study abroad experience, serve as a clear model for
other study abroad programs that wish to achieve similar outcomes in major
threshold gains. Although not all study abroad programs have the same
demanding requirements or curriculum design as the Flagship Program,
nonetheless, they might consider incorporating these factors as strategies
toward enhancing language learning achievements. Likewise, learners who
wish to become proficient speakers of a foreign language might usefully
emulate the behavior of Flagship students in order to maximize their study
abroad experience.
________________________________________

“Low” indicates the ability to perform at a particular proficiency level but an inability to
sustain it due to marked errors in grammar, pronunciation, syntax, or fluency; “Mid” indicates
that a learner can function consistently at that level; and “High” indicates the ability to function
at the next highest proficiency level but an inability to sustain performance at that level over a
variety of topics.
i
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Intermediate-level oral proficiency is characterized by a speaker’s ability to (1) create
with the language by combining and recombining learned elements, though primarily in a
reactive mode, (2) initiate, minimally sustain, and close in a simple way basic communicative
tasks, and (3) ask and answer questions.1 Intermediate-level speakers can produce Russian on a
sentence-by-sentence basis, and learners at Intermediate-High begin to show evidence of
paragraph-length discourse, which is characteristic of Advanced-level speakers.
According to ACTFL standards, learners who can speak at an Advanced level of
proficiency are able to (1) converse in a clearly participatory fashion, (2) initiate, sustain, and
bring to closure a wide variety of communicative tasks, including those that require an
increased ability to convey meaning with diverse language strategies due to a complication or
an unforeseen turn of events, (3) satisfy the requirements of school and work situations, and (4)
narrate and describe with paragraph-length connected discourse.1 However, in order to
progress from the Advanced to Superior level of oral proficiency, learners must acquire the
ability to speak about diverse topics in a highly sophisticated manner, one in which errors in
speech production might occasionally occur but would not be noticed by native speakers. The
Superior Level is marked by a speaker’s ability to (1) participate effectively in most formal and
informal conversations on practical, social, professional, and abstract topics and (2) support
opinions and hypothesize using native-like discourse strategies.
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Implementing Task-Based Teaching From the Ground Up:
Considerations for Lesson Planning and Classroom Practice
William Comer
In the past twenty years, Task-based Language Teaching (TBLT) has become a
widely discussed approach to teaching foreign and second languages, and a
significant body of literature has grown up around it. The approach has even
been implemented on a large scale in some areas; for example, since 1990,
instruction in Dutch as a second language in the Flemish areas of Belgium has
been organized solely around the principles of TBLT (Van den Branden 2006,
13).
In the teaching of foreign languages in the United States, TBLT has made
some inroads, and powerful voices in the profession strongly advocate this
approach. Michael Long (2007) in his chapter “Texts, Tasks, and the Advanced
Learner” strongly advocates that tasks should be the unit of analysis in
designing a language course at any level of instruction. As Long notes, federally
funded U.S. National Flagship language programs are particularly interested in
TBLT, since courses and curricula developed on the principles of the approach
seem likely to meet the mandated development of advanced-level language
abilities in learners (Long 2007, 119-120). That he presented this same argument
in a plenary session at the February 2007 International Educational Program
Services (IEPS) Conference – a gathering for language professionals who work
at U.S. institutions with federally-funded Title VI centers for languages, area
studies and international programs – suggests that TBLT needs to be seriously
considered and evaluated as an approach for U.S. language programs.
Despite the broad advocacy for TBLT, scholarly literature on the topic
has yet to consistently define what a “task” is. Furthermore, the literature has
often focused on tasks as a means of gathering learners’ language data as part
of a psycholinguistic or second language acquisition (SLA) study, rather than
on specific classroom implementations of TBLT, which are rarely documented
at the level of the lesson plan or plan for a series of lessons. Notable exceptions
are Samuda’s study (2001) concerning the role of the teacher in managing
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classroom interaction during a task-based ESL class session. For teaching Slavic
languages, only Leaver and Kaplan (2004) describe issues in structuring a TBLT
lesson, although their focus is on broader institutional issues concerning the
implementation of TBLT. Thus, for Russianists, TBLT remains a theoretical
construct that has yet to be enhanced out with sample lesson plans, textbooks,
teacher training materials, and other instantiations of the theory.
The present article seeks to address one of these lacunae. After outlining
the characteristics of pedagogical tasks, this article describes in detail how the
theory of TBLT is made operational in a sample Russian-language lesson plan.
The article compares the intent of the plan with its implementation in the
classroom, assesses the benefits of the approach and identifies some remaining
problematic issues concerning task-based teaching. By examining a specific
implementation of TBLT, the article will suggest ways in which teachers can
modify existing textbook activities to align them more consistently with this
approach while the profession awaits new textbooks that use TBLT as their
major organizing principle.1
What Makes a “Task”?
Although it is easy to name tasks that people accomplish in everyday life (e.g.,
making a bed, loading a dishwasher, purchasing an item, completing a form),
advocates of TBLT have struggled to define “task” in terms of language use and
language teaching/learning. Van den Branden (2006, 7-8) gathers twelve
different definitions that have appeared in major publications on the topic in
the past twenty years (e.g., Candlin 1987, Nunan 1989, Willis 1996, Lee 2000,

Many advocates of TBLT see the use of linguistic syllabi in which the tasks are
selected and sequenced with an eye towards linguistic features as problematic (Long and
Crookes 1993). A complete implementation of TBLT will require a thorough analysis of learner
language needs, from which curriculum designers can extrapolate real-world linguistic tasks
that can then be subdivided into pedagogical tasks, which, in turn, can then be implemented in
instructional sequences. Focus on linguistic form would be integrated into the instructional
sequences based on the need for specific forms required to carry out the task. I will not argue
against the need for such steps to produce truly task-based language courses; however, without
explorations, such as the present study of how TBLT works at the level of the lesson plan, such
a rigorous implementation of TBLT at the level of syllabus design for teaching Russian at the
elementary level seems virtually beyond reach. For a very different vision of tasks as the basis
for constructing curriculum, see Byrnes, et al. (2006).
1
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Bygate, et al. 2001, Ellis 2003). This compilation is extremely helpful, and, based
on these multiple definitions, we can extract four features that are consistently
recognized as characteristic of pedagogical tasks.
1. A task is some kind of activity or work carried out by language
learners. In other words, learners do something with the language being
studied, and that engagement can involve either productive and/or
receptive skills. A task can last from just a few minutes to the several
class sessions, especially if the larger task is broken into a series of
smaller tasks leading to an overall goal. For example, one task for
language learners might be to trace a route on a map, as they listen to
verbal instructions of how to travel from place A to place B.
2. A task involves communication where the learners’ attention must
focus on meaning. Learners communicate to overcome some kind of
“gap” – be it an information gap (e.g., A knows the schedule of trains to
Moscow; B wants to go to Moscow as soon as possible; B overcomes his
“information gap” by asking A when the next train is), a reasoning gap
(e.g., a pair of students develops a person’s academic schedule given a
list of the person’s interests and a timetable of available classes) or an
opinion gap (e.g., students in pairs or small groups identify and
articulate their personal preferences, feelings, and attitudes in response
to a specific situation, such as a social issue or a particular film/book).
3. A task has a purpose. Language learners are motivated to use the
language to communicate for a specific reason, which may be either
more or less typical of “real” world language uses.
4. Learners engage in communication to achieve an outcome or
objective. In other words, they do something with the knowledge
that they have gained by communicating in the target language.
Although Ellis (2003, 16) proposes that the outcome of a task should
be the creation of a non-linguistic product (e.g., a completed chart,
checklist, or drawing), and that the evaluation of the learner’s ability
to do the task should proceed on the basis of the product created,
others recognize that the outcome may be non-verbal or verbal (e.g.,
an oral or written paragraph, a set of notes) that can be evaluated for
the validity of its propositional contents.
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Identifying these four essential components of tasks should be useful to
teachers, as they can serve as a checklist for the practitioner who seeks to make
existing materials better resemble the interactions typical of task-based
teaching.
It is important to note that none of these characteristics deal with the
rules or structure of the language being taught. The use of language, rather
than knowledge about the language, is the main goal of TBLT, although most
advocates of the approach recognize the need to have some kind of focus on
form integrated into TBLT (Doughty and Williams 1998; Doughty and Long
2003). Among the many available techniques for drawing learners’ attention to
linguistic form are input enhancement, negotiation of meaning, processing
instruction for encouraging learners to map forms to meaning, and negative
feedback in the form of recasts. Nevertheless, it should be noted that TBLT
does not specify a particular set of teaching methods or classroom procedures.
This flexibility in procedures and classroom techniques, coupled with the
lack of precise definition of pedagogical tasks, makes it difficult for a teacher to
generate from the TBLT literature ideas about how a specific lesson can be
organized to meet the concept of this approach.
Tasks Versus Communicative Activities
The major feature that distinguishes pedagogical tasks from activities typical
for communicative language teaching (CLT) lies in characteristic number four.
Most current first-year Russian textbooks (Nachalo, Golosa, Live from Moscow) are
based on CLT principles and include activities where learners exchange
personal information (e.g., ask your partner questions to find out what he/she
normally does on weekends) and carry out role-play situations (e.g., imagine
that you want to rent an apartment, ask your partner [who will play the role of
the landlord] questions concerning the available unit). While such activities are
communicative, they are not pedagogical tasks, inasmuch as they lack an
achievable outcome whose propositional contents is verifiable. So how can the
communicative activity of the above role-play situation be converted from
language practice in asking and answering questions to a task where the
students’ communication leads to an outcome or non-linguistic product? One
can imagine the following as the task-based approach to the same
communicative situation: the instructor splits the class in half, and in one half
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of the group, each student makes a list of what he/she is looking for in an
apartment (number of rooms, location, price range, pets allowed, etc.);
simultaneously in the other half, each student makes a list of features and
information about the apartment that he/she has to rent. During the role play
task, the students go from one landlord to the next, until they find someone
offering something that fits their original description. Once they have found
that apartment, the pair concludes a “rental agreement” by signing each others’
papers. Failure to find an apartment may be an acceptable outcome if none of
the apartments offered meets a student’s listed requirements. The teacher could
collect the students’ lists to verify that, in the case of the signed agreements, the
apartment sought really does match the apartment offered. The presence of a
tangible outcome in language tasks creates an automatic end-point for the
learners’ communicative exchange, and so the teacher can easily determine
when students are finished. In this version of the role play, students do not
simply produce questions or respond to partners; they attend to the meaning
and the contents of their conversational exchanges.
Organizing a Lesson Around Task(s)
In order to carry out a pedagogical task, learners may engage different
cognitive processes, such as listing, selecting, sequencing, ranking,
comparing/contrasting, classifying, ordering, reasoning, and evaluating
information. (Willis 1996, Ellis 2003). Teachers can use actions from this list of
activities to frame the core task(s) for the lessons that they are creating. In
addition to this set of cognitive processes, Nunan (2004, 35-38) enumerates the
following seven principles for planning task-based lessons.
1. Scaffolding
2. Task dependency
3. Recycling
4. Active learning
5. Integration
6. Reproduction to Creation
7. Reflection
By scaffolding, Nunan means that learners need to have sufficient
language to complete the tasks. Since the learners focus on meaning when
carrying out a task, teachers may need to build extra support into the classroom
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materials to provide learners with specific language forms and vocabulary that
they are likely to need in carrying out the given task. Although learners do not
produce these forms from scratch – as they would in a fill-in-the-blank exercise
– they do actively use the scaffolding’s forms in context to perform the task.
Thus, learners may make (or reinforce) form-meaning connections in the
scaffolding’s language and vocabulary, and these forms may become intake for
the learners’ internal linguistic system.
Task dependency refers to the organization and sequencing of tasks.
Ideally, one task grows out of another. Thus, the ability to complete Task B
depends on the successful completion of Task A. Organizing tasks in this way
helps the instructor to ensure that tasks have outcomes.
By recycling, Nunan sees that a series of tasks should cluster around
some issue or theme. In completing such clustered tasks, students will
maximize their opportunities for learning because some set of targeted
language forms (e.g., a vocabulary cluster, a certain grammar structure) is likely
to occur regularly. By advocating active learning, Nunan reminds instructors
that tasks are units of work, and should thus be structured to have learners do
something.
Nunan conceives of integration as ways of connecting form and
meaning. While performing tasks, students should have the opportunity to
realize the relationships between linguistic form and communicative function
and semantic meaning. For example in Russian, in a series of tasks about where
people usually go on weekends, learners should have opportunities to connect
directionality with куда expressions in Russian, and the use of the
multidirectional verbs of motion (ходить/ездить) with the idea of repeated
round trips.
Following widely accepted notions that learners need to comprehend
input and make form-meaning connections before they can produce the target
language for communicative purposes, Nunan reminds instructors to sequence
tasks in ways that move from reproduction activities (e.g., comprehension of
reading/listening passages, sorting a series of sentences into a logical dialog) to
production activities where learners create with the language.
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Lastly, Nunan recommends that learners should have opportunities to
reflect on what they have learned and how well they are learning it. If a
significant component of TBLT focuses on learners achieving an outcome, then
it is important for learners to have the opportunity to reflect on the learning
embodied in that outcome. This learning has both content and performance
dimensions.
Sample Lesson Plan
Working from the four characteristics of a task, the list of cognitive processes
typical for tasks, and Nunan’s seven basic principles, the author sets out to
develop a lesson plan that would integrate these notions into the setting of a
college-level second-semester Russian language classroom. At the time when
the sample TBLT lesson was conducted, the students were working on Nachalo,
Book 2, Chapter 10, Part 2, a standard textbook grounded in the communicative
approach. The sample TBLT lesson used the textbook section’s theme (Russian
foods) and made the overall objective for the lesson students’ oral production of
several sentences comparing Russian and American eating habits, specifically
in relation to breakfast.
From materials in the textbook and supplements presented in class, the
students were already familiar with the Russian words for various foods; they
knew the lexical meaning of the verbs есть/пить and had some familiarity
with present-tense forms of these two verbs. Prior to the demonstration class,
they had completed a vocabulary recognition task where they had to eliminate
the inappropriate item from groups of four food words (Appendix 1) and they
had participated in some teacher-student personalized questions about foods
they liked.
The demonstration class featured four pedagogical tasks, each of which
had a specific outcome. In the first task, the students read a selection of
postings from a Russian online discussion board that were slightly modified to
bring spelling and punctuation into accepted print norms (Appendix 2a),
(http://forum.mhealth.ru/lofiversion/index.php/t3937.html). The students read
the thirteen responses and assessed what foods this sample of Russians most
frequently listed as breakfast foods. The outcome of this task was a chart on the
board listing the common breakfast foods with frequency data for how many of
the Russians in the sample mentioned them.
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In the second task (an information exchange task), the students
interviewed their classmates about each other’s eating habits. The outcome was
completing a chart where they recorded up to three responses of what each
classmate eats and drinks for breakfast and lunch (Appendix 2b).
The third task was an information exchange between the students who
had collected information from their classmates and the instructor. As students
presented their findings about breakfast foods eaten by their classmates, the
instructor made a list on the blackboard, and then added frequency data to the
list based on questions to the students as a group.
The fourth task asked the students to compare the lists and frequency
information that had been generated in tasks one and three, and orally produce
a few sentences contrasting the Russian and American breakfast habits.
These four tasks were embedded in a lesson plan (Appendix 3) that also
included a warm-up and other activities. The written lesson plan includes
samples of the teacher’s talk to set up the tasks for the students. To the left of
each section in the lesson plan, the instructor estimated the amount of time
needed to complete that section of the plan. The instructor conducted a session
of a second-semester Russian class using this lesson plan and had the session
videotaped.2 Based on this recording, the actual duration of each section of the
lesson plan is noted in the right hand column of the lesson plan. Reflections on
the sample lesson plan as an implementation of TBLT as well as disparities
between the plan and its implementation will be discussed in the next section of
this article.
Analysis of the Sample Class
The lesson plan met the basic principles set out by Nunan for TBLT in the
following ways. The ordering of the tasks met Nunan’s principle of “task
dependency,” since each task flowed from the previous one, and the class could
meet the global objective only by completing the three previous tasks. In terms
of recycling, all four tasks worked with the same lexical and grammatical areas,
although incidental words and constructions that might not have been familiar
to the students were not eliminated from the Russian Internet discussion board.
In terms of “active learning,” the students spent most of the class hour
extracting and evaluating information from print sources or from their fellow
2

The video of the class session can be viewed on line at http://www2.ku.edu/~egarc/comer/.
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classmates. In all four tasks, the focus was on meaning. The students needed to
recognize and record the correct information given by the sources.
In terms of linguistic scaffolding, the handout (Appendix 2b) included
the verb forms (embedded in sample question-answer statements forms) that
were required to carry out the information exchange. It also reminded students
to complete the statements with noun phrases in the accusative case and to
address their instructor with the formal вы. Since only a few of the lexical
items likely to occur in this task have explicit accusative endings that differ
from their nominative forms, and since the feminine accusative singular
endings were already well-known to the students, no particular scaffolding
seemed necessary to help the students use these forms accurately. The
summary activities at the bottom of the handout gave students some basic
models for making statements based on data collected. For example, in the
section that asked students to note what eating habits they share with their
other classmates, they were given a reminder to express their statements using
the Мы с construction.
The demonstration class did not completely meet Nunan’s directive to
move from “reproduction to creation.” While students’ reporting on the
sample of Russians’ comments about breakfast habits clearly represented a
reproduction activity, the restricted nature of the survey task allowed only
limited possibilities for self-expression; thus, this single lesson fell short on
opportunities for open-ended student creation. In a larger unit of task-based
instruction, the instructor would have to craft additional tasks that allow the
students to freely create with the language. For example, having learned the
differences in breakfast preferences between Russians and Americans, the
learners would have to create a breakfast buffet menu for a group of Russians
and Americans attending a summer camp.
Nunan’s integration principle was visible in the instructor’s feedback
during the session. It focused on the content accuracy of the students’
statements and used recasts or restatements to clarify meaning and/or correct
grammatical errors. For example, in the first task, the instructor negotiated the
form/meaning of a student response which led the student to self-correction:
Teacher:
Student 1:

Что еще едят?
Чай.
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Teacher:
Student 1:

Это едят или пьют?
Пьют чай.

In the second part of the same task, students reported the frequency of
references to various food words using numbers together with the Russian
word раз. Given the irregular pattern of the genitive forms of this noun, the
instructor often recast the student answers as they were recorded on the
blackboard, fixing the forms of раз to agree with the numbers mentioned.
Although the linguistic scaffolding present in the handout was designed
to obviate the learners’ potential problems with the forms of есть/пить, the
students did still have a difficult time actually matching subjects with correct
verb forms, especially in the second and third tasks. Thus, toward the end of
session, the instructor made an unplanned decision to treat the conjugation of
these two verbs explicitly. While the class had accomplished the tasks for the
day, the instructor had some doubts as to whether the students had attended
enough to the language content of the class.
This event may highlight an especially thorny issue for Russian in terms
of implementing TBLT within a model of implicit or non-obtrusive grammar
instruction.
Even given the scaffolding, the meaningful (if redundant)
morphology of the conjugated verbs, the uncomplicated sentence structure
(SVO) and short length of student utterances (<5-6 words per sentence)
required to do the tasks, it seems that the students did not have enough
attentional resources to forge strong enough form-meaning connections from
the rich language input to make the verb forms intake for their developing
linguistic systems. While the explicit grammar explanation is certainly not
recommended in the TBLT literature, the unplanned digression did not
represent a large percentage of class time (10 percent of the whole class session),
and the explanation was conducted in an interactive manner (teacher-student
question-and-answer), with opportunities for students to reflect on the patterns
of this new morphology. If TBLT is to be the structuring principle for a whole
course (or sequence of courses), then teachers of Russian will need to develop
many kinds of pedagogical interventions to enhance the salience of Russian’s
abundant morphology and draw learners’ attention to linguistic form. In the
given lesson, the instructor might have used several less-explicit activities to get
the students to attend to the targeted verb forms. For example, the instructor
might have done a listening comprehension activity where the learners would
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hear sentences without explicit subject pronouns, and they would have to note
who is doing the action of the verb, and whether they also eat/drink the same
kinds of food (Appendix 4a). Alternatively, the instructor might have assigned
a short dictation exercise in which the students would have to write out
sentences featuring the targeted verb forms next to the image of food items
mentioned in the sentences (Appendix 4b). Either one of these activities would
have focused the students’ attention on meaning while they were processing
the sentences for linguistic forms in a more controlled environment. Either
exercise would allow the instructor to diagnosis student problems with spelling
the targeted verb forms, or student mismatches between pronunciation and
spelling (e.g., inattentive pronunciation/perception of stressed syllables often
creates confusion between the forms еди́м [we eat]- е́дем [we ride] and еди́те
[you eat] - е́дете [you ride]). It might have been most beneficial to sequence
these two activities after the warm-up phase of the lesson, and before the series
of four tasks.
While the main objective of the session was to have the students produce
several sentences noting the differences between American and Russian diets,
in the actual class session, the instructor framed the task in such a way that the
students needed only to supply words and phrases in his formulation of these
differences. This fell short of the language production goal of having the
students produce two or three sentences on the topic. This outcome could have
been realized had the instructor asked the students to complete this summary
activity in which pairs were assigned one to two minutes to write out in full
sentences at least one or two observations about the differences between
Russian and American breakfasts. The instructor might have handed out
overhead transparency blanks and markers for the student pairs to record their
observations. The student writing could have been gathered and then projected
on a screen. This would have allowed the teacher and students to notice and
check on the accuracy of the conclusions and to fix any repeating grammatical
or lexical mistakes.
Conclusions
The class was successful in having students notice differences in the breakfast
diets of Russians and Americans, and since the task allowed the students to
reflect on cultural differences, the session met the last of Nunan’s organizing
principles.
On the one hand, this sample TBLT class shows one way of
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integrating the teaching of cultural information with the teaching of language.
On the other hand, the class only touched the surface on the students’ cultural
awareness of how different American and Russian diets are. In the first task,
students correctly noted that many of the Russians responded that they eat a
бутерброд for breakfast. While we counted the frequency of this response
and noted that none of the Americans mentioned бутерброд in their survey
responses, we did not unpack the essential differences between бутерброд
(usually an open-faced sandwich with a single piece of bread and single slice of
cheese or meat topping) and the American sandwich, which is usually a much
larger serving of food.
In terms of student engagement with the language and student activity,
the class was moderately successful. In a fifty-minute class period, the students
worked in all five modalities (reading, speaking, writing [in the form of notetaking], listening, and cultural awareness), and they had opportunities to
communicate personalized meaning at the level of the sentence. Despite the
tasks’ structure to encourage students to use sentence-level discourse, the
recording reveals that much of their talk was still at the level of words and
phrases.
The Challenges of TBLT or Where Do We Go From Here?
TBLT has great potential in getting students actively engaged in using the
language in the classroom. It will take time to think about how a task-based
approach can be used to structure a whole elementary Russian course, and the
implications for our traditional understandings of student outcomes in learning
specific vocabulary, grammar, and syntax. Before undertaking such a project,
we are hampered by lack of studies in two areas. Do we know enough about
what kinds of real-world communicative tasks the average U.S. undergraduate
studying Russian in the U.S. is likely to need to accomplish? Are student goals
homogeneous enough to allow us to predict even a core set of likely tasks that
students will need to accomplish? Doughty and Long (2003) and Long (2007)
have written forcefully that a needs analysis must be conducted before
attempting to structure TBLT course curricula. While this is feasible in teaching
English as a second language (where the large number of learners justifies the
investment to write whole courses for specific learning purposes), is this
feasible for a less commonly taught language, like Russian, given current
enrollment patterns and the current structure of U.S. higher education?
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Another significant problem for implementing TBLT as the structuring
principle for Russian is our lack of knowledge of the actual developmental
stages of the interlanguage of English-speaking students of Russian. What
forms are acquired first, and which later? Most textbooks have structured the
order of grammar presentation in one of two ways:
moving from
morphological simplicity to greater morphological complexity, or relying on
notions of functionality (nominative plural forms are introduced far earlier than
the plural forms for the oblique cases; prepositional singular is taught long
before the instrumental singular). Yet we do not actually know how well either
ordering principle corresponds to learners’ interlanguage development. A few
studies (Thompson 1980; Rubenstein 1995; Murphy-Lee 2003) have examined
the acquisition of the Russian case system among classroom-based learners, but
we still have virtually no documentation of learner acquisition of the verbal
system or of complex syntax. Without this knowledge, it will be hard to predict
what linguistic forms in the input that students receive to complete tasks
should receive instructional attention and treatment. Which forms in the input
can remain in the “background”? Which forms can be taught implicitly? What
forms will need explicit treatments? What forms may be taught only through
negative feedback?
While an entirely TBLT course for elementary Russian is currently
beyond reach, teachers can adapt the communicative activities in existing
textbooks to make them task-based. As we have already noted, a typical
problem with many communicative activities is their lack of an outcome. Once
teachers identify an outcome (either a verbal or a non-linguistic product) that
can result from the students’ communication, they are already well on the way
to restructuring their classroom interaction along TBLT lines. Planning and
building the linguistic scaffolding that the learners will need to reach that
outcome is possibly the second most important consideration in the
transformation process.
While these transformations of textbook
communicative activities demand greater time and creativity from the teacher
in preparing classes, they offer the possibility that the classroom sessions
themselves will be much more engaging for the students and less work for the
teacher, since the burden of classroom engagement in the target language shifts
from the instructor to the learners who are using the language to complete tasks
and achieve outcomes.
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Appendix 1. Sample vocabulary activity (pre-task)
Начало

Урок 10

Часть 2

В каждой группе найдите слово, которое НЕ подходит? =In each group find
the word that does NOT belong. Be able to tell what unites the other words.
молоко
сыр
хлеб
сметана
колбаса
икра
курица
сосиски

помидоры
стыдно
капуста
морковь
апельсины
грибы
огурцы
салат

подарки
ёлка
пельмени
Снегурочка
виноград
яблоко
картошка
апельсин

цветы
холодно
Новый год
снег
помидоры
сметана
масло
йогурт

пирожки
мясо
блины
хлеб
шампанское
принесёт
квас
пиво

Appendix 2A. Page 1 of student worksheet to accompany lesson
Русский язык 108

Начало

Урок 10

Часть 2

On a Russian discussion board, someone raised the topic of what people eat for
breakfast. Here are thirteen responses. What seems to be the most
typical/common items eaten for breakfast?
1. E-Not

Зеленый чай с лимоном, 200г творога и бутерброд с сыром.

2. Rules

У меня выходит чай и бутерброды...или творог, йогурты

3. Fenix

Я завтракаю всегда плотно! Это или пельмени, или омлет,
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или яичница, молоко или чай, печение
4. Глеб Александрович в основном фрукты и фруктовые салаты
5. Broad

Мюсли с йогуртом и изюмом. Стакан молока, стакан воды,
плюс еще какой-нибудь йогурт.

6. Kirja8

Йогурт+Молоко и булочка

7. Дождь

утром бутылка йогурта в машине, в 12 чай с молоком, в 15
плотный обед

8. Xoxa

Классика жанра: каша + бутерброд с чаем. Вариациями на
тему завтрака являются фрукты с орехами или завтрак
исключительно из молочных продуктов.

9. zeff

У меня два варианта завтрака: 1. Творог(200-250гр)+фрукты 2.
Яйца всмятку(4-5шт)+овощной салатик

10. NoOk!e

в идеале: первый завтрак Йогурт с протеином + банан +
бутерброд из черного хлеба с сыром; через 1,5-2 часа второй
завтрак : Тарелка каши + 4 яйца + чай

11. Kotofey

Яичница, 2-4 яйца, бутерброды и чай-кофе, иногда молоко
просто с плюшкой, если тороплюсь, то яблоко или еще
какой фрукт... ну а если опаздываю, то шоколад + сок по
пути...

12. Che$teR

Завтрак: творог обезжиренный 200г, хлопья овсяные с
молоком, 4 яйца перепелиных с чёрным хлебом, сок
апельсиновый/кофе с печеньем.

13. Sergey S.G. а я вот мюсли ежедневно ем и кофе с бутербродиком

Appendix 2B. Page 2 of student worksheet to accompany lesson
Начало

Урок 10

Часть 2
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1) On the first line next to the word я, write in 2-3 answers for the questions.
Note that all of the answers to the questions will be in the accusative case.
Ask these questions to your classmates. Write the name of your classmate in
the left hand column, and record their answers. Talk to as many people as you
can in ten minutes.
Вопросы:

—Что ты ешь…?
—Что ты пьёшь?
Что ты
обычно ешь
утром?

Ответы:

Что ты
обычно ешь
днём?

Что ты
обычно
пьёшь
утром?

— Я ем …
—Я пью …
Что ты
обычно
пьёшь
днём?

Я…

Ваш
Преподаватель
(вы)
Look at the answers that you have collected and decide:
1) что едят/пьют американские студенты?
2) Whose eating habits are closest to yours? Then complete the statements «
Мы с ….. едим …» and «Мы с … пьём …»
3) How similar or dissimilar are American and Russian morning habits based
on these samples?
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Appendix 3. Teacher's lesson plan for sample lesson
Planned
time

Activity

5 min.

1) As a warm up the teacher begins class with a
categorizing activity. The teacher writes the
following categories of food on the board in four
columns (изделия из
теста/овощи/молочное/напитки) and then
distributes markers to the students to come to the
board and write down as many items as they can
in the appropriate columns.
Depending on the quality of the students’
production, the teacher planned to give corrective
feedback individually at the board concerning
spelling, appropriate categorizations or start a
general discussion with the class so that they
could hear the words and brainstorm about
additional items appropriate for the categories.
These categories and the brainstorming questions
were directed to highlight words that the students
were likely to encounter/need in the four tasks.
2) On a clean section of the board, the teacher
writes the questions: Что ест средний /
типичный русский утром на завтрак? Что он
пьёт? The questions are presented orally as well,
and in several variations. The teacher distributes
the handout (Appendix 2), and gives the students
several minutes to read the text.
As a group, students answer the question, and the
teacher records answers on the board. Then the
teacher asks students to count up the frequency
with which the responses are mentioned. Teacher
repeats the student answers fixing pronunciation,
provides some L1 commentary on certain
responses.

10 min.

Actual
time
and
comments
10 min.

12 min.
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5 min.

10 min.

10 min.
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3) The teacher sets up the next task in L2, using
the following as a guide to their teacher talk: Мы
хотим провести исследование (gloss in L1:
research): Что обычно едят и пьют студенты
нашего университета? Чтобы ответить на этот
вопрос, мы должны собрать данные / собрать
факты. Для этого нам нужна информация.
[Direct the students' attention to the back side of
the handout (Appendix 2b)]. Сейчас мы ответим
на эти вопросы в нашей группе. Сначала надо
ответить для себя. Потом вы будете задавать
друг другу вопросы и записывать ответы.
Give students a few minutes to write answers to
the four questions: Что ты ешь утром? днём?
Что ты обычно пьешь утром? днём?

2 min.

4) Once most of the students have answered for
themselves, they are instructed to complete the
survey with as many as their classmates as they
can. The instructor participates in the survey as
well, giving personal information to the students,
but not recording any. As the students conduct the
survey, they record their partners’ answers.
5) Following the survey, the students report back
to the instructor on what they learned about their
classmates. The instructor focuses mostly on
breakfast habits. After listing answers received at
random, the instructor has the group generate
frequency information.
The instructor recasts students’ answers so that
they are full sentences, or that they contain correct
verb forms and accusative case endings.

9 min.

3 min.

7 min.
could
sharpen
language
focus
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6) Instructor pulls together the information that
has been gathered, using this as a model for
teacher talk: Давайте сравним ответы…./
Американские студенты едят / пьют
А русские едят / пьют …
Ask the students to look at the information that
they’ve gathered and make statements about
classmates whose eating habits are closest to
theirs, encouraging them to phrase the statements
as «Мы с ….. едим …» and «Мы с … пьём …»
Unplanned Teacher wrote the infinitive есть on the board and
prompted the students to give the forms by saying the
subject pronouns in order. Forms were recorded on the
board. When forms were on the board and instructor
asked the students «what is going to mess you up with
this verb?» Students noticed change of conjugation
patterns (ед- as stem in plural; end stress in all the
plural forms; similarities and differences between еди́м
and е́дем. Similar procedure with пить. Group
repetition of forms of both verbs.
10 min.
7) Instructor previews vocabulary for the next
day's class (focus on soft adjectives последний,
домашний, синий, еtc.)

1 min.

5 min.
Should
have
stayed
with part
6 for the
last 7
minutes
of class
2 min.

Appendix 4. Alternatives to explicit explanation of verb conjugations
4A. Student Worksheet
Directions. You will hear a number of statements about the foods that people
eat. In the first column, check the subject pronoun that goes with the statement
that you hear, and then note whether you also eat the item indicated.
Кто что ест?
1. ____он
____ ты
2. ____вы
____ ты
3. ____они
____ она

Я тоже
____ они
____ мы
____ мы
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Teacher’s script
1. Едят фрукты каждое утро.
2. На ужин обыно ешь салат.
3. На обед всегда едим суп.
4B. Student Worksheet
Directions. You will hear a number of statements about the foods that people
eat. Write down the sentences that you hear in the box where the mentioned
food item is pictured3.

Teacher’s script
1. Мы едим овощи.
2. Они едят рыбу.
3. Я ем сыр.
4. Ты ешь морковь
5. Вы едите банан.
6. Он ест яблоко.
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Время русского языка
Марина Ремнева
Георгий Москвин
2007 год, объявленный президентом РФ В.В.Путиным годом русского
языка, стал значимой вехой в новейшей истории. В этом плане 2007 год
перестает быть обычным календарным временем, обозначая уже не
меру дней – от января до января, – он становится названием
геокультурной эпохи.
Последние два десятка лет подобно тектоническому взрыву
изменили языковую карту мира. И хотя речевые потоки, казалось бы,
продолжают течь по своим многовековым руслам, их состав и
насыщенность уже иные. Все сдвиги в труде, быте, культуре, политике
современного мира отозвались в языке. И, надо признать, более
остальных чувствительным к изменениям оказался русский язык –
главный и базовый язык общения на территории бывшего Советского
Союза и нынешней России.
К сегодняшнему дню результаты политических и культурных
потрясений для бытования русского языка могут рассматриваться как
тревожные. Ректор МГУ им. М.В. Ломоносова В.А. Садовничий в речи
25 января 2007 г., произнесенной в Татьянин день – день рождения МГУ,
привел следующие факты. Перемены затронули 3 главных ареала
бытования русского языка. Первый – это сама Россия. По данным
Российской академии наук на 2007 г., русским языком на территории
страны владеет 130 миллионов человек, однако процессы
регионализации и ослабления культурных традиций, связанных с
русским языком, привели к тому, что число не владеющих им достигло
2,5 миллионов. Кроме этого, в национальных республиках РФ
существует 29 языков, имеющих государственный статус, и в обозримой
перспективе в некоторых регионах страны на русском языке не будут
говорить вовсе. Второй ареал – страны СНГ, в которых для 26
миллионов жителей русский язык является родным, а для большинства
остального населения остается традиционным языком общения, как
скажем, английский во многих регионах мира. И, наконец, третий
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ареал – русское зарубежье, говорящее на русском языке в 25 миллионов
голосов.
Как видим, тенденции весьма неоднозначные. С одной стороны,
доля русского языка уменьшается, и сфера его употребления
сокращается. Это тревожный процесс. С другой же – русский язык в
последнее время вышел за границы России и активно распространяется
в мире, заполняя своей речью культурное, бытовое и экономическое
пространство зарубежья. И дело здесь не только и далеко не столько в
числе русскоговорящих вне России, а в том, в каких сферах жизни он
используется, хотя, конечно, пока нельзя преувеличивать значение
русского языка в других странах.
Если отвлечься от роли русского языка в зонах традиционного
политического, экономического и культурного влияния, к сожалению,
носящего в последние годы часто реликтовый характер, то в США,
Западной Европе, развитых странах Азии ему еще предстоит обрести
свой должный статус. Ведь мы, прежде всего, судим по личным
впечатлениям, и, надо сказать, наши наблюдения отражают явления
объективные. В наши дни во многих оживленных городах мира русская
речь звучит иногда так обильно, что в иные моменты даже утрачиваешь
чувство заграницы. Но есть другие критерии, по ним можно более
точно судить о реальном положении вещей. Например, такой, казалось
бы, частный случай: во множестве общественных мест вывешены
инструктирующие и предупреждающие таблички с надписями на
четырех-пяти основных языках мира. Как правило, русского языка
среди них нет. И причина, разумеется, не в дискриминации русских.
Лишь отчасти это можно объяснить следствием исторической инерции,
– дело здесь в реальном, прежде всего политико-экономическом
значении русского языка как главного делегата нации.
Цифры далеко не объясняют суть дела. Так, они свидетельствуют,
что в Европе насчитывается 225 языков, в самой России – 180. Поэтому
количество говорящих на русском языке людей, составляющее 288
миллионов человек, рассматривается как факт положительный.
Действительно, если сравнивать с многочисленность языков в Европе и
всей России, то такое количество русскоговорящих выглядит
впечатляюще. Что же касается доли русского языка по сравнению с
численностью мирового населения, то цифра эта, безусловно, невелика.
Закономерность кажется несложной для понимания: чем больше
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населения в стране, тем, естественно, больше людей, говорящих на ее
основном языке. Однако является ли этот показатель абсолютным?
Безусловно, существует некий порог численности говорящих на
языке, обеспечивающий ему перспективу. Например, невообразимы
обстоятельства, при которых язык с численностью говорящих в 1
миллион мог бы стать мировым. Есть и другая сторона. Возьмем для
иллюстрации китайский язык. Во второй половине XX-го века
население Китая было и продолжает оставаться самым большим на
планете, а значит и число говорящих на китайском языке как на родном
значительно превышало аналогичные показатели в других странах. В
наши дни интерес к изучению китайского языка возрос неимоверно в
сравнении с предыдущими десятилетиями. Дело здесь, без сомнения,
не состоит в исключительной привлекательности языка как такового со
всеми его познавательнми и культурными характеристиками. Этот
интерес в первую очередь объясняется бурным ростом экономики
Китая и нынешним политическим весом государства. Китай
представляет собой яркий пример такого положения, когда число
носителей языка на территории страны и ее политико-экономическое и
культурное состояние совпадают.
Пример другого порядка являет английский язык. Его значение и
влияние в мире общеизвестны и даже не нуждаются, в силу своей
очевидности, в каком-либо подтверждении. Между тем, что также
очевидно, международное значение английского языка не зависит
непосредственно от числа жителей Великобритании и США. Не
следует, правда, преуменьшать важность этого фактора: ведь земля, на
которой живут люди этих стран, – живородящее поле языка, его
источник. Но все же речь о другом – о прочном положении
английского языка за пределами стран, его порождающих. И речь идет
не только об историческом факте распространения и укоренения этого
языка на прежних колониальных территориях. В современном мире
большее
значение
имеют
другие
факторы
сохранения
и
функционирования языка в регионах, для которых он не является
родным, т.е. не гомогенным самой среде. Эти факторы возникают в трех
основных сферах общественной жизни – экономике, политике,
культуре. Вес и сила этих сфер обеспечивают английскому языку
мировой статус, т.е. владение этим языком стало обязательным
атрибутом жизни для всех остальных стран, и едва ли они могут без
него обойтись.
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Итак, три объективных положения определяют международный
статус языка и его жизнеспособность:
•
•
•

численность говорящих на языке как родном;
распространенность языка за пределами страны;
востребованность языка в мире.

Мы не говорим здесь о функционировании языка на своей
природной территории, поскольку в наше время полноценное
существование языка вне взаимодействия с другим миром попросту
невозможно, т.е. любое проявление изоляционизма неизбежно ведет к
стагнации всех форм жизни.
Возвращаясь к России и русскому языку, отметим, прежде всего,
первый аспект – численность носителей языка как в стране, так и в
странах бывшего СССР и дальнего зарубежья. Повторимся, цифра в 288
миллионов
человек
достаточно
представительна,
чтобы
свидетельствовать о природной мощи русского языка и его
возможностях. Это означает, что силы в русском языке много, она
неисчерпаема, пока возобновляется его народ-носитель. Следовательно,
когда мы сетуем на сокращение пространства и доли русского языка,
мы ведем себя, быть может, несколько эмоционально, не столь
дальновидно. Так ли непреодолимо реальное и мнимое отставание
русской жизни от жизни развитых стран? Вспомним наш уровень
жизни и общественное настроение пару десятков лет назад. Разве не
казалось, что наше отставание безнадежно? Но, как рано или поздно
выясняет для себя любой человек: век его короток, а жизнь бесконечна.
Наши личные и текущие взгляды определяются всегда актуальными
обстоятельствами, на деле же происходит неизбежное, как правило то,
что было ранее непредставимым. Вот почему надо бы вернуться в
прошлое и вспомнить поучение М.В. Ломоносова, чьи слова
оказываются применимы и к нашим дням: «Повелитель многих языков,
язык российский не токмо обширностью мест, где он господствует, но
купно и собственно своим пространством и довольством велик перед
всеми в Европе. Невероятно сие покажется иностранным и некоторым
природным россиянам, которые больше к чужим языкам, нежели к
своему, трудов прилагали».
Таким образом, говоря о природной силе русского языка, мы с
неизбежностью приходим к рассуждению о том, что численность
носителей языка сама по себе не является гарантией его настоящего
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процветания. Она представляет собой условие его существования,
подобно тому как физическая жизнь народа коренится в живущих
сейчас людях. И, число носителей русского языка, повторимся, велико и
достаточно. Пространство бытования языка – природная среда его
жизни. Это, без сомнения, позитивный показатель, своего рода ресурс
для реализации его потенциала. Хотя, как и численность, пространство
само по себе не гарантируют полновесного бытования языка. Заметим,
что Ломоносов слово «пространство» дополнил важнейшим словом –
«довольство». По отношению к языку оно выражает следующее:
полнота жизни и благосостояние людей, заселяющих это пространство
и говорящих на одном языке. Современными словами, пространство
должно быть цивилизовано населением с устойчивыми признаками
культурной идентичности и целостности, как это, к примеру,
наблюдается во многих европейских странах.
Следовательно, насущная потребность русского мира (мы говорим
«русский», а не «российский», поскольку речь идет именно о русском
языке – основном языке российского государства) состоит в
цивилизации
его
жизненного
пространства
и
обеспечении
«довольства» его населения. Конечно, в России это осуществить очень
трудно в силу обширности ее территории, как в других больших
странах, например в большой части Китая или в отдельных местах
США. Тем не менее, упрочение положения русского языка в стране
видится только в успехе этой задачи.
Следующий аспект – распространенность русского языка за
пределами страны. Здесь сложилась уникальная ситуация: в отличие от
английского, испанского, португальского, французского языков,
искусственно насажденных в дальних колониях, – русский язык
основался на сопредельных территориях, прежде в национальных
окраинах империи, затем в республиках и автономиях и, наконец, в
странах СНГ. Число русскоговорящих в этих странах по подсчетам
составляет 26 миллионов человек. Перспектива сохранения в них
представительства русского языка – вопрос, понятно, не только и не
столько демографический, сколько геополитический. Что же касается
носителей русского языка в дальнем зарубежье, то исчезновение
русского языка в последующих поколениях или его мутация – процесс
неостановимый.
Таким образом, число говорящих на русском языке как на родном
будет сокращаться, и к этому надо относиться как к проявлению
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общего закона. Подобное могло бы произойти с любым языком
метрополии, если он не пустил глубокие корни в колониях или
последовательно вымывается из общения. И такова, безусловно, судьба
любой эмиграции. Следует оговориться, что поправки в прогнозы
может внести глобализация, но пока никто не может с уверенностью
предвидеть ее результаты.
Сказанное приводит к мысли, что распространенность языка,
особенно в историческом аспекте, – явление неустойчивое. Разговор в
этом случае переходит на востребованность языка как на условие его
поддержания за пределами природного бытования. Внимание здесь
должно быть привлечено к вопросу владения языком как вторым, или
еще шире – как неродным. По официальным данным, русским языком
как неродным владеет 114 миллионов человек. Надо думать, что эта
цифра приблизительная, поскольку для подсчета принимаются
критерии, отличающиеся известной степенью условности, в частности
уровень владения языком, т.е. уровень речевой компетенции. Однако
так или иначе названный тип владения языком является релевантным
показателем востребованности языка, поскольку он отражает его
участие в общем научно-техническом, экономическом и культурном
языковом пространстве. Пожалуй, расширение числа нуждающихся в
русском языке – приоритетная задача тех, кто заинтересован в
укреплении его международного значения. Идеальным результатом в
этом плане становится достижение того положения, когда свободное
владение русским языком как альтернативным родному будет
становится нормой в речевой деятельности культурного иностранца.
Иначе говоря, мы видим в развитии этого направления резерв развития
русского языка как средства международного общения.

***
Расширение языкового влияния на других территориях, как показывает
история, чаще всего было результатом захвата и экспансии. Самое
печальное следствие таких процессов состояло в том, что внедрение
языка и культуры происходило за счет подавления и вытеснения
оригинальных языков и норм культурной жизни, при этом непременно
средствами принуждения и насилия. Распространено и во многом
справедливо мнение, что привнесение прогрессивных форм в отсталую,
или неразвитую, жизнь всегда благо. Возможно, это бесспорно для
общего прогресса, но для подавляемой «цивилизуемой» стороны
неизменно носит драматический характер. Заботы о балансе интересов
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в захватническую пору эволюции человеческого общества не было и не
могло быть. В новейшее время ситуация радикально меняется. Хотя
распространение языков и культур в известной мере сохраняет
экспансионистский характер, в сознании современного человека
закрепляется нравственный императив – необходимость баланса
интересов и стремление к справедливости. Такое требование
формирует новое понимание человеческих отношений, которое
отрицает экспансию как таковую. Гуманизация сознания становится
качеством современного человека, что в свою очередь расставляет иные
акценты в предпочтении человеком технических или гуманитарных
приоритетов. Разумеется, победить материальные потребности нельзя
и опасно даже пытаться, но гуманитарная составляющая нашей жизни
приобрела небывалое прежде влияние и оказывает на материальную
сторону человека огромное воздействие.
Речь, таким образом, идет о том, что в наше время действия,
предпочитающие экономический эффект гуманитарному, уже не
кажутся бесспорно правильной моделью поведения. На первый план во
взаимоотношениях стран выходит не извлечение прибыли, а общение
культур. Конечно, в нынешней практике отношений мы еще не
наблюдаем этот процесс непосредственно, но новые приоритеты
становятся фактом общественного сознания. Последнее утверждение
может вызвать справедливое возражение, что реальность как раз
свидетельствует об обратном. Это так, но жестокость положения –
результат предельного обострения борьбы человека за свое будущее.
Он как бы борется с самим собой, и, как неизменно случается, поначалу
торжествует материальное и грубое.
Из сказанного можно сделать вывод о повышении роли
гуманитарного сознания в современном мире, а следовательно, и
возрастающем значении гуманитарного образования человека.
Поэтому образовательные учреждения сейчас должны играть роль,
определяемую насущными потребностями общества. И в первую
очередь
это
касается
гуманитарного
просвещения.
Особая
ответственность ложится в этом случае на ведущие учебные заведения
страны, и главное – на Московский университет.

***
Задача сохранения русского языка как феномена мировой культуры и
общения, жизнетворной среды деятельности народа лежит на всех –
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государстве, коллективе, личности. И дело вовсе не в том, чтобы
поддержать свой язык и себя, – это естественная потребность любого.
Дело в понимании, что язык не просто феномен бытия, существующий
рядом с нами, а сущность, обеспечивающая жизнь, ибо именно язык
образует, сохраняет и выражает нацию. Вот почему забота о языке – это
прямая забота как раз о самих себе.
Жизнь языка осуществляется в двух сферах: это постоянное
произрастание из себя самого – ее внутренний аспект и взаимодействие
с другими языками – внешний. Поддержка его жизни происходит во
всем объеме и на всех уровнях существования государства, наша же
задача здесь рассказать о роли Московского университета и его главной
артерии, хранителе русского слова – филологическом факультете.
Начало научного изучения русского языка и рождение
Московского университета – события знаковые для Российского
государства. Поражает символическое совпадение: оба эти события
произошли в 1755 году. В том году указом Императрицы Елизаветы
Петровны, благодаря административной инициативе и воле графа
П.И. Шувалова, духовному и научному патронажу великого ученого и
поэта М.В. Ломоносова был открыт Московский университет. И в том
же году была выпущена первая печатная грамматика русского языка
(«Российская грамматика»), автором которой был М.В. Ломоносов.
Именно в ней прозвучали знаменитые слова о русском языке,
соединившие остроту научного взгляда и поэтическую оценку,
провозгласившие его особость на фоне других европейских языков. В
русском языке, говорил Ломоносов, можно найти «великолепие
испанского, живость французского, крепость немецкого, нежность
итальянского, сверх того богатство и сильную в изображениях краткость
греческого и латинского языков». Такое вдохновенное переживание
родного языка является неотъемлемым качеством русской души. Через
85 лет великий русский прозаик Н.В. Гоголь возвел русское слово в
высшую сферу бытия, где сливаются стихии и человеческий разум:
«Нет слова, которое бы так замашисто, бойко так вырвалось бы из-под
самого сердца, так бы кипело и животрепетало, как метко сказанное
русское слово».
Вся история Московского университета, от основания до наших
дней, связана с продвижением и укреплением русского языка. Его
научный статус и готовность к просвещению были впервые утверждены
в Московском университете в 1768 году: по повелению Императрицы
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Екатерины II «для лучшего распространения наук в России начались
лекции во всех трех факультетах природными россиянам на
российском языке». Приведенный факт свидетельствует о точном и
своевременном понимании государственной и национальной роли
русского языка в формировании научного мышления, понимания того,
что русский ученый немыслим без русского языка – без языка,
создающего образ его мыслей. Понимание это, выразившееся уже на
первых этапах деятельности Московского университета, определило и
последующую учебно-научную стратегию: неважно, в какой области
науки работает ученый, – русский язык является средством,
объединяющим все без исключения науки.
В 1783 году была создана Российская академия, и первыми ее
членами стали воспитанники Благородного пансиона при Московском
университете, а в 1841 году на базе Российской академии было создано
Отделение русского языка и словесности. Эти государственные и
научно-административные акты заложили основы деятельности
Московского университета в продвижении русского языка как языка
науки.
Русский язык и русская культура нераздельны, потому что язык –
необходимое условие и главный признак культурной общности, основа
национального самосознания. Велик вклад Московского университета в
утверждение этого положения. Именно в Московском университете
формировался языковой и речевой образец, легший в основу
культурного общения нации. Это бесконечная тема, поэтому
представляется достаточным вспомнить имена русских писателей, чье
художественное слово воспитывалось в атмосфере Московского
университета:
Д.И. Фонвизин,
В.А. Жуковский,
А.С. Грибоедов,
М.Ю. Лермонтов, А.Н. Островский, И.С. Тургенев, И.А. Гончаров,
Ф.И. Тютчев, А.П. Чехов, Б.Л. Пастернак.
Главная задача Московского университета, по словам его ректора
В.А. Садовничего, – восстановление прервавшейся связи поколений
российской интеллигенции. Выполнение этой задачи начинается с
укрепления связи языка и культуры, ибо, прежде всего в Московском
университете должна создаваться атмосфера, способная воплотить
идеал русского философа А.И. Ильина: «Человек может прожить всю
жизнь в пределах своего государства и не обрести своей родины, так что
душа его будет до конца патриотически пустынна и мертва. Обретение
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родины
есть
акт
духовного
самоопределения
обусловливающий духовную плодотворность его жизни».

человека,

***
В практическом отношении для точности действий нужно помнить, что
русский язык, как и другие полиэтнические языки, разделяет
современный мир на две сферы: локальный мир, т.е. бытование в
рамках государства, и глобальный – за пределами его границ. В
локальном современном мире остался неизменным государственный
статус русского языка и сохранилось его значение как языка
межнационального общения в России. Такое положение соответствует
желаемому тождеству государства и языковой личности, полным
отражением слов Л. Виттгенштейна: «границы моего языка означают
границы моего мира». Тем не менее, отмеченное тождество нуждается в
комментарии, поскольку оно окажется бездейственным, если видеть
лишь его правовые, формальные и количественные параметры, при
этом не замечая их изменчивости под влиянием объективных
процессов. Так, глобализация, проникая в поры национального
общественного организма, в первую очередь поражает его наиболее
чувствительные органы – язык и культуру. Отсюда и необходимость
защиты литературного русского языка и государственного контроля над
языковой практикой СМИ и разгульной свободы речи в Интернете, т.е.
первоочередная забота о языковой норме, обязательном стандарте.
Стратегическая модель общенациональной деятельности должна быть
такова: на фоне переменных параметров неизменным должен
оставаться язык как идентифицирующая сущность.
Ведущую позицию в выполнении задачи по поддержанию
русского языка в России, его защите и развитии занимает МГУ им.
М.В. Ломоносова
благодаря
деятельности
своего
основного
подразделения – филологического факультета, флагмана русской
филологии. Два основных направления составляют цель этой
деятельности: углубление и диверсификация филологического знания в
области русистики и распространение его в России. При этом русская
филология на факультете не только осуществляет функцию хранения и
анализа духовного наследия великой русской цивилизации, но и
активно развивается, интегрируясь с естественными науками и науками
математического цикла и внося тем самым вклад в информационную
практику общества. Так, современные лингвистические технологии,
которые рождаются на стыке гуманитарных и естественных наук,
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помогают филологии создавать методики изучения компьютерных
первичных и вторичных текстов, оптимизировать способы поиска
данных в Интернет-ресурсах, автоматизировать операционную базу
перевода и работы с письменными текстовыми модулями,
разрабатывать автоматические словари, а также компьютерные,
грамматические, семантические и стилистические анализаторы
русского языка. Другими словами, деятельность филологического
факультета направлена на сохранение, накопление знания о языке,
передачу и распространение его на сопредельные области науки.
Особую роль играет участие филологического факультета в
обеспечении
эффективности
языковой
внутренней
политики
государства.
Это,
прежде
всего,
осознание
необходимости
регламентировать
употребление
русского языка
с позиции
литературной нормы. Во-вторых, это создание фундаментальной
научной базы русского языка – описание уровневой системы языка в ее
стилевом выражении. Третья важнейшая и обширная сфера
деятельности – дидактическая. Особенно актуальным представляется
сейчас ответственная позиция факультета в отношении разных учебных
комплексов по русскому языку в разных школах. Дело здесь не только и
не столько в участии совместно с Академиями Наук и Образования РФ в
экспертизе учебников и контроле их соответствия существующим
стандартам – насущна оценка самого содержания школьного
образования
и
направленность
его
на
коммуникативно
ориентированное базовое обучение. В этом плане факультет, кафедра
русского языка осознают необходимость создания концепции курсов
русского языка для старших классов, т.е. развития программы «МГУшкола», столь эффективной в последнее десятилетие. Условием
реализации названных целей является повышение филологической
культуры коллектива университета, поэтому факультет стремится
внедрить русский язык и обязательно культуру речи в качестве
обязательных курсов на остальных факультетах МГУ.
Строгое разделение сфер бытования русского языка на локальную
и глобальную – действие аналитическое, в известной мере условное,
точнее все более становящееся условным в современных условиях.
Особенность положения русского языка в мире состоит в том, что он
существует не внутри определенных зон, а виде концентрических
кругов, подобно волнам: Россия, страны СНГ, дальнее зарубежье. Когда
мы говорим о русском языке в России, мы главным образом имеем в
виду его защиту, поддержку и развитие. Эта комплексная задача
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модифицируется в странах СНГ, так называемом ближнем зарубежье,
поскольку требует для своей реализации особой политической и
образовательной активности, особенно там, где конституция некоторых
новых стран – бывших республик СССР (например, Латвии, Литвы,
Эстонии) исключает придание другому языку (в данном случае –
русскому),
помимо
национального,
официального
или
государственного статуса. Во многом в связи с необходимостью
адекватно реагировать на новые реалии филологический факультет
МГУ осуществляет образовательную деятельность в Астане (Киргизия)
и Севастополе (Украина), обучает русскому языку учащихся из стран
СНГ, сотрудничает в учебно-научной сфере на всем постсоветском
пространстве. Филологический факультет выступает также с
инициативой льготного или бесплатного обучения тех учащихся из
СНГ, которые выбрали своей основной специальностью русский язык и
литературу. Эта поощрительная акция направлена на достижение
культурного эффекта, при котором русский язык не только не
затеряется на территориях своего исторического бытования, но и в
дальнейшем
будет
способствовать
обогащению
основных
национальных языков и культур. И еще одно рассуждение: в странах
СНГ живет 140 миллионов человек, русским языком в более или менее
активной форме владеет около половины, еще треть населения
считается осведомленной в русском языке, но им не пользуется. Было
бы непростительной ошибкой для гуманитарного состояния
человечества позволить языку-носителю уникальной культуры,
имеющей общемировую ценность, исчезнуть с земель СНГ.
Между дальним зарубежьем и странами СНГ располагается
огромный регион, в котором русский язык активно распространялся
благодаря географическому соседству, влиянию политики и тесным
культурным связям. Это страны Восточной Европы и отдельные страны
Азии (в основном, Монголия и Китай). Между ними и странами СНГ
есть не просто существенная – принципиальная разница. Последние
связаны с Россией определенными узами, базирующимися на
государственных договоренностях. А вот, например, Польша, Чехия,
страны бывшей Югославии и другие представляют собой в полной
мере отдельные страны, поэтому русский языке в них быстро теряет
свои прежние позиции. Данные показывают, что число знающих
русский язык с начала 1990-х годов сократилось с 44 миллионов человек
до 19-ти. Это закономерный процесс, означающий, что их отношения с
Россией обретают свои естественные параметры, а количественное
измерение этих отношений – свою естественную величину.
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Сотрудничество России с этими странами, таким образом, выражает
современные тенденции, основанные на уважении политической и
национальной суверенности друг друга.
Наконец, собственно дальнее зарубежье, т.е. весь остальной мир,
где проживают как носители русского языка, так и их потомки, а также
все те, кто в разной степени владеет русским языком. Русский язык
существует здесь как явление культурное и бытовое. В местах
компактного поселения русскоговорящие образуют островки своей
особой посреди окружающей среды жизни, как, например, на БрайтонБич в США. В целом же русский язык в дальнем зарубежье пребывает в
двух основных состояниях: он или сохраняется, или возникает. В первом
случае интерес к русскому языку имеет естественный характер, во
втором – он обусловлен в большей мере социальными причинами, и
главными при этом оказываются система образования и возможности
использования языкового знания. Таким образом, число людей,
владеющих языком в чуждой ему среде, является показателем его
популярности и необходимости.
Существование русского языка на своей исконной территории, его
присутствие за пределами России – условие полноценной
жизнедеятельности человечества. Это утверждение распространяется
на все языки, имеющие мировой статус. Следовательно, сохранение зон
и сфер бытования языков – все равно, что забота о здоровье нашей
планеты. Разумеется, главная роль здесь принадлежит государству в
полном объеме его функций. Говоря о России, отметим, что
деятельность государства здесь осуществляется в политической,
экономической и культурной сферах и направлена на стимулирование
потребности в русском языке. Потребность эта во многом регулируется
самой жизнью, но без должного функционирования системы
образования удовлетворить ее, очевидно, нельзя.

***
Международная
деятельность
филологического
факультета
Московского университета эффективно проводится благодаря
слаженной работе его административных и учебных структур,
обеспечивающих обучение иностранных учащихся. На факультете
существуют следующие формы подготовки:
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• Подготовка филологов-специалистов. Длительность обучения 5
лет. Неверно думать, что эта подготовка эквивалентна бакалавриату –
отличие ее не только в сроке обучения, но и в объеме и глубине
получаемых знаний. Образование филолога-специалиста, особенно в
области русистики, на наш взгляд, соотносимо с образованием
обладателя мастерской степени в ряде стран, в том числе и США. Надо
сказать, что введение системы бакалавриата на филологическом
факультете, если и будет осуществляться, то в любом случае станет
долгим процессом адаптации к иной парадигме обучения.
• Подготовка филологов-магистров. В магистратуре обучаются 2
года, и само образование, или получаемая степень, является
промежуточной стадией между бакалаврами или специалистами и
аспирантами.
• Подготовка кандидатов филологических наук. Срок обучения в
аспирантуре 3 года. Филолог-русист, получивший степень кандидата
наук может приравниваться по образованию и качеству подготовки к
обладателю докторской степени (PhD) в соответствующих науках.
• Подготовка докторов филологических наук. Названная степень во
многих случаях не имеет прямого аналога, в частности в США. Она в
известном смысле соотносима с состоянием и статусом пост-доктора,
однако
последний не проходит длительный этап ученой
специализации, написания диссертации и ритуала ее зашиты.
Мы назвали 4 типа долгосрочной подготовки, завершающейся
получением степени. Кроме того, иностранные учащиеся на факультете
проходят разнообразные стажировки, в основном краткосрочные, по
широкому
спектру
филологических
дисциплин.
Содержание
стажировок многоообразно – от первых шагов в языке и специальности
до консультаций на высоком профессиональном уровне, хотя все же
самой репрезентативным является обучению русскому языку на разных
этапах подготовки.
Для обеспечения языковой подготовки иностранных учащихся на
факультете действуют три кафедры русского языка как иностраного
(РКИ): кафедра РКИ для иностранных учащихся филологического
факультета, кафедра РКИ для гуманитарных факультетов и кафедра
РКИ для естественных факультетов. Основная деятельность кафедр
состоит в
обучении иностранцев – студентов, магистрантов и
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аспирантов всех факультетов МГУ русскому языку в рамках их учебных
программ.
Особую категорию учащихся составляют стажеры, которых также
обучают кафедры русского языка. Стажер – широкая и емкая
категория, само слово даже трудно перевести адекватно на английский
язык, не сопроводив перевод нужным уточнением. Как правило
стажеры приезжают на факультет в индивидуальном порядке или в
составе групп, представляющих зарубежные университетские
программы в рамках сотрудничества Московского университета с
различными образовательными структурами за рубежом. Прием
стажеров на обучение осуществляют две административные структуры
факультета: Иностранный отдел, ответственный за долгосрочные
формы обучения, и Международные курсы русского языка и культуры,
организующие краткосрочное обучение.
Три ведущие дисциплины лежат в основе стажировок: русский
язык, русская литература, культурология. Часто эти дисциплины
комбинируются, составляя программу стажировок, при этом
культурология естественно сочетается с родственными гуманитарными
науками, с одной стороны, и расширяется за счет курсов по русской
живописи, музыке, фольклору, – с другой. Представительство стажеров
на факультете весьма значительно по численности и обширно по
географии, с доминированием стран Азии, Европы и Северной
Америки.
Особое место в сотрудничестве с Московским университетом
занимают университеты, колледжи и другие учебные заведения США.
Стажеры из США приезжают на филологический факультет по трем
каналам: это большое число индивидуальных учащихся, группы из
университетов-партнеров
и,
наконец,
группы,
собранные
общественными организациями страны. Самой эффективной и
влиятельной из последних являются Американские советы/АСПРЯЛ.
Что касается сотрудничества непосредственно с учебными заведениями,
то на факультете сложилась следующая картина, отражающая
разнообразие образовательной системы США: например, регулярно
организуются программы для частного Карлтонского колледжа
(Миннесота), государственного университета штата Флорида и других
институтов, имеющих специальные образовательные цели и задачи.
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Сотрудничество с Американскими советами насчитывает более
четырех десятков лет и является очень значимым. Именно на встрече в
Вашингтоне
с
президентом
Американских
советов,
проф.
Д. Девидсоном в апреле 2000-го года декан филологического факультета
проф. М.Л. Ремнева впервые высказала идею проведения факультетом
Международного Конгресса по русскому языку, и с того времени было
проведено уже три таких форума, последний из них – в 2007 году, в год
русского языка.
Исторически на факультете сложились две основные формы
обучения приезжающих по линии Американских советов: стажировки
индивидуальных учащихся и коллективные программы. Наиболее
значимой в профессиональном отношении является летняя 6-ти
недельная
программа
для
преподавателей
русского
языка
университетов и колледжей США. Пожалуй, это еще и самая
престижная профессиональная программа из США на факультете, ее
высокий уровень обеспечивается квалификацией и авторитетом
филологического факультета МГУ и Американских советов.
Подготовка к этой программе ведется обеими сторонами весь год,
начинается она в августе, сразу же после окончания предыдущей и
длится до середины июня – начала новой программы. С американской
стороны наиболее ответственной фазой подготовки является набор
слушателей программы, поскольку именно от точности этой работы
зависит успех ежегодного мероприятия. Эта работа имеет также
стратегическое значение: так, в последние годы раширяется
представительство участников программы – преподавателей школ и
соискателей мастерской и докторской степеней. Изменяющийся баланс
в пользу школ и будущих специалистов, на наш взгляд, намечает
перспективную тенденцию – укрепление позиций русского языка
благодаря
повышению
профессиональной
квалификации
специалистов всех уровней. Это особенно важно, если принять во
внимание, что за последние 10 лет более 150 преподавателей прошли
через программу.
Другим важным аспектом совместной работы над программой
является совместная забота об улучшении ее научного и учебнометодического содержания. Показательным в этом плане стало
проведение еженедельных форумов – обсуждений краеугольных
вопросов в преподавании русского языка как иностранного. Такое
нововведение
позволило
изменить
концепцию
общения
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«преподаватели – слушатели» на «коллега-преподаватель российского
университета – коллега-преподаватель американского учебного
заведения». Подробно об этой форме сотрудничества писалось в
периодическом издании АСПРЯЛ, «ACTR Letter» № 3 от 2006 г.
Существенным улучшением программы явился пересмотр ее учебных
компонентов, что значительно повысило учебное время – на 16 учебных
часов.
Плодотворными
оказались
весенние
консультации
организаторов , регулярно проводимые в Москве и Вашингтоне.
В настоящий момент программа являет собой слаженное
многодневное учебное и культурное действо, она выступает для обеих
сторон как образец при создании и проведении других подобных
мероприятий. Содержание программы разнообразно и претендует на
всеохватность,
т.
е.
предполагает
всестороннее
повышение
профессиональной компетенции. Ежедневные занятия состоят из
аспектных занятий, чередующихся с форумами-обсуждениями,
практических занятий, спецсеминаров. Аспектные занятия проводятся
в основном по двум дисциплинам: с одной стороны, по фонетике,
интонации, т.е. звучащей речи, с другой – по лексике,
словообразованию. На форумы выносятся неизменно актуальные темы:
организация преподавания русского языка в различных учебных
заведениях США, оснащенность учебного процесса учебными
материалами, преподавание грамматики, лексики, литературы,
учебный контроль. Практические занятия ведутся в небольших группах,
тщательно составленных в первые дни работы, преподавание в них
ориентировано на удовлетворение интересов слушателей и развитие их
языковой компетенции. В течение 6 недель программы слушателям
предлагается 12 спецсеминаров, их тематика включает лингвистикау,
литературу и культурологию. На каждой неделе проводится 2
спецсеминара: один по лингвистике, другой по литературе или
культуре, слушатели выбирают один из них в зависимости от своих
профессиональных предпочтений. Помимо регулярных ежедневных
занятий существуют и другие формы работы: лекции, консультации,
подготовка к проведению круглого стола, культурные мероприятия.
Венчает программу проведение круглого стола – своеобразной
конференции, на нем царит одновременно серьезная, деловая и
непринужденная, дружеская атмосфера, все с удовольствием
принимают участие в его работе.
Учительская программа филологического факультета МГУ и
Американских советов представляет собой образцовый пример
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сотрудничества стран в деле укрепления и распространения русского
языка в мире. Многолетний успех программы служит ориентиром для
филологического факультета в его обширной международной
деятельности, охватывающей все континенты и регионы.

***
В заключение отметим, что к уходящему 2007 году, провозглашенному
годом русского языка, можно относиться по-разному. Его можно
воспринять, например, как единовременную политическую акцию,
имеющую целью привлечь внимание к положению русского языка в
мире, подчеркнуть укрепление российской государственности,
растущее самоосознание российского гражданина. Его можно
рассматривать и как тенденцию укрепления авторитета и расширения
влияния русской культуры.
Суть же в том, что год русского языка – это веха, отмечающая
начало новой эпохи. Русский язык вновь осознает себя как мировую
сущность и приглашает народы и культуры к сотрудничеству.
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О создании фонда «Русский мир»1
Вячеслав Никонов
Понятие «русский мир» столь же многообразно как понятие «русский» и
как понятие «мир» в русском языке. Можно долго спорить, кого считать
представителем русского мира, но ответ дает сама жизнь. Не так давно в
Кёльне проходил первый конгресс русских немцев, и на нем можно было
встретить евреев из Одессы, немцев из Казахстана, украинцев из Сибири.
Неожиданно, они, приехав в Германию, обнаружили, что они – русские.
Причем, сейчас это чувствуют гораздо сильнее, чем когда жили в
Советском Союзе. Русские – кто это? Прежде всего, это всем известные
«Russians». Русские это не кровь, это ощущение своей связанности с
русским миром через образ настоящего, будущего, прошлого, людей,
народа, страны. Внутри России «русский» чаще всего означает
этнокультурную идентичность, а россиянин – государственную
принадлежность, гражданство, но вовне понятие «русский» становится
надэтническим, и даже суперэтническим, а в определенном смысле
цивилизационным. Русский мир как цивилизация шире этносов и наций,
территорий, религий, политических систем, идеологических пристрастий.
Русский мир полиэтничен, поликонфессионален, полисемантичен. Это –
глобальный феномен, который не может быть описан каким-то одним
определением. Структурно «русский мир» - это Россия, плюс русское
зарубежье и люди, которые интересуются Россией. Ментально – это все,
кто сознает свою включенность в русский мир. И в этом смысле
принадлежность к русскому миру – это само ощущение. Традиционно
существует набор характеристик, которые конструируют идентичность. В
The present article is based on a paper originally delivered by Dr. Vyacheslav A. Nikonov at
an International Forum on the study and teaching of Russian in North America held 17-19
October 2007, at ACTR and the Carnegie Endowment in Washington, D. C. The Forum was
funded by the Russian Ministry of Education and Science. Dr. Nikonov is Director of the
Russkiy Mir Foundation, established in June 2007 by a decree of President Putin for the purpose
of "promoting the Russian language, as Russia's national heritage and a significant aspect of
Russian and world culture, and supporting Russian language teaching programs abroad." Dr.
Nikonov is Dean of History and Political Science at the International University in Moscow and
founder of the Polity Foundation.
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О создании фонда «Русский мир»
Вячеслав Никонов

отношении «русского мира» многие называют русский язык, русскую
культуру, историческую память, интерес к Родине. Однако особенность
«русского мира» такова, что многие из этих характеристик, даже все, могут
находиться в латентном состоянии или быть утраченными, например, у
эмигрантов третьей волны, а само ощущение остается. Причастность к
русскому миру может иметь характер внутренней, не проявленной
идентичности. И так, кто же такие представители русского мира? Вопервых, это все те, кто считает себя относящимся к русскому миру. И
второе – это те, кому русский мир небезразличен.
В программе настоящей конференции название нашего фонда
переведено на английский язык как «Russian World». А почему
организаторы конференции решили, что это «world»? Понятие «мир» в
русском языке далеко не исчерпывается понятием «world».
По-русски «мир» - это, как известно: Вселенная, Земной шар,
планета. Это – наша Вселенная, в которой мы живем, где бы мы ни жили.
Русское - великолепно, это интеллектуальное пиршество, это
кладезь для художников, филологов, журналистов, политиков, для всех,
кто интересуется Россией. Русский мир велик, на русском языке говорит
треть миллиарда человек. Сегодня это четвертый или пятый язык на
планете, русскоязычных можно встретить в любой точке Земного шара.
Элита постсоветских государств, даже тех, которые сейчас активно
дистанцируются от России, по-прежнему говорит по-русски, более того,
думает на русском языке. Даже в тех странах, где русский язык
вытесняется, не признан официально, за придание официального статуса
русскому языку выступает большинство населения. Как бы не вытесняли
русский язык в Латвии, но в Риге больше 70% продаваемых книг – это
книги на русском языке. На Украине 92% книжного рынка – это рынок
книг на русском языке. Русскоязычный Интернет занимает одно из первых
мест в глобальной сети, причем это не только Рунет, но и Интернет других
стран постсоветского пространства или, скажем, Израиля. Огромный рост
интереса к русскому языку отмечается сейчас во многих странах, прежде
всего в восточно-европейских. В Болгарии в начале 90-х годов русский
язык, стал 14-ым по изучению в стране, а сейчас он второй после
английского. И то же самое мы видим во многих восточно-европейских
странах, которые в 90-ые годы активно отказывались от русского языка.
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Но русский мир мал. В начале ХХ века русский мир был ограничен
Российской Империей, но в ее границах жил тогда каждый седьмой
землянин. Сейчас в границах Российской Федерации проживает на 20 млн.
человек меньше, чем жило в границах Российской Империи сто лет назад.
Это уже только каждый пятидесятый землянин. По численности
населения Российскую Федерацию в этом году обошла Бангладеш.
Русский мир в тоже время гораздо больше, в нем проживает, по оценкам,
чуть ли не каждый 20-ый человек. Однако тенденция здесь обнадеживает.
И так, мир – это Вселенная, это планета, это Земной шар. Но мир в
русском языке – это еще и согласие, отсутствие вражды, злобы, войны. ХХ
век для русского мира был трагичен, он пережил множество катастроф,
колоссальные человеческие потери, он оказался расколотым, разрезанным
на части, разбросанным по всему миру. Русский мир означает, помимо
прочего, русское примирение, согласие, лад, единение, преодоление
расколов прошлого века. И множество событий сейчас символизируют это
начавшееся воссоединение. Из таких событий прежде всего стоит отметить
воссоединение Русской православной церкви и Русской православной
зарубежной церкви. Событие воистину историческое, значение которого
очень трудно переоценить. Церковь дала впечатляющий пример, за
которым не грех последовать и политикам. Нельзя не отметить и
перезахоронение в Москве таких сынов России, умерших в эмиграции, как
философ Иван Ильин, генерал Антон Деникин. Сюда же можно отнести и
введение нового национального праздника – Дня Народного Единства 4
ноября, - который в этом году пройдет как день русского мира.
Мир в русском языке – это еще и сообщество, община, круг близких
людей. Россия издавна жила миром. Как бы не относились, к общинности,
коллективизму, их историческое бытование основывалось на вполне
реальной жизненной практике подавляющего большинства населения.
Практика последних десятилетий, к сожалению нас атомизировала,
разделила, но сейчас есть возможность вновь восстановить эту общность.
Поэтому как же переводить на английский язык «Русский мир»? Мы
никак не будем переводить, на английском он тоже будет звучать как
«Русский мир». И Интернет-сайт, который был запущен одновременно с
Фондом 3 ноября этого года – «russkiymir.ru» на русском языке и
«russkiymir.org» на английском языке.
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«Русский мир» рождается в тот момент, когда человечество
переживает эпоху глобализации, которая требует новых подходов.
Глобализация вызывает в разных странах разные реакции. Некоторые
страны пытаются замкнуться в себе, другие наоборот стараются
использовать глобальные каналы для продвижения своего влияния, для
распространения языка. Очевидно, что нам как России надо постараться
оседлать глобализацию, а не защититься от неё, не пытаться спрятаться. А
нам как Фонду «Русский мир» надо создать систему сетевого
взаимодействия всего русского мира, поддержать неправительственные
русскоязычные
организации,
специалистов
по
нашей
стране,
специалистов по русскому языку, помочь русскоязычным средствам
массовой информации и Интернет-сайтам за рубежом, помочь
ассоциациям выпускников российских вузов, попытаться наполнить
фонды библиотек книгами, аудио- и видеопродукцией.
Одной из первых инициатив нашего фонда будет наше соучастие в
создании национального фонда возвращения российских ученых, которые
в огромном количестве выехали за рубеж. Если уж у наших футбольных
клубов, даже улетающих в низший дивизион, хватает денег на
приобретение оболтусов из Бразилии (которые все равно не помогают), то
для возвращения ученых, для поворота вспять утечки мозгов у нас должны
найтись средства.
Мы задались вопросом: почему во всем мире есть American schools,
а почему нет Russian schools. И мы будем стараться решить эту проблему,
действуя теми способами, которыми действуют и все другие страны. Наш
Интернет-портал будет мультимедийным, и будет содержать в себе
информацию обо всех русскоязычных организациях, центрах русистики,
но он будет и средством дистанционного обучения и средством получения
информации из России по самым разным направлениям.
Русский мир – это конечно не самолюбование и не самоизоляция.
Тоска по мировой культуре, о которой говорил Осип Мандельштам, также
непреложна и плодотворна, как тоска по родной культурной традиции.
Естественно культура России может выполнить свое предназначение,
только отбросив страхи и комплексы и с достоинством приняв вызовы
современной вселенской широты глобализированного мира. Русский мир
и Россия всегда были открытыми, отзывчивыми другим народам и
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культурам. Русское национальное сознание за много веков стало
универсальным, даже глобальным. вспомним, что Гоголь (а кто Гоголь, он
русский, украинец?): писал о Пушкине (а кто Пушкин, русский, эритреец,
классик эфиопской поэзии?). Так вот, что Гоголь писал о Пушкине: «Как
рано пробуждалось в нем эта чуткость на все откликаться, и как верен его
отклик, как чутко его ухо. В Испании он испанец, с греком грек, на Кавказе
вольный горец в полном смысле этого слова, а заглянет к мужикам в избу,
он русский весь, с головы до ног». И как мост от Пушкина к Достоевскому,
его знаменитые слова, что стать настоящим русским - стать вполне
русским братом всех людей, всечеловеком. Но конечно всемирность,
всечеловечность не уничтожает национальное.
«Русский мир» не будет заниматься политикой. Если мы вспомним,
что такое русский мир, насколько он распылён, насколько он
разнообразен, мы увидим, что в нем дистанция между левым и правым на
несколько километром длиннее, чем в любом устоявшемся западном
обществе. Кто-то за границей учил русский язык потому, что на нем
разговаривал Ленин, а кто-то учил русский язык потому, что на нем
разговаривал Сахаров или Бродский. Поэтому, конечно мы не можем
делить людей на правых и левых и занимать политические позиции.
Но есть один вопрос, по которому мы договорились все-таки занять
политическую позицию – это вопрос о статусе русского языка в ряде
государств. русский язык является наказанным языком во многих странах
бывшего Советского Союза. Понятно, что новые государства выстраивают
свою новую идентичность в основном на том, что они не Россия. Но
русский язык – это язык, который наказан не только за конкретные
провинности России или СССР как государства, но, к сожалению, и за ту
великую модернизационную миссию, которую он выполнял и еще на
протяжении многих десятилетий будет выполнять на территории
бывшего Советского Союза. Наша политическая позиция заключается в
том, что в силу и реальной языковой ситуации, и международнопризнанных норм прав человека, русский язык должен обладать
официальным статусом в тех странах, где хотя бы для трети
налогоплательщиков это основной язык знания и общения, т.е. язык
родной. С этой точки зрения Казахстан, Украина, Латвия, Молдова,
Кыргызстан,
где
русскоязычные
составляют
больше
трети
налогоплательщиков, должны сделать русский язык, официальным.
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«Русский мир» обращен и к миру русской эмиграции. Русская
эмиграция, как вы знаете, никогда не была сплоченной и далеко не всегда
симпатизировала своему Отечеству. В отличие от классических
диаспоральных наций, таких как еврейская, армянская, греческая,
причиной эмиграции становились не внешний враг, а внутренние
катаклизмы, и это накладывало очень серьезный отпечаток на отношение
эмигрантов к исторической Родине. Традиционно, начиная с первых волн
дореволюционной, революционной эмиграции, в этой среде были очень
сильны негативные эмоции по отношению к Российской Империи, к
СССР, к Российской Федерации. Могла существовать ностальгия по укладу
жизни, кругу общения, родному пепелищу, отеческим гробам, но в любом
случае это был либо потерянный рай, причем потерянный навсегда, либо
ад, из которого удалось вырваться. Отсюда понятны и чувства, которые
располагались в негативной части эмоционального спектра. Что
парадоксально, даже сильная любовь к Родине нередко побуждала к
борьбе с ней в её существовавшем виде, к желанию ее разрушить, что
можно сказать о послереволюционных эмигрантах и диссидентах. А к
этому добавлялись и действительные безобразия в нашем Отечестве и
соответствующий образ России в странах проживания, где мы чаще всего
были представлены как «Империя зла». В результате со стороны внешнего
русского мира сложилась устойчивая психологическая парадигма
негативного отношения, стыдливости по отношению к собственной
русскости, а со стороны внутреннего русского мира возникло, и долго
существовало неприязненное отношение к эмигрантам как к отрезанным
ломтям. Этот раскол надо самым решительным образом преодолевать,
причем быстро и с обеих сторон.
Известно, что все названное существует, существует и русский мир.
Однако, при всей древности этой реальности, существование его сейчас –
это существование новорожденного, и, вполне возможно, что этого
новорожденного ждет великая судьба, но образ его пока довольно смутен.
Образ не имеет четкой формы, не заполнен исчерпывающим смыслом, это
абрис образа и мифа - глобального, политического. Страна, пережившая
катаклизмы, катастрофы ХХ века, на всем его протяжении теряла и теряла
людей в жесточайших войнах, в волнах эмиграции, на отходивших
территориях. И этой стране нужно было войти в новый век,
переосмыслить историю, собраться с силами, для того чтобы поставить
задачи сбережения и собирания, нет не земель, как в прошлые века, а
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людей, пусть сначала через язык, культуру, через ценности, безусловные
для всего русского мира.
Русский мир – это не воспоминание о прошлом, русский мир
должен быть мечтой, мечтой о будущем, мечтой великого народа,
великого мира, которые несут людям идеалы свободы, справедливости,
правды, равноправия, достоинства, народа, который живет в мире с собой
и с остальным миром. Подлинное оправдание национальной традиции в
дне сегодняшнем, дне завтрашнем, в способности учиться, в умении
отделять зерно от плевел, в нашей способности возродиться, опираясь на
прошлое, борясь с прошлым, преодолевая и продолжая его.
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Report on the XI International Congress of MAPRIAL
Varna Free University, Bulgaria
September 2007
Robert Channon
Mary Nicholas
William Rivers
This overview of the papers at the MAPRIAL XI Congress in Varna focuses on
presentations in linguistic analysis. Other overviews concentrate on the
presentations in other areas. There were a great many highly compelling
papers dealing with linguistic analysis, including presentations by some
linguists whose names will be very familiar to those who follow this discipline.
The papers’ topics ran the gamut from the history and development of Russian
to those focusing on the analysis of contemporary Russian, as well as those
looking ahead to how Russian may be changing, including current
developments in colloquial language and slang. A particular reference which
arose several times in different places and contexts – including in the remarks
made by Evgenij Evtušenko at the poetry evening before he read some of his
works – was the penetration and ubiquitous use of как бы in speech and
informal writing (e.g., Internet bulletin boards, chat rooms, blogs, etc.). Of
course, since there were many parallel sections, it was impossible to attend all
of the presentations which were of interest. Many of the papers that focused
more on linguistic analysis were concentrated in Sections I, V, and VII.
In the opening session, after the general welcoming addresses and a
“поэтическое послание к участникам конгресса” delivered by Evtušenko,
there were six plenary papers, including a truly dynamic piece by Stefana
Dimitrova (Bulgaria), Принципы сопоставления сопоставительной
болгарско–русской грамматики.
Section I, Новое в системно–структурном описании современного
русского языка, began the next morning with a session entitled
“Структурный, семантический, функциональный аспекты изучения
языковых единиц разных уровней. Фонетика и фонология. Морфемика и
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морфология.” The session opened with two long information-packed doklady,
by Majja Vladimirovna Vsevolodova (Russia), Русская грамматика XXI века –
грамматика языка функционирующего (наше представление о языке;
задачи и перспективы), and Mikhail Epstein (U.S.), О причастиях будущего
времени; these were followed by a number of shorter soobščenija. Other
sessions in Section I included “Лексикология. Лексическая семантика.
Словообразование” and “Синтаксис. Лингвистика текста и дискурс.”
Among the papers in “Синтаксис. Лингвистика текста и дискурс” was one by
Leonid Iomdin (Russia), Русские конструкции малого синтаксиса,
образованные вопросительными местоимениями.
Section V, Русский язык: диахрония и динамика языковых процессов,
featured
sessions
including
“Язык
древнерусской
книжности.
Церковнославянский язык,” “Развитие русского языка на протяжении его
истории. Становление и эволюция норм литературного языка,” and
“Социокультурная и социолингвистическая проблематика литературной
нормы. Актуальные процессы в русском языке конца ХX–начала XXI
столетия.” One of the doklady leading the latter session was a compelling study
by Marina Jakovlevna Glovinskaja (Russia), Противонаправленные
тенденции в русском склонении на рубеже XX и XXI веков.
Section VII, Русский язык в сопоставлении с другими языками, included
sessions on “Методология межъязыковыхсопоставлений. Проблемы
таксономической и объяснительной топологии,” “Прикладные аспекты
описания русского языка в сопоставлении с другими языками,”
“Проблемы межъязыковой эквивалентности,” and “Универсальное и
идиоэтническое в русском языке. Способы языковой кодировки в русском
и сопоставляемых с ним языках.” These sessions dealt with a wide range of
fascinating topics and problems in the area of comparative and contrastive
studies of Russian with a wide variety of other languages, both Slavic (e.g.,
Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Serbian, and others) and non-Slavic, such as Modern
Greek, English, Turkish, Hungarian, and others).
Another noteworthy presentation was the doklad in Section VI, Русская
лексикография: тенденции развития, by Jurij Derenikovič Apresjan (Russia),
Концепция активного словаря русского языка. This was scheduled
concurrently with the doklad by Vsevolodova in Section I.
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In conclusion, the level of quality and incisiveness of the papers was quite
high. The Congress was enhanced by invaluable opportunities to meet with
colleagues from over 45 countries, and was well worth attending.
Круглый стол: Русский язык и языковая идентичность
The Roundtable on Russian Language and Self-Identity was attended by a
relatively small group in terms of presenters and participants, but covered
topics of vast and vital importance to those who teach Russian in the Near and
Far Abroad. These ranged from the place of Russian in multiethnic societies of
the Near Abroad to the ways that one might usefully define and make
operational the concept of the Russian Heritage speaker in societies as diverse
as India, Japan, France, and the U.S. The roundtable featured presentations
from Kazakhstan, Bulgaria, Japan, and the U.S., as well as participants from a
broad range of countries and disciplines. Two key issues emerged: first, the role
of Russian in societies such as Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, and the policies,
beliefs, and practices that support individual bilingualism and societal
multilingualism in those countries. While it is commonplace to emphasize that
perspectives differ depending on one’s location, scholars from these countries –
such as Professor Eleonora Suleimenova (Kazakh State University) and A.O.
Orusbaev, Kyrgyzstan – point out that the policies and practices of the
emerging post-Soviet states vary considerably, and are often driven by policy
considerations broader than language itself. Nevertheless, Dr. Suleimenova
pointed out in her presentation that Kazakhstan has made tremendous strides
in establishing the conditions for functional bilingualism (Kazakh-Russian)
among the Kazakh members of society, and that the number of Russian-Kazakh
bilinguals for the Russophone element of Kazakh society is also increasing. Bill
Rivers from ACTR presented extensive data on the relationship of language,
prestige, psychosocial factors, and individual identity in light of the ethic and
language policies of Kazakhstan, noting the structural and theoretical
difficulties that attend the management of language policies from a top-down
perspective, especially in a democratic society. He discussed the fine-tuning of
Kazakhstan’s language education policies in light of societal reactions; in
particular, the desire for all sectors to acquire English and at all levels of
education, and how the Kazakh Republic has balanced this with the need to
maintain and promote Kazakh-Russian and Russian-Kazakh bilingualism.
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Much discussion on heritage learning followed the presentations of G.O.
Nikoporets-Takigava (Japan) and S.A. Rozhkov (Bulgaria) on the Russian
diasporas in their respective countries. Specifically, the range of identities and
self-identities encompassed by the term “heritage speaker” remains problematic
from the perspective of developing educational materials and programs for
such speakers, to the methods of identifying them for censuses, surveys, and
other governmental projects. The ability of any one person of Russian extraction
to declare herself a heritage speaker of Russian without any underlying
psycholinguistic reality stands as one extreme, however much it had been
echoed in Soviet censuses, where it was not unknown for fully Russified
minority individuals to declare their “родной язык” to be German or Karelian,
when in fact the individual had only Russian. A vigorous discussion ensued,
with consensus that more detailed research is required to identify typical
profiles of Russian heritage speakers in different environments.

Section IV
Interdisciplinary by design, Section IV was one of the largest and most varied
components at the Congress. Researchers in Section IV – concerned with broad
issues such as language, consciousness, and identity – were also focused on the
role of Russian in the vast expanse of modern intercultural communication. The
sessions in Varna provided vivid proof of the vitality and breadth of
contemporary Russian scholarship. A diverse group of researchers in fields
ranging from cultural linguistics, semantics, and folklore to literature, art, and
communication theory contributed to the vibrant intellectual exchange that
characterized the sessions of Section IV.
Those who attended the September 19 afternoon session heard two
extended lectures on significant changes in the evolving modern Russian world
view. L.G. Babenko delivered a presentation entitled “A View of the World in
the Mirror of the Dictionary,” based on research conducted jointly with
colleagues at her home institution at the Ural State University. Babenko and
others study the processes of categorization and conceptualization as they
relate to the formation of synonyms in modern Russian. In their work on an
ideographic description of Russian synonyms, she and her colleagues noted the
importance of synonyms in forming a fundamental picture of modern Russian
culture. N.P. Tropina, from Kherson State University in Ukraine, delivered a
related presentation, “A Linguistic Picture of the Russian Ethnos: A Shift of
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Stereotypes.” Tropina contends that modern stereotypes reflect today’s new
“technocratic” perception of the world. Although older stereotypes persist,
these are being challenged, according to Tropina’s research, by newer pictures
of the world. Tropina offered a number of examples to support her point,
contending that certain uses of language – “Ты отключился?” to a friend who
has stopped paying attention, for example – is evidence of a new model of
metaphorical nomination. Tropina’s remarks led to a lively discussion of the
differences between idiosyncratic individual language use and general societal
trends.
In addition to those “доклады,” the session included a number of shorter
“сообщения” on conceptual developments in Russian today. Shorter
presentations included a thought-provoking discussion of the multi-level
nature of stereotypes in spoken language by L.B. Matevosian (Erevan State
University, Armenia). Her study of stereotypes was based in part on source
material from writers A. Afinogenov, A. Vampilov, and others. Research by
L.P. Mukhammad, Kh. I.A. Mukhammad, and N.N. Khetagurova from the
Pushkin Institute in Moscow concerned the notion of the individualized subject
as an anthropological category in the Soviet and post-Soviet contexts. Working
from concepts developed by Ushinskii, Vygotsky, and others, the authors
suggest the methodological importance of subjectivity for contemporary
humanists.
Iu. I. Chakyrova from Paisii Hilendarsk University in Plovdiv, Bulgaria,
presented comparative research on the concept of “truth” in Bulgarian and
Russian. She offered a systematic approach by studying how both languages
treat the concepts of “истина” and “правда.” According to Chakyrova, despite
their obvious similarities, the two languages approach this particular semantic
field quite differently in the way they relate the concepts to both the sacred and
the quotidian spheres. M.S. Shishkov (St. Petersburg State University) based his
presentation on the results of research into three overlapping semantic
categories. He used the definition of a cultural linguistic concept offered by
Zinovieva and Iurkov to identify related concepts of “искренность” (sincerity),
“смирение” (meekness), and “утешение” (consolation). His description of the
relationships between these concepts was based in part on textual analysis of
material gathered from 118 respondents in twenty locations throughout Russia.
This far-ranging session of Section IV was rounded out by my own presentation
on the role of “Word and Text in Russian Conceptualism.” The written, or
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painted, word plays a distinctive role in the visual art of contemporary Russian
conceptual artists. Written texts provided these modern-day visual artists with
a viable solution to dilemmas they faced in late Soviet and early post-Soviet
Russia.
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Call for Papers
Russian Language Journal will dedicate its 2008 issue (Vol. 58) to the subject of
“Language Culture in Contemporary Russia,” and would like to invite all
scholars with related research interests to submit articles for consideration.
The period from 1985 to the present day has brought about dramatic
changes in the shape, sound, and structure of Russian, in the role that language
plays in both reflecting and helping to shape public discourse, and in the
attitudes that speakers and writers have toward the Russian national tongue
and language change in general. In an effort to explore the contours and
ramifications of these changes, RLJ welcomes submissions from colleagues
across disciplines on any aspect of the following issues, so long as they are
addressed in the context of Russian culture and society from 1985-2007:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Descriptive analyses of language change in cultural, social, and/or
political context;
Infusion of foreign loans into contemporary Russian;
Roles of high (e.g., Church) and low (e.g., colloquial, regional, dialectal,
non-standard, vulgar) registers;
The language of politics and/or politics of language;
Attitudes (popular, intellectual, or official) toward language change;
Creative representations of language change;
The state and fate of the literary language;
Language and/of the mass media, as well as the new media.

Authors interested in submitting articles for double-blind peer review
should send copies of their completed manuscripts, in English or Russian, using
submission guidelines posted at http://www.russnet.org/rlj, by July 1, 2008.
Please address any questions to rlj@actr.org.
Recently reestablished and newly configured under the auspices of The American Council of
Teachers of Russian (ACTR), Russian Language Journal is an international, bilingual
scholarly review of research, resources, symposia, and publications pertinent to the study
and teaching of Russian language and culture, as well as comparative and interdisciplinary
research in Russian language, culture and the acquisition of Russian as a second language.
For more information about RLJ: www.russnet.org/rlj
For more information about ACTR and American Councils: www.americancouncils.org
ACTR membership information: www.americancouncils.org/actrMembership
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Russian Textbooks
American Council of Teachers of Russian offers more than 40 major textbooks and
teaching aids including most widely used Russian texts in U.S. secondary and
higher education.
Peers/Rovesniki
Peers will acquaint the learner with contemporary Russian culture, schools, and family life. It is designed to enhance
listening and speaking skills at the intermediate proficiency level and can help prepare American students planning to
participate in exchange programs. Peers is a set of three one-hour video tapes, constituting the basis of the course, an
accompanying textbook, and a Teacher's Manual. The video, filmed in Moscow and in a number of other cities, is divided
into fourteen segments, beginning on the first of September, and following four Moscow school students, their families, and
friends throughout the school year. Each segment consists of spontaneous, unscripted, and authentic dialogues and
interviews, as well as excerpts from Russian television. Following each segment is a contemporary Russian music video.

ISBN: 0-9643332-2-8

Russian for Business Communication
Written by leading experts in the field, Russian for Business Communication will give your students the linguistic tools
necessary to conduct business in Russia. The situational exercises and vocabulary in this textbook are based on a dynamic
multi-year survey of actual language utilization within contemporary commercial and managerial settings in Russia, areas
where the lexicon and syntax of business expression have developed very rapidly over the past years. Using a
communicative approach with up-to-date information and vocabulary, Russian for Business Communication introduces
information by topic, covering both written and oral modes of communication in the workplace.

ISBN: 0-9643332-4-4

What Do You Think About That?
What Do You Think About That? presents a "slice of life" approach to the changing norms of contemporary Russian culture.
The material is constructed around ten unrehearsed, unscripted, man-on-the-street interviews combined with film clips
from recent Russian and Soviet-era cinema chosen on the basis of the cultural themes they reveal or illuminate. Culturally
authentic and sociolinguistically "real", the dialogues contained in these interviews are conducted by an experienced media
personality. Since all dialogues are unscripted, both the interviewer and interviewee react to the topics with spontaneity
and freshness, even as their speech exhibits predictable features of uncertainty and occasional avoidance strategies. ISBN:

0-9643-3320-1

English-Russian and Russian-English Glossary of Marketing Terms
This glossary contains 291 marketing terms that will be of use to business professionals in Russia and in other emerging
free-market economies. The terms have been selected to represent marketing terms commonly used in open market
situations. The marketing terms contained in this book have been compiled from numerous reference sources including
business dictionaries, textbooks, seminar manuals, and the actual practice of marketing by American professionals. ISBN:

0-9643332-6-0

For a complete list of publications and to order: call (202) 833-7522 or visit our website
www.actr.org
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Grants for
Research &
Language
Training in
Russia,
Eurasia, &
Southeastern
Europe
Funding available through
American Councils from U.S.
Department of State (Title
VIII), National Endowment
for the Humanities, U.S.
Department of Education
(Fulbright-Hays), and Institute
of International Education
(IIE) grant support.

Advanced Russian Language & Area Studies and Eurasian
Regional Language programs provide group and individual
language instruction in Armenian, Azeri, Buryat, Chechen, Dari,
Georgian, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Persian, Romanian, Russian, Tajik, Tatar,
Turkmen, Tuvan, Ukrainian, Uzbek, and Yakut. Deadline: October 15
(Spring ); March 1 (Summer ); April 1 (Fall & Academic Year).

Title VIII Research Scholar Program
Awards of $5,000 - $25,000 for field research in Russia, Southeastern
Europe, Central Asia, the South Caucasus, Ukraine, Belarus, and
Moldova. Deadline: October 1 (Spring & Summer); January 15 (Fall &
Academic Year).

Title VIII Combined Research & Language Training Program
Awards of $5,000 - $25,000 for 10 hrs/week of intensive language training
in addition to field research in Eurasia. Deadline: October 1 (Spring &
Summer); January 15 (Fall & Academic Year).

Title VIII Special Initiatives Fellowship Program
Fellowships of up to $35,000 for field research on policy-relevant topics
in Central Asia and the South Caucasus. Deadline: October 1 (Spring &
Summer); January 15 (Fall & Academic Year).

Title VIII Southeastern Europe Language Program
Support for one to nine months of intensive language study at major
universities throughout Southeastern Europe. Deadline: October 1
(Spring & Summer); January 15 (Fall & Academic Year).

National Russian Flagship Program
Intensive, nine-month language training with stateside and overseas
components for U.S. students who wish to attain “distinguished” or
“superior” (ILR 3, 3+, 4) Russian-language skills. Deadline: January 31.

NEH Collaborative Research Fellowship
Fellowships for post-doctoral scholars. Awards up to $40,000 for four to
nine months of humanities research in Eastern Europe and Eurasia.
Proposals must include plans to work with at least one collaborator in the
field. Deadline: February 15.

Summer Program for Russian Language Teachers
Full support for university and secondary school teachers of Russian to
study in Moscow for six weeks. Graduate students are also encouraged
to apply. Deadline: March 1.

Contemporary Russia Program
Five-week summer area-studies program at the Higher School of
Economics in Moscow. Open to university students and professionals at
all levels of Russian-language proficiency, including those with no prior
language training. Deadline: March 15.

www.americancouncils.org
www.acrussiaabroad.org

For more information on eligibility and applications, contact:
American Councils for International Education: ACTR/ACCELS
Russia and Eurasia Outbound Programs
1776 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 833-7522; Email: outbound@americancouncils.org
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